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PREFACE.

This little book is not a philosophical speculation,

nor is it a theory. It is a brief statement of

fundamental facts corroborated by every develop-

ment of Science.

It presents the structural unity of the Design

and the relations and inter-relations of the Infinite

diversity of its manifestations in their common
relationship to and dependence upon the Central

Power, the Source; especially its aim is to make
plain the cause of evolutionary transformations that

culminated in the mind of man, which was, and is,

capable of aspiration for renewal, "dominion," and,

individually of progress and immortality.

Sir James Crichton Browne, the English specialist,

has said of physicians :
" Whatever theoretical

tenets they may embrace, whatever physiological

system they may adopt, they will, when they find

themselves medical practitioners at the bedside,

become ardent vitalists."

Vitalists are those who see in life more than can

be accounted for on any known physical basis.

We are all vitalists, and all values are tributary
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to life. That death should have dominion, and

that everything should gradually return to "ether,

the ultimate end of things," is not the design.

"Joy is the mainspring of endless Nature's calm

rotation," and its culmination for man is "ever-

lasting life" in fulness of joy.

Man has capabilities for his own enlightenment

and progress, and his activities, in the light, are

the glory of that Architect who made inherent in

His Plan building materials and workers, and in

these a structural law, whereby the builders are,

through their aspiring activities perfected to dwell

with Him in indestructible " mansions."

The stepping-stones that men of science have

laid in the path of discovery are of inestimable

value, and, if the way is steep, so much the wider

is the view when the hill-top is reached.

Massachusetts, U.S.A.,

January igi2.
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"Every great discovery has to pass through three stages.

First, people say, 'It is absurd'; then they say, 'It is con-

trary to the Bible'; finally they say, 'We always knew that

it was so.'"—Dr. Whewell.

"Science lives on fact, but it has always been great

generalizations which have given them birth."

—

Dr.

Gustave Le Bon.

"Most thinkers have a faith that at bottom there is but

one science of all things, and that until all is known no one

thing can be completely known."—Professor William

James.





THE COMPOSITION OF MATTER
AND THE EVOLUTION OF MIND.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.

MAN has ever been seeking to find his way back-

ward through effects to cause; and, paradoxical as

it appears, the measure of his progress backward

marks his progress forward. It follows that in the

origin of man we find the key to his destiny; and

the missing link in the evolution theory—or,

Whence came life?—is to be looked for in the

composition of matter.

In this chapter I shall refer briefly to obvious

and well-known facts, and to the recent revelations

of science, and outline new and fundamental facts

that are to be made plain in subsequent chapters.

Causal law is observable in all evolutionary

transformations ; a knowledge of the Cause would

seem to be necessary as a basis for reasomable

conclusions.

Did all that is, by some fortuitous process,

evolve from physical substance, or are all trans-

ii



12 COMPOSITION OF MATTER.

formations traceable to the actual and structural

operation of inherent spirit ?

A late and most important discovery in physical

chemistry is that the ultimate division of matter is

not the atom, but the electron, which is a corpuscle

of force, or an electric charge of force ; and that the

variety of things composing the material world

—

that is, all visible substance—are aggregations of

force, in infinitely varying " mass " and modes

of combination informed by, and structurally

attracted in, a universal trend toward the Source

and Common Centre. 1

The atoms composing all things are, we are told,

true planetary systems of electrons, and that one

body differs from another in being composed of

spheres (electrons) that differ even in their unthink-

able minuteness as truly as one star differs from

another. Briefly, I shall make plain that these

differences are in the same ratio as are the differ-

ences in planets and stars; that the cause of move-

ment, whether of sun or electron, is the same; and

that the infinite diversities of substance—solid,

liquid, gaseous, and spiritual—are differences in

quantitative, not qualitative, mass or value.

We understand something of the gravitational

relation of each planet in the solar system to the

sun, its visible centre. Reasoning from analogy

and observed effects, we know that the solar system

itself, with its full-orbed, glorious centre, is circling

1 "Mass" is gravitational value, every unit of energy differing

from every other in tension.
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round a greater centre ; and that all systems, from

the incomprehensibly great to the unthinkably

minute, are circling and intercircling around the

Source which is the Central Energy, the Supreme,

Omniscient Spirit.

All power, whether physical, mental, or psychical,

is gravitational ; and we cannot too often recall

that power is only seen in effects, and that all that

is actual is unseen. That that which is seen is

made of the unseen is not a metaphysical state-

ment, but actual fact. Gravitation is an unseen

force ; its source or being is the persistence of

radiant energy from the Central Source in every-

thing that has being; thus, structurally, there is

the universal attraction of all things toward the

Source and common centre.

That is, everything moves, and all evolutionary

movements started, because of the interfusion of

positive radiant energy from the Central Energy

everywhere in everything, and its omnipotent

holding and attracting power.

Newton said that without a transmitting medium

the idea of gravitation is an " absurdity." Ether

is the transmitting medium ; as air is the atmo-

sphere of cosmic mechanics or physical activity,

so ether is the atmosphere of spiritual or causal

power: Spirit is the quintessence of Power.

Ether is everywhere present ; it pervades all

space, without the gap of a billionth of an inch

anywhere ; it is in, through, and around even the
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unthinkably minute electrons that compose matter;

movement—radio-activity or intra-atomic energy

—would be impossible were the constituents of

matter anywhere in actual contact or in a vacuum

;

ether is a perfect medium, being actually per-

petuum mobile not in the least restraining the

electronic vibrations.

Gravitation is structural; the Omniscient Spirit

of the omnipotent, inexhaustible Central Power

holds and attracts all being by the means of the

seminal interfusion of spiritual initiative, the

positive element, in its atmosphere ether.

Gravitation is of three general kinds—electronic,

terrestrial, and solar, whether of our sun or greater

suns for their attendant spheres, and these three

kinds are sub-divisions of celestial (spiritual)

gravitation—that is, the structural gravitation of

all things toward the Source.

A definite unit of positive initiative from the

Source, or an electron positively charged, centres

every atom ; around each unit of positive initiative

circle in orbits the negative corpuscles that are

charged and attracted by it; thus is formed the

electronic system, called an atom.

Ultimately the definite unit of positive initiative

is the persistence of the primal creative initiative.

The controlling power in matter has been called

the psychic element, but it has not been accounted

for. I shall make plain, from the observable nature

of effects, that the Central Energy, omniscient and

omnipotent, sent into the void the charge that was
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instinct with the potentiality of all that is : it was

a charge of two intensities—namely, the positive

and negative, that is initiative and response. In

the unity of a perfect design these elements are

the universal elements of all power and substance.

The definite units of positive initiative or initiat-

ing potency have characteristic charging and

informing power. In assemblage, and constantly

augmenting power during the creative periods of

time, they formed, informed, and transformed,

electronic systems (atoms) in a sequential series of

evolutionary transformations that culminated on

this planet in the mind of man, and coincidently

in a world fitted to be the contributory theatre of

the drama of human life in dominion or of the

evolution of man.

The electronic systems, or atoms, in oneness of

structural relation to the Source, aggregate or cohere,

and are held in place by the greater gravitational

mass centreing the earth and each and every planet.

Terrestrial gravitation is the attraction of the

earth (a great storehouse of electrical energy,

greater in aggregation of intensities, obviously,

than all that it attracts) for all corporeal bodies.

If you lift a stone, the minute you let go of it

the earth pulls it back to the surface again. The

moon is attracted by the earth in the same

gravitational ratio because it has not enough of

the positive element for a solar orbit.

Solar gravitation is the attraction of the sun (a

stupendous aggregation of radiant energy) for the
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planets that are held each according to its intensity

of gravitational impact and compact called "mass."

It seems not unreasonable that the undiscovered

planet, the effects of which are observed by
astronomers, will be found to have a retrograde

motion like that of the moon, Phcebe, around

Saturn, for the same reason—lack of responsive

energy for a normal orbit; and also that radium

is the epitome of suns.

Celestial gravitation is the holding and attract-

ing power of the central inexhaustible Source of

all power and energy. Around this Central Power
circle and inter-circle, in infinite varieties of impact

and compact, suns and their systems from the in-

comprehensibly great to the unthinkably minute

electronic suns and their attendant spheres (cor-

puscles) that constitute atoms.

The definite unit of positive electrical energy,

and suns aggregating the highest intensity of the

positive element (persistence of the initial radiant

energy from the Source) hold those bodies that have

less—that is, that are mainly composed of negative

charges having only sufficient gravitational energy

for responsive striving in inter-circling compact.

The law of gravitational relationship is in-

variable; each unit charges (electrifies) and

informs with initiative, the next, lower in "mass." 1

1 The positive creative centres are pure cognizance each of its

individual "mass," for its designed purpose being each a definite

unit of the persistence of the Design of the Creator. Pure cogniz-

ance is memory. It is ingrained or structural likeness, each unit to

its typical source.
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Ultimately we purpose to make plain that the

definite unit of positive initiative is inherent,

germinal memory of the Design of the Source, the

charge of which is the rudimentary element of mind.

In its embryonic state this charge of super-

intelligence from the typical positive centre effects

the stir of awakening life in its gravitational rela-

tion to the Source. Each thing involuntarily strives

to attain the stature of its parental type through
immanent structural remembrance of its source,

which constitutes gravitation toward that source

;

it is insensible consciousness of power.

In human life the utmost consciousness of power
on this planet is attained, and knowledge of and
access to the inexhaustible Supreme Power.

Physicists teach that were the energy in an atom
freed, it could rend mountains. We only use the

energy of which we are conscious, and only perceive

strength by its effects
; as the consciousness and use

of power increase beings ascend in the scale of being.

In the activities incident to life we exhaust
strength, and by natural processes strength is

renewed. Strength is an unseen force, and its

only measure is that which it accomplishes or may
accomplish. These facts, which seem well estab-

lished, we wish to interpret.

Years ago, as now, physiologists taught that

muscular exertion causes a breaking away of force

resembling an electrical explosion, and that after

taking food and rest this force is renewed. We
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cannot doubt so logical a conclusion as that matter

is electrical energy made visible in mass, and that

of electrons, which are corpuscles of force, all

matter is composed, since we can only gain renewal

through taking that which is in essence like that

which we have lost. Energy alone yields energy.

Let us look at the characteristics of energy as

way-marks to the Source.

It is accepted by physicists that "ether is the

material substance which fills all the inter-space

between world and world without the gap of

one millionth of an inch anywhere," and it is

within, through, and around the electrons and

corpuscles that compose atoms, or literally every-

where present. As we have said, the atoms com-

posing material substance are not in compact

masses, but in a field of ether. Ether is the

atmosphere of causal power, or initiative, and it is

evident that wherever there are manifestations of

power there is ether, and wherever there is ether

there is radio-activity or gravitational power. 1 The
presence of radiant energy and its potency are un-

1 Radiant energy—namely, the psychic element— is an emanation

of "light" from the omniscient Centre. It is informing,

enlightening, and transforming power, because it is of the nature

of the Source and gravitates toward the fulfilment of his purpose,

each unit being structurally the persistence of that purpose. Light

in its different degrees of intensity is physical, mental, and spiritual,

and all light that we can perceive is as the shadow of darkness to

the ineffable light of the Central Power.

Emanations are insensible radiations; we do not feel the attrac-

tions of terrestrial gravitation ; all spiritual or causal emanations

are insensible.
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doubted ; everywhere it interfuses and is the life of

both matter and ether, which are its manifestations.

As ether surrounds and interpenetrates matter, so

spirit, which is the essence of power, penetrates and

interfuses ether. All things are to it a vacuum.

Spirit is " light " ; it is the highest state

of consciousness ; everything that is done pre-

supposes consciousness of power in the doer.

Faith, or belief that you can do a thing, is the

moving or starling power. Faith is actually

positive, structural power. It then becomes evident

that every evidence of power, from the least to

the most stupendous, has back of it a positive

initiative (an idea or spiritual perception) ; the

Omniscience of supreme, omnipotent,1 inexhaust-

ible power is The Spirit of the central energy;

man's highest potency is faith, or the super-con-

sciousness of soul-inspired mind.

Spirit is the in-forming life of matter and is

everywhere present.

Ether seems to me to be as obviously the

atmosphere of consciousness of power, or spirit,

as air is the atmosphere of physical life ; air carries

vibrations or sound waves to the corporeal ear;

ether carries the sense to the actual understanding

ear of the body made of life. Air is the breath

of the corporeal body and carries its movements;

ether is the breath of the spiritual body (the body

1 God is omnipotent ; man has the potency of aspiring faith

in Him.
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made of life) and transmits understanding to each

of its own kind.

Nor is ether less obviously real than air. You
hold in your hand a cup of water. Pour the water

upon the ground ; the cup is now full of air. Place

the cup in an air-tight receiver and with an air-

pump exhaust the air. The cup is now full of

ether; ether is also in, through, and around every

atom composing the cup and the receiver, and in,

through, and around the constituent electrons;

ether cannot be drawn out, compressed, or ex-

hausted ; nothing could exist and hold itself in

shape in a vacuum. We then perceive that ether

is interfused with a holding power greater than we
can compute. Throughout the utmost bounds of

the universe it holds suns and their systems, each

in its radiant orbit.

" The breath of God " is not an idle poetic

phrase, but it is the " word " of the central supreme

power; it is the " presence " of which Josiah Parson

Cook writes in The New Chemistry:

" Everywhere in Nature there is a presence

which not only imparts power to particles but

also directs each particle in its appointed place."
.

We shall make plain that this holding and con-

trolling power is the structural gravitation of every

constituent electron towards its centre, and the

common gravitation of all electronic, terrestrial

(corporeal), and solar systems in assemblage toward

the Common Centre.
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For the different manifestations of gravitational

power we have the names radio-activity, light,

heat, electricity, magnetism, and all of the different

degrees of intensity and mass of electrical force

that are manifest in chemical changes. All chemical

changes are now known to be electrical l in

character.

In the study of gravitational energy in its evolu-

tionary processes, we shall approach a comprehension

of that Central Power from which all forces come.

Ether is not void, but is traversed by material

objects and vibratory currents. These currents,

or "the ether-strain," are manifestly electrical

gravitational movements caused by the attraction

of greater centres (aggregations of intensities or

masses) for the lesser, and of the central power
for all centres and systems.

In the words of Michael Faraday, "an electrical

unit may be best conceived as an axis of power,

having contrary forces exactly equal in contrary

directions; attraction and repulsion are the char-

acteristics of all electrical phenomena." The char-

acteristics of all phenomena are actually positive

initiative and negative response, and no unit is

conceivable without these characteristics : even a

negative corpuscle, while it exists at all, is an

embodiment of the positive impulsion.

1 By electrical I always mean capable of electrifying or charging

with initiative to move. The character of the influence of mind
over mind is electrical—that is, by means of charging and attract-

ing emanations, however subtle; and cognizance (Law), however

elementary, is at the heart of every movement of whatever kind.
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The manifestations of dissociation are named
positive and negative electricity, and are in reality

initiative and response. The definite units of

positive electrical energy or initiative always

charge the negative corpuscles, and thus give them
responsive energy sufficient to establish orbits

about themselves in their structural movement
toward the source. Organism is thus effected.

The infinite diversity of equilibria or inclination

of the axes of corpuscles to the plane of their

orbits around the positive centres make an

infinite diversity of substances.

The discovery of "electrons, or unitary atomic

charges," was clearly formulated by Faraday in

1834, but he did not discern that of these all

matter is composed. According to the latest

writers on this subject—viz., the Composition of

Matter, these atomic charges have endless modes
of combining—these combinations being effected

by infinitely varying swiftness of motion and

equilibria into atoms, these in turn into molecules,

until the aggregation makes visible substance or

matter. 1

In proceeding we shall be led to see the UNITY

OF LAW IN THE COMPOSITION OF MATTER.

Percival Lowell has said " that we are in some

way akin to all the rest of the cosmos has been

steadily demonstrated by science. The essential

1 " Beautiful models have been devised by Professor J. J. Thomson

to illustrate the atom and the way in which it may be built up by

electrons,"
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oneness of the universe is the goal to which all

learning tends."

Socrates long ago said " the laws below are

sisters of the laws above."

Science aims, through the study of the operations

of causal law, to gain knowledge of the Source of

all that is ; in advancing human knowledge it

strives to "think God's thoughts after Him."

In this material and utilitarian age, all know-

ledge which contributes to the conveniences of

life, and to its material prosperity, is eagerly

sought.

In view of the fact that we are transient guests

upon this planet, is it reasonable to suppose that

it is impossible to extend our knowledge and

possessions to a more permanent state?

"Through the ages one increasing purpose runs."

Knowledge is utilitarian and founded upon

observation ; understanding is contemplative, and

seeks to comprehend cause in effect. We are

commanded to "get knowledge, and with our

knowledge to get understanding."

In the study of cause and effect man has

established, almost beyond controversy, the evolu-

tion theory, and if evolution is not an established

fact, we will consider it as a well-known theory

and use it as a stepping-stone to knowledge having

a sure foundation,
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The importance of indestructible foundations

is unquestioned. These may best be found by-

tracing things from the beginning, looking first

at that which is present and apparent and which

no man disputes.

We know that we exist. It appears that the

only thing infinite that all men alike can in some

measure comprehend is space. No sane mind can

imagine anything outside of space—space which

is filled with ether—or the annihilation of space.

We know that we make use of energy or power,

and that there must be power greater than we use

or know. Judging by its stupendous effects, visible

in the movements of the spheres in the infinitude

of space, it can be no less than omnipotent power.

Being agreed in these three facts

—

(a) our con-

sciousness of being; (J?)
the infinitude of space;

and (c) the perceivable effects of the operation of

power beyond our comprehension ; also that the

space we live in, and the power that we make use

of, are in kind like the infinitude of space and

omnipotent power, let us consider (as far as it is

possible for us to go) space filled, as we know it

to be, with ether which is interfused by and vibrant

with power.

Science correlates facts and refers them to their

ultimate cause. It is of the utmost importance

that there should be a basis of reality.

As a physicist the writer has little in common
with the metaphysicians. To say that matter
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evolved and flowered in consciousness, and to

begin the study of all that is in this averred cul-

mination of cosmic processes is not my purpose.

Rather we take things as they are and find in

them the UNIVERSAL ELEMENTS OF BEING AND
POWER—spiritual, mental, and physical : the ele-

ments of all manifestations of power or energy are

initiative and response.

Since the two elements are universal it matters

little what we take to serve as an illustration. The
watch ticking in the pocket, for instance, is not a

fortuitous assemblage of material and mechanism.

IT IS THE PERSISTENCE OF THE MAKER'S

THOUGHT in corporeal structure and activity ; his

initiative is the positive element in it, and the

negative element is the assemblage of parts which

he charges in mechanical arrangement to obey his

purpose (initiative) in making the timepiece. He
has charged 1 every spring, wheel, rivet, swivel,

cog, and jewel with its related part to play, and

the man who winds it recharges every atom—ay,

every electron in every atom, with the ethereal

positive element initiative (design). Were it pos-

sible to withdraw his design, the material watch

would collapse into a shapeless mass.

We cannot too strongly emphasize the fact that,

through the perfect unity of the design, there is

no unit of action or substance, however trivial,

1 Charges are obviously of three kinds or degrees of intensity

—

psychic, mental, and mechanical; the psychic is positive cognizance

or initiative for control,
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whether vital or mechanical, solid, liquid, gaseous,

or ethereal, that is devoid of structural memory of

its source (initiative or the definite unit of positive

electrical gravitation toward the fulfilment of the

purpose of that source). Even the ball thrown

by a boy at play is charged by him with initiative

to fulfil his aim—which is the psychic or positive

element that causes the motion of the ball.

The persistence of the positive element initiative

is universal.

The two things that are most abundant are

light and life. Light is composed of vibrant ether,

as was demonstrated by Michael Faraday and is

accepted by Lord Kelvin and other physicists. It

is an electro-magnetic disturbance in the ether.

Light is essentially unchangeable and indestructible

radio-incentive, and is in every organized substance.

Its visible manifestation is the vestment of causal

power or initial-velocity. Are these manifestations

of consciousness? Let us consider :

We have been asked—" What is energy or

power?"

Being familiar with energy as we all are through

the use of it each in our own measure, we had

never asked ourselves the question. It, however,

seemed a reasonable question, and we have given

much time in considering the answer.

Power is initial motion composed of two ele-

ments—initiative and response. Since initiative
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implies consciousness, and there can be no exercise

of consciousness without a response, it seems plain

that the source of power is in consciousness.

What is consciousness ? It is impossible to

define CONSCIOUSNESS in any other way than as

the INFORMING SPIRIT OF POWER, or to think

that it came into being except as an inception of

spirit from the omniscient soul of the omnipotent

central energy.

There is no power without precedent conscious-

ness, and when in the universe causal law (psychic

power), which is persistence of the Spirit's Omni-

science, ceases, power ceases. In other words, the

first inception in the void was a charge of two

intensities, the positive and the negative; initiative

and response ; spiritual and natural
;
psychic and

physical ; and could have been no otherwise.

Through the unity of a perfect design every

manifestation, however trivial, has the same char-

acteristics.

For instance, a boy throws a ball ; there persists

in the ball the boy's purpose or initiative, which is

ultimately the initiative of motion, or faith, a

spiritual design of the ego, and the physical

impetus.

Plainly, all incentive or positive power is

memory or persistence of idea,1 persistence of the

purpose or design of its source, and as such is

1 By idea we mean the initial cognizance or design.
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rudimentary mind. The root of all power is in

the positive element initiative, and the persistence

of initiative is structural memory.

It is plain that consciousness and power are in-

dissolubly united, for there can be only so much

power as there is consciousness or spirit to effect,

start, or impel.

The elements of power are positive and negative

(initiative and response), and no power or organism

can exist without precedent design of a knowing

starting agent—that is, a knowing and willing

potency. Spirit is the potency of, or the positive

element in, each and every manifestation of power;

spirit is the perfect equilibrium of initiative and

response of cause and effect: "He spoke and it

was done." Just as the boy's spirit persists in the

ball until his purpose is fulfilled, so the design of

the omniscient Spirit of the central power persists

until law in the inception (all that is) is fulfilled.

Law is an attribute of the positive element,

initiative, no less than of its Source. Initiative is

the persistence of this conception, each definite

unit for its own place and purpose; it always

everywhere gravitates to the fulfilment of that

purpose.

It is of a different intensity—gravitational mass

—in every unit of every kind, type, and species.

For example, the positive centre of the plant that

bears the pure white Easter lily is of that quality

of vibratory initiative that charges and attracts the
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corpuscles of the NEXT intensity of "mass" for

its particular form, stature, texture, odour, and

adorning. It grows in the same soil, is watered by

the same dews and rain, and attracted by the same

sun as the crimson rose growing by its side, the

positive individual centre of which charges con-

structively the corpuscles and only those related

to its vibratory " mass " in its upward striving.

One order of intensity makes white, another

crimson, one lily scent, another rose scent, one lily

adorning another rose, and each of these flowers

of individual beauty and sweetness.

Plainly, it seems to us, every centre, whether

positive, initiative, or its charges of provisional

initiative, charge with constructive purpose, attract,

and appropriate, each in its place, those corpuscles

of the NEXT LOWER INTENSITY. Ether is the

transmitting medium, since no two electrons,

corpuscles, or particles are ever anywhere in

actual contact.

A friend asked—
" Do you think that the power in Niagara Falls

is conscious power?"

Yes; in the same sense that the apple-seed has

consciousness of the apple-seed type—that is, con-

sciousness that will cause the embryo to charge

and appropriate the nutriment that is packed

around it within the seed husk for constructive

purposes, and then with the augmented strength

gained through such appropriation to reach out

into its environment and charge and attract that
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which it needs for growth in the apple-tree's cycle

of being, from the first awakening of consciousness

until the beginning is lost sight of in the great-

ness of the tree.

Through however many multiplications you

trace back for the source of aggregations of growth

or motion, whether of Niagara's stupendous mass

of flowing waters or any other increasing mass, the

ultimate cause is the inherence of causal gravita-

tional Iatv: That is of typical units of the persist-

ence of the purpose of an All-knowing, volitional

Spirit; as such it is consciousness of the solid,

liquid, or gaseous or spiritous 1 type according to the

mass of the positive centre. Law is inherent super-

consciousness, and causes the invariable charging

and attracting of contiguous and related units.

The ultimate beginning of things in the omni-

scient spirit of the central omnipotent power is not

an assumption, since both His design (initiative)

and operation (response) in the ethereal medium

are obvious in every conceivable manifestation.

The measure of the consciousness of power in

Niagara Falls and in the ocean is static
—

" Hitherto

and no farther shall thou come, and here shall thy

proud waves be stayed." It is the law of flowing

waters, or how water is charged to behave in-

variably. You cannot divest law of its unity with

1 The fourth division of substance in all below man is spiritous,

the positive units of initiative being units of the persistence of the

purpose of the Spirit ; in man the positive centre, soul, is spiritual

being of the Spirit.
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1

the purpose of a knowing designer, or take any-

thing out of gravitational relation to Him, the

central Power.

It may be that there will be no better place in

this little book to speak of the leisure required for

the working out (fulfilling) of causal law. Eternity

is God's leisure, and great souls work in the free-

dom of unlimited time, "everlasting life."

Astronomers 1
tell us that the undiscovered planet

beyond Neptune and Jupiter would have a year

one thousand years long—that is, it would take

one thousand years to make a complete revolution

around the sun. The Scriptures declare that "one

day is with the Lord as a thousand years, and a

thousand years as one day," which is, it seems to

us, only a general statement of eternity reduced to

our comprehension.

The latest calculation of the age of the world is

" based on the antiquity of radio-activity "—namely,

"the earth is 230,000,000 years old and the sun

115,000,000." Such length of time is hardly com-

prehensible by the mind of man, and yet it is as

nothing in the consideration of eternity. We may,

then, reasonably consider evolution with reference

to God's leisure and man's destiny as His children.

We proceed to trace all that is from the primal

initiative, which was the " Word " (Embodied
Design) that the Spirit of the central power spoke

into space: "Let there be Light." It was a

1 The astronomer's horologe in the heavens tells of eternity.
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charge of power of two intensities, positive and

negative, which we have found to be universal.

We know that our common light of day is only

a secondary and lesser intensity of charge, and that

the term "light" includes all manifestations of

radiant energy, 1 physical, mental, and psychical.

Light is never quiescent or inoperative; its

units are potentialities of impelling power; the

omniscient Spirit of omnipotent power spoke the

" Word " that was instinct with the potentiality of

all that is. We proceed to verify this in observable

phenomena, since in the perfect unity of design the

operation of causal law in the least and in the

greatest is uniform. 2

We know that (a) nothing can come from

anything that was not in it
;

(b) nothing can be

in anything that was not in the source
;

(c) effects

cannot be greater than cause.

We shall trace the evolutionary transformations

wrought through the ever-increasing consciousness

of power in its relatedness to the omniscient Spirit

1 All atoms are electronic systems. " Electric atoms in motion

are always accompanied by vibrations of the ether. Such vibrations

have received the name of Hertzian waves, radiant heat, visible

light, invisible ultra-violet light, etc., according to the effect on our

senses, but we know that their nature is the same. They may be

compared to the waves of the ocean, which differ only in their size."

—Dr. Gustave Le Bon, The Evolution of Matter, p. 312.

2 "The phenomena of life are data mi generis, and must as such

be accepted by science."—Quoted by J. A. Thomson in Herbert

Spencer, p. 105. We use "light" as a comprehensive name of

radio-energy.
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of the central power, its Source, from the initial

charge to its culmination on this planet in the

mind of man. The positive element initiative is

not an evolutionary product. It is the cause of

evolutionary transformations.

In reading Spencer, Darwin, and other evolu-

tionists, the conclusion seems inevitable that

organisms have developed in a progressive series.

Would we not naturally ask by the progression of

what ?

Reasoning from the known to the unknown, it

would seem plain that there could be no flowering

of the dust into conscious life unless there were

life-consciousness in the beginning.

Life is the stir of conscious power, and wherever

there is life there is a manifestation of power.

The consciousness, or the universal relation in kind

of the incentive or initiative of every positive unit

to its source and of all units singly and in mass to

the Common Source and Centre, may be sensible

or insensible 1 and its manifestations voluntary or

involuntary. In the simplest organisms the con-

sciousness is insensible, and only sufficient for the

involuntary massing, or clinging together, through

oneness of structural purpose (gravitation), of

molecules that we call cohesion.

The most advanced physicists tells us that

" the study of matter yields ever-increasing proof

1 Insensible is really super-sensible or psychic in man—the divine

spark (soul); in all below man, a positive unit of His purpose.

3
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that it has properties formerly deemed the ex-

clusive appanage of living beings." That common
property is the stir of conscious, seminal power, or

the universal gravitation of definite units of the

central spirit or purpose toward their Source.

The life in every seed embryo is the persistence

of the typical life-consciousness of its kind. So

life "in the beginning" is the persistence of

definite positive units of initiative or the pur-

poseful omniscience of the parent Life.

Through the unity of law we know that there

could only be such power in an organism as came

from greater power of the same kind. Supreme

omnipotent power and omniscient consciousness

will be seen to be inseparable in a perfect being.

In matter we perceive progressive consciousness 1

of power through the ascending gradations of being.

Embryonic and insensible consciousness of power

impels atoms to cohere in mass. Sensible (per-

ceivable) and discriminating consciousness of

power is evident in the actions and reactions

whereby crystals of wondrous beauty and variety

are formed. Then, through increased capability

co-equal with increasing consciousness of power

in its upward ascent, there are greater intensities

of gravitational impact which result in visibly

sensient life in the minute uni-cellular beings.

Of these Haeckel tells us that they " choose their

1 Consciousness is the co-ordinating mental incentive of the

embodiment of the super-conscious or in-forming positive centre.
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food, seek out mates, and enclose themselves in

shells of wonderful beauty and variety." This is

in response to the intuitive impulsions of the

positive centres, and constitutes their measure of

super-consciousness of power to fulfil the gravita-

tional law of their being.

Every organism has three factors of being : the

corporate body, the constituent atoms or electronic

systems in indescribably swift motion, and the

heart or CAUSE of the motion. The cause of the

motion is the inherent persistence of the purpose

of the OMNISCIENT Source in every positive

centre ; thus each and every definite unit of

initiative gravitates 1 to the fulfilment of its in-

dividual part in the Design. Every positive centre

being of omniscient purpose is super-conscious:

the positive centre charges units of the next related

mass with instinctive cognizance, and the next
lower units for corporate inter-related structure,

each organ and member of the body with appro-

priate form and functional capability.

In the universal trend of everything sourceward,

each positive unit
11

has a different quantitative or

"mass" value, and each charges negative corpuscles

of related response-potencies, thus informing them
with provisional cognizance that we call instinctive

for their structural functioning ; these positively

charged corpuscles that constitute instinct, and in

man the involuntary cognizance of mind—reason

1 Gravitational law is a unit and its ratios are invariable.
2 Every unit has gravitational incentive differing from every other.
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and volition will be accounted for in a later

chapter—charge the next lower order of response-

corpuscles with sensibility in the coincident orders

of chargeable or related electronic potencies in the

environment.

Each action is effected by every other, and

related intensities of impulse are contiguous,

thus the edelweiss growing on the side of the

mountain that towers in its cold splendour

makes its dainty flannel-like vestment because

the infinitely fine pulsations of its positive in-

dividual centre are of gravitational intensity of

initiative to attract the next lower from rock, and

air, and glinting sun, and the corpuscles thus

constructively attracted and charged make the

texture, the soft, silvery blue and white, and the

hooding form of garment to suit the frosty environ-

ment. Life (corporeal) and its environment and

atmosphere developed co-incidently, which gives

harmony in the adaptations of Nature. The

cause of this is the UNIFORMITY of law and of

its ratios of cause and effect. Thus :

—

i. Related intensities of gravitational impulse

are always contiguous.

2. Each unit of energy (gravitational) attracts

and charges constructively the next lower.

All of the geologic records in the succeeding

strata of the earth's crust tell this story of the co-

incident changes of soil, temperature, and animal

and vegetable life.
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In the vegetable kingdom horticulturists re-

cognize sex and characteristics of conscious life.

In the animal kingdom instinctive conscious-

ness is apparent, as we have seen in the lowest

orders, little animals of one cell structure. This

instinct is the attracting and charging power of

the positive electrical element initiative for the

contiguous negative " mass," and is inseparable

from organism.

We are told by the most able of the physicists

that " there is an unknown vital force in matter

that acts as if it were possessed of clairvoyance

superior to reason." Being the attractional force

of the gravitation of life toward the central

supreme Life,1
it is perfect and irresistible. We

are instructed that ether is a "vibrant medium,"

and that molecules and worlds alike are in " a

field of force," and in the discovery of free hydrogen

in the earth's atmosphere there is an indication of

" an influx from space." Are there heights and

depths where the Spirit of the central power is not

visible?

Not only do physicists tell us that "could we
free the energy in atoms, we should have a force

hitherto undreamed of," but also that " should

its ethereal environment and its vibrations " (in-

stinctive gravitational upward striving) " cease but

for an instant all that is would crumble to dust."

1 "It has become evident that there is life in everything, and

that the stir of life is always toward its source."—Le Bon in The

Evolution of Matter.
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It is also perceivable that in the gradations of

being types and species rise in proportion to

their consciousness of power or degree of gravita-

tional responsive-impact, and that consciousness

responds to intuitional impulsions. The impelling

power is perceivable— through the ambient

medium "lines of force" impel, not at random,

but subject to super-conscious control, which is

immanent gravitational life-purpose, the activi-

ties for progress. We give the name causal law x

to the initiating power of all cosmic activities

through which evolutionary transformations were

effected. Law is a name ; the reality is the

persistence of gravitational purpose or inherent

incentive to move toward the Source.

Life-purpose from Life itself, the central Life

and source, constitutes Initiative.

Law is an integral attribute of the omni-

scient central power. Through the operation of

gravitational law the earth, plants, and animals

progressed apace until, through the evolutionary

transformations that it effected, there came that

GENIUS OF ANIMALS, ADAM.2 " To him was

brought every beast of the field, but for Adam
there was not found a mate." Into his nostrils was

breathed spirit, and he became "a living soul."

The taking of Eve from Adam's side may well

be a symbol of the transformation effected by love.

1 Causal Law is the persistence of definite units of purpose IN

everything everywhere.

- Genesis, ii. 20.
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We read that " Adam was cast into a deep sleep."

Awaking he saw life anew, and loving Eve, he

gave to her the attributes that he himself had
newly received through capability (imparted soul)

for a knowing and receiving-communion with God,

the Spirit of the central power.

In paving the way to an understanding of the

actions and reactions through which conscious

gravitational energy—or definite unit of initiative

and response the positive and negative elements

—

in progressive developments became conscious and

capable of knowing (volitional) aspiration in the

Spirit we trace all that is in a series of trans-

formation under causal law. In doing this it is

necessary to keep in mind the dual nature of the

ultimate units of matter and the embryonic con-

sciousness in every corpuscle of force, which is

provisionally received in emanations from the super-

consciousness in every positive centre.

The electron, or corpuscle of force, is a vibrant

electric charge. Its motion is effected by the

gravitational " attraction and repulsion inherent in

an axis of power." This dual principle is an entity

of two intensities, as we have shown—the positive

and negative, or initiative and response.

In the creative periods (days) 1 that progress was

1 In the beginning the ardour of the positive units, single and in

assemblage, to return to their source was gradually abated by the

accretions of negative corpuscles that they electrified (charged and

attracted) in their impetuous motion toward the centre of attraction.

Thus began and progressed their designed creative work.
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from rudimentary consciousness (emanating from

the centre of initiative from the Spirit of the

central power) which was apparent in the "gathering

together of waters" impelled by oneness of struc-

tural gravitation, in the massing of dry land, in the

forming of crystals, in the development of elect

crystals into living cells, in the aggregations of cells

in multiform vegetable and animal life, and finally

in the genius of animals Adam, who was made " a

living soul." All of this was effected by means of

the coincident and inter-operative actions and

re-actions of the positive centres of initiative as

they created * provisional and related orders of

being—mineral, vegetable, and animal—each in its

" day."

Professor Ernst Haeckel says that " every cell

knows where to go, and goes there." We say that

every electron is, through the perfection of the

design, instinct with purpose to fulfil its part in

the design. This immanent memory (structural

gravitation of initiative) is inherent incentive, and

is apparent in the primal electrical charge, and

survives in every definite unit of positive electrical

energy and its charges that form the electronic

systems that we call atoms. 2

Were there no other proof of the omniscient and

omnipotent " I am," the Omniscient Spirit of the

1 The creation individually and collectively was by the Central

Spirit, since each positive creative centre is and was the persistence

of a unit of His Design and gravitates to its fulfilment.

2 Creative impulse has obviously ceased having fulfilled its

purpose.
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Central Power, consciousness itself presupposes

consciousness in the source. The evolution of

consciousness—which is, we believe, interpreted in

this book for the first time—is the greatest fact in

the realm of scientific knowledge, because it is the

basis of evolutionary transformations and progress.

In every ultimate atom of the primal charge there

was a charging and attracting power in gravitational

movement—a centre of super-conscious purpose to

fulfil the design ; definite units of the positive charge

in aggregations and augmentations cause trans-

formations through gravitational movement toward

the source, and the co-incident impact with negative

corpuscles. This informing impact culminated in

the mind of man, which is capable of aspiration in

the spirit of the Supreme Omnipotent Central Power,

and of receiving conjunction with Him. As an in-

spiration this fact transcends all other facts. It holds

the promise of personal immortality through the

known relation of spirit (the individual soul, super-

consciousness, or genius of every man born into

the world) with the spirit of the Omnipotent

Central Power. We cannot apprehend the supreme

greatness of this Being, without beginning and

without end, but it is ours to know that His purpose

"is in us, through all things, and above all things." 1

We find that the more complex the combination

of corpuscles of force or electrons the more solid

the substance and the less the consciousness of

power; and in human life the most ethereal, subtle

1 St. Paul.
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substance, spiritual mind, attains the highest con-

sciousness of power on this planet, and sufficient

likeness to the omniscient spirit of the Central

Power to receive from Him the spirit of aspiration.

" Some of the heavy substances are most complex

in their constitution. 1 The approximate number

of electrons in an atom is found by multiplying the

atomic weight of the atom in terms of hydrogen

by 77. Take, for instance, an atom of mercury,

which contains 150,000 electrons."

Proceeding from the seen aggregation of elec-

trons, matter, through the ever subtler diffusions to

that hitherto incomprehensible force, sensient life,

we shall interpret each successive manifestation of

life. That destiny is also revealed in the constitu-

tion of matter is only cause and effect in progression.

That this is a material age is too self-evident to

be discussed, but it is also true that the evolution

or development of power in use has been steadily

from the seen to the unseen.

The spirit of the times has not only taught men

speed, but power; and were we asked the chief

material of power, we find it to be that subtle

force, electricity; were the question still further

pressed, we find the chief power to be the mind of

man, without which electricity, in its numberless

appliances for man's comfort, were to-day sleeping,

inoperative and unknown.

1 Involved in equilibria the varying inclination of the orbits and

swiftness of motion of these unthinkable minute spheres result in an

infinite variety of substance.
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We cannot too much emphasize the chief fact in

the evolution of the organic world through aeons

of titanic manifestations of gravitational energy,

during which time units of the positive charge,

initiative, was charging and informing every atom

—

yes, every corpuscle—with constructive purpose,

each of its own type of intensity. 1 The fact is

that through the persistence of the seminal design

power in its gravitational relation to the source

(the central energy), or causal law, is for ever in

operation and that cause and effect are more
inexorable than so-called "dogma." Transcending

this there is the life of law, which is spirit.

We may regard as axiomic that there is no

power to organize or possibility of organism, even

of dust cleaving to dust, except in the gravitational

impulse, which is ultimately structural memory of

the source in two intensities; everywhere there

persists the uniting consciousness or concurrence

of positive and negative gravitational impulse.

The electrons in their upward way charge and

attract, and the corpuscles respond or move in

responsive power.

1 The law of gravitation has long been known, and it is also well

known that stones and all things possess life ; but what that life is

—and that its stir is the inherent gravitation of life to the Source of

life, who is the common centre of all being, has not heretofore been

made plain.

We take a common quartz pebble. It is no new thing to say that

it is composed of atoms that cohere and form molecules, and that

these cohere in close compact and form the rock-mass ; neither is it

a new thing to say that every atom is in indescribably swift motion;

but the ultimate cause of that motion is first made plain in this work.
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In animal life we perceive an obvious necessity for

the uniting impulse in the difference between a

sterile and a fecundated egg. We are unable to

tell one from the other. The eggs are identical in

composition; but if the mother has not been

charged with the positive life principle, the egg is

as incapable of producing life as a stone is.

Without the structural interfusion and blending

of the attracting and responding impulse (typical

incentive) there could not be an organized atom
or atoms in cohesion forming mass. Not only this,

but every aggregation or impact of gravitational

intensity—radio-incentive—structurally remembers
its own type, and attracts, charges, and perpetuates

that type and no other. This is distinctly a function

of immanent super-consciousness. 1 Impressively

initiative—the definite positive charge—cannot be

divested of, or diverted from, its purpose in the

Design.

Initiative is first apparent in evolutionary trans-

formations as insensible (involuntary) conscious-

ness; but gradually the consciousness becomes
evident or sensible in the perceivably ascending

gradations of being.

As observably as the individual characteristics

of every species and type inhere in its fruit or

offspring, so qualitatively does the super-conscious-

ness of power from the over-soul, which is God's

1 Pure cognition or structural memory of purpose.
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omniscient consciousness of omnipotent power,

inhere in the positive centres of everything that

has organized being.

We have not failed to consider what science has

revealed, that man is a " survival of by no means

the highest organism." Greater consciousness of

power through the informing power of the in-

dwelling Spirit, and manifest in sensible, effective

aspirations for progress is his making, and without

this differentiating power man is more helpless

than an animal. That super-sensible spirit clothes

itself in an aggregation of corpuscles of force

only unlike itself in being negative ; in man soul

is the positive super-conscious centre, and mind '

is by soul positively charged with provisional

initiative to charge and control the negative

corporeal " mass."

In human life everything centres in soul. It is

the essential and impressing being; it is the know-

ing, judging faculty; it is the life of life; it is the

persistence of spirit from the spirit of the source,

the central Spirit in whom and of whose power is

all being. Spirit is the essence of power, and it is

the life of the soul.

Let us proceed to a consideration of that which

sustains and nourishes the physical life of man, of

that which charges corpuscles with informing con-

sciousness for man's stage of consciousness of

1 Mind is composed of response-corpuscles of the highest reactive

potency.
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power here and now ; of personality and adaptive-

ness; and, finally, of spirit, the indestructible,

super-conscious life of life.

No great discovery has ever been made without

premonitions. It could not be otherwise, since man

is structurally capable of knowing, and of choosing,

receiving -communion with the Designer and

Creator of all that is, and in this communion

—

spirit with the Spirit—has an ever-increasing

knowledge of his environment and intimations of

the greatness of forces hitherto undreamed of.

Thus, all epoch-making revelations have had, and

have, forerunners.

To-day science is changing the basis of all that

is from the seen to the unseen forces. The line

between matter and spirit has been disappearing,

until to-day we know that spirit (positive initiative)

is the life of matter. The whole material world

being an aggregation of corpuscles of force posi-

tively and negatively charged with the primal

initiative, and its endlessly differing forms being

effected by the combinations of electronic systems,

from those having the least intensity or quantita-

tive value of initiative in elemental organisms to

the highest intensity of impact—the impact of

sense impression on the super-conscious spiritual

centre soul—which is aspiring likeness to the Spirit

in man. The impact of sense impressions from

without and spiritual perceptions that are radiated

from the soul into the mind makes reason.

Professor Frederick Soddy said before the
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Chemical Society of London, " A far more funda-

mental theory of matter is impending."

Such a " theory," of the truth of which we feel as

assured as Galileo was that the earth moves, is put

forth in this book.

The structural gravitation of all things, from the

least to the greatest, to the common Centre, ether,

which is everywhere present, and is the atmosphere

and perfect medium for the transmission of radiant

energy (initiative and response, the positive and

the negative elements of power) and the perfect

unity of the Design, seem plain and fundamental.

There are not wanting forerunners of increasing

power in the religious world. Science is, however,

our province; and we will only say of religion, if it

be the way to " everlasting life," that it is the

ultimate value of all the truth that science can

formulate; and that, as this work proceeded,

constant correspondence between the discernible

operation of the law of cause and effect, and the

Scriptural account of creation, progress, and destiny

crowded around at every step.

Not the least of these is the Master's own Word,
" Not one jot or tittle of the law shall fail till all be

fulfilled."

The facts in science pave the way to the presence

chamber of that Spirit of whom Spenser said that

it "could only account for the conservation of

energy—an unconditional reality, without be-

einninsr and without end."



CHAPTER II.

MATTER: ITS ELEMENTS AND MAN'S CORPOREAL
BEING.

" In the larger sight

The line of shadows in the line of light."

—Thomas William Parsons.

In the earliest time primeval man discovered that

by rubbing pieces of wood together, or in repeatedly-

striking one piece of stone upon another, he could

produce fire, and thus light and heat; but he failed

to understand that he only liberated what was in

the wood and stone. There is light in everything.

Light is pure energy ; it is radio-active particles

set free ; it is, even in its lowest intensities, the life

of life. Moses saw it in the burning bush; being

spiritually minded, he for the moment could see the

Spirit in his purposeful life-centres in the growing

" bush."

All research has corroborated the fact that

matter is electrical energy in " mass," and that all

substances are radio-active, as I find by reason of

the inherent movements, prompted by spiritual in-

centive, the universal trend of all things Sourceward.

Radio-activity is the heat or ardour of gravita-

tional motion toward the common centre. Light

48
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is a comprehensive name for the manifestations of

this radiant-energy. Our common light of day is

as the shadow of darkness in comparison with that

light that centres every atom of whatever substance.

It is impossible to isolate or to measure the velocity

of this light of life, since nothing restrains the

positive element, which in reality is initiative, to

fulfil its " mass " value or measure of spiritual in-

centive, commonly called the psychic element.

It has long been known that light is electric

phenomena—that is, electric 1 disturbance in the

ether; ether is the atmosphere of radiant energy,

and light, heat, electricity, and magnetism, all of

which are embodiments of initial velocity, or

gravitational impact, in evidence.

We find in every atom, in every unthinkably

minute electronic constituent of atoms, structural

relatedness to the supremely majestic central

power, since every electron is alive with the in-

herent persistence of the Design of the Spirit of

that power.

We know that there is no motion without initia-

tive; we also know that in that which moves there

is always the persistence of the power that put it

in motion. Keeping this in mind, let us consider

what we already know about matter.

Matter is composed of atoms. Each and every

1 Whenever we use the word "electric" the observable character

of action is meant—that is, charging by means of emanations,

however subtle.
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atom is an electronic system that is a miniature

solar system; the sun of this infinitely small solar

system is a definite unit of positive electrical

energy (initiative), or an electron positively charged.

In its intensity of motion toward the Central Power
it attracts and charges negative corpuscles in orbits

about itself. Electronic systems, in oneness of

structural purpose to strive itpivard> combine in

molecules, and these cohere in mass.

The gravitational ratios are constant—that is

the same in the electronic systems as in our solar

system, and in solar systems greater than the mind
of man can apprehend, in the whole universe in its

structural inter-relatedness and relatedness to the

central power.

All things move by virtue of the gravitational

energy in the definite units of positive initiative and

their aggregations of intensities.

" Everything is upward striving."

Every atom of matter, even of the hardest

minerals, is known to be in inconceivably swift

motion. No activity starts of itself, and, however

mechanical the device for starting motion, there is

back of it a knowing volitional spirit, a designer,

and IN it the persistence of his purpose.

Who is the designer of inter-atomic energy

patterned after that in the movement of suns

and their attendant spheres, the thought of whose

magnitude is appalling?
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Who augments this ceaseless activity for de-

signed evolutionary transformations and progres-

sions ? All manifestations of power through

qualitative likeness proclaim the omniscient omni-

potent Spirit of the central power.

We have found that the beginning of things was

a charge of power of two intensities and that this

is evident in the fact that all power, physical and

mental, has the same constituents. (Spirit is the

perfect unit; in spirit there is perfect equilibrium;

that which is imperfect in man is not soul but the

volitional co-ordinating organ, mind.)

Even in the trivial illustration in the energy in

a flying ball there persists both the boy's initial

purpose (aim) and the physical response, which

is secondary.

The two intensities are initiative and response:

initiative is inherent, structural memory of the

design, and response is negative, or the manifesta-

tions in working out that design. In action and

reaction these elements, the definite units of positive

electrical energy and the negative corpuscles, con-

stitute matter. The infinitely varying equilibria

of electronic spheres make substance of as infinite

variety. 1

Ether is the atmosphere and conveying medium
of the boy's purpose or initial design. It is the

1 Soul is the name of the positive centre of the spiritual body,

and its radiations are intuitional or spiritual perceptions. Mind is

the positively charged centre of the physical body, and thought or

reason is the impact of sense impression and spiritual perception.
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perfect and common medium of gravitation; it is

in, through, and around everything, everywhere;

it is ever-flowing or perpetuum mobile ; it is to

sense—knowing, volitional, initiative—what air is

to sound; its waves or undulations make actual

the omnipresence and the ceaseless, beneficent

espionage of the Spirit of the central power.

All power is electrical gravitation. In matter

the definite unit of positive initiative that centres

every atom of whatever substance is of " the fire

that burns but does not consume," which emanates

from the Central Power.

Even the negative corpuscles which it attracts

about itself in its upward way are veritable " swords

of fire turning every way" and making typical life

each life of its kind inviolate and unapproachable.

We must keep well in view the fact that physical

manifestations are real, but that they are made of

spiritual elements.

There is no need to seek to convince the reader

of the self-evident fact that there was never a

motion without a precedent impulse to move, and

never an impulse without a perceptional being

(designer), which is only saying that every act is

preceded by an impulse to act, founded upon the

initial power or initiative of the actor. We THUS
ALWAYS COME BACK TO THE REALITY.

Spirit is the quintessence of power and is the

ultimate reality in the Central Power, as through

the perfect unity of the design it is the reality in
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every manifestation of power ; it persists in every

substance everywhere until it fulfils its measure

or type. That the same principles and gravita-

tional ratios prevail in all systems from the least

of the atoms, or electronic systems, to solar systems

"50,000 times greater" than our own, and those

beyond our power of calculation maintain stability.

Law is a unit.

The hardest and most compact of substances

have been reduced to impalpable gas. Lavoisier

suspended a diamond in the focus of a burning

glass with a confined portion of oxygen and

reduced it to carbonic acid gas; but, impressively,

while it is possible for us to unmake, we cannot

make. The diamond was made by colossal aggre-

gations of intensities of impact and compact during

the creative periods.

Negative corpuscles having been attracted and

charged to "fulfil" their part in the design, are

now quiescent, held by terrestrial gravitation in

their places in and on the earth's surface.

We call substances that seem only to respond

to terrestrial gravitation inanimate, and those of

sufficient intensity of responsive power to be

individually subject also to the attracting sun and
to have associational magnetism animate. Man is

superanimate because, being "a living soul," he has

access to the Life of life for renewal and perpetua-

tion. Things animate and inanimate below man
are to the central Spirit like the work of your
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hands—to you it gravitates to fulfil your purpose

;

man—like the child of your life that gravitates

toward your stature.

Each electronic sphere and system differs from

every other as one star differs from another, and

the infinite variety of equilibria caused by the

individual inclination of the axis of each sphere to

the plane of its orbit makes the substances solid,

liquid, gaseous, and spirituous to have an infinite

variety of form, consistence, texture—in short, of

characteristics.

The positive centres are of the primal charge

and are structurally instinct with super-conscious-

ness of the purpose of that charge.

" Everything is upward striving " through the

structural gravitation of seminal power in every

positive electron to fulfil its part and ultimately to

attain nearness for a renewing charge from the

Central Power.

However rudimentary, the climbing instinct is

inherent memory.

We may, then, say that the positive element in

matter is the persistence or structural memory of

initiative to fulfil the design ; that thus its struc-

tural relatedness makes its units potentialities of

power ; it is the " psychic element " that physicists

have long recognized which attracts, charges, and

shapes the " mass " of negative particles that would

otherwise drift to nothingness.
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Each system of radiant energy through the

oneness of structural gravitational purpose in all

attracts 1 every other. Thus the first function of

electrical gravitation is massing, or cohesion in

mass. We define matter as electrical energy in

" mass " or aggregations.

We have given the names initiative and response

because they define the nature of the primordial

charge, while positive and negative electricity and

attraction and repulsion are only names of

incorporated effects without reference to the

ULTIMATE NATURE or CAUSE. The psychical

element or reality is the design of the Spirit of

the central power, interfused in, through and

around every constituent electron. All develop-

ment is coincident.

Without the possibility of doubt, every electron is

instinct, through gravitational relatedness, with the

purpose (design) of its being. As Haeckel says,

" Every cell knows where to go and goes there."

Then, we repeat, and say every electron 2 knows

where to go and goes there, knows what to do and

does it.

Power is a unit with infinite diversities of

operation. Each definite unit of positive electrical

energy—gravitational initiative—creates its own

vestment, kind, type, and species, by attracting

1 Every higher intensity attracts and charges the next lower in

related intensity by its emanations.
2 The term electron is used to designate the definite super-conscious

positive units of initiative and corpuscle as the name of the negative

response particles.
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about itself the negative corpuscles each according

to its related responsive energy.

In considering the vestment we perceive that in

radio-activity substances are less powerful in an

inverse ratio to their density.

Radiant energy, or the positive element : its

units singly, and in mass, radiate charging and

attracting power without perceptible diminution of

mass. This gravitational energy is ethereal, and

nothing anywhere affects it ; all things are to it a

vacuum ; by means of the universal medium, ether,

it is communicable without perceptible contact.

Spiritual forces—the operation of causal law

—

it seems to us, generate ether currents as the

mechanical forces generate air. Professor Pickering

has written that, " When volcanoes cease to generate

carbonic acid gas, plant life on this planet, and

with it all animal life, will cease." Were spiritual

initiative, the positive element of being, to cease,

ether, its atmosphere would cease, and all things

would collapse.

Men have described the gradual evolution of the

gases that compose air, coincident with the titanic

creative processes that developed the earth's strata.

Electricity, radium-emanations, cathode rays,

violet rays and all radiant emanations that are

new to science are products of dissociation; the

earth is visibly dying; however, its provisional

relation to man is, and will be, while man is man,

sufficient for the physical support of the race.
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The earth yields its products, in forms without

number, for all the necessities and conveniences of

human life.

That ether is the atmosphere or transmitting

medium of initiative is plain. It is also in accord

with the latest developments of science, and con-

tradicted by none, that power— every charge of

power of whatever kind—has two intensities of

manifestation, the positive persistence of the design,

and the negative or resultant persistence of effect

or response.

No one will doubt the visible effects of initiative

in the forming of crystals, and one of the latest

discoveries in science is that which we have called

elective affinity is electrical attraction, or as we

find action and reaction subject the law of

gravitational movement toward the Source. The

definite positive centre of each and every crystal

has cognizance to radiate through the contiguous

related negative corpuscles, giving each sufficient

cognizance to take its place in the perfect structure.

When a crystal is formed " in a matrix " it is

done by the attraction of the positive individual

centre of super-conscious initiative for the negative

corpuscles which it charges each for its place in

the wonderfully beautiful and symmetrical design
;

through the unity of a perfect design we see a

like exhibition of assemblage on a grand scale in

the Milky Way.

The things around us that we cannot see are

more in number and greater in potency than the
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things we can see. The invisible spectrum has, it

is well known, a greater range than the visible, and

the unseen rays that have been verified by effects

are more powerful than those visible to man.

While we are mortal we cannot ordinarily see pure

initiative—viz., in corporeal substance, the definite

unit of positive electrical energy and in man spirit

;

but, through its effects we know that in its

structural relatedness to the central omniscient

Power it attracts, charges, and controls all negative

aggregations.

That which we see has been so fully studied

that in the study of corporeal structure we are

endeavouring to place the emphasis where it

seems to us, in progressive study, it belongs—on

the basis or ultimate constitution of matter.

Common gravitational actions, reactions, and

inter-actions mass, augment, and intensify power

in electronic systems. Through this massing sub-

stances of infinite variety were formed, and through

the gradual increase of intensity of impact and

compact in elect parts a survival of the fittest, not

arbitrary, but coincident, man, the genius of

animals, came into dominion over all organisms

below him and was capable of receiving a new
charge from the Spirit of the central power, as a

small magnet may be charged to the limit of its

capacity by a greater one. The supreme interest

seems to be in the receiving laws through which man
may grow into greater abundance of life here and to

the stature of "everlasting life," if he so aspires.
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Matter in all of its myriad forms is that over

which man has "dominion" and man's relation to

his estate as well as his receiving-relation to his

Lord, the owner, of that estate, are of vital in-

terest. These structural relationships we proceed

to consider.

A lower intensity of power cannot charge a

higher. All of the negative corpuscles in the

vast universe could not make one definite unit of

positive electricity, nor could all of the minds of

human beings on this planet make one living soul.

But positive electrical energy—the definite unit

—

charges the negative corpuscles provisionally for

their part in the vast cosmic organism, and soul

charges mind with co-ordinating ability, between

sense and intuitional impressions that we call reason

that is the impact between terrestrial and celestial

attractions. Mind is the product of intensities of

impact between the positive perceptional element

soul and negative corpuscles which it charges

provisionally, each one for its structural function

and use. Being structurally of the Spirit, soul has

super-cognizance and mind may receive intuitionally

through the soulfrom the All-zvise Central Spirit of

Power ; the soul's radiations charge the mind with

co-ordinating intelligence and with spiritual in-

itiative. Thus the mind may become spiritual,

and "to be spiritually-minded is life." The soul is

superconscious (all-wise); the mind is volitionally

conscious or super-conscious; and the body is in-

voluntarily sensient.
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Professor Ernst Haeckel and other men of science

have traced the development of mind by means of

observational study from protoplasm to that genius

of animals, Adam, and they find the development

of mind and body coincident ; but have they

neglected or accounted for the informing power or

the psychic or positive centres without which there

could be no intelligence? In minerals, plants, and

animals that definite positive centre, initiative, has

not augmented sufficient intensity of impact with

negative corpuscles for re-action to other than

terrestrial and solar attractions ; it has not in

upward striving sufficiently freed itself from nega-

tive incubus for knowledge of and aspirational

access to the Spirit of the central power.

When in the evolutionary processes the genius

of animals, Adam, had through the upward in-

tensity of tension, or quality of response to the

positive impressional centre, 1 knowledge of the

1 One fact about which there can be no controversy is this

—

namely : All positive centres, each o( its typical mass value, are pure,

all-remembering initiative being the persistence of spiritual purpose.

Mass value is quantitative rank in the scale of being; in qualita-

tive being all positive units are direct charges from the omniscient

Spirit, and each for its type, kind, or species, and adaptations in a

cycle of being and for propagations is all-knowing.

It is to be remembered that some centres of atoms are, or may
be, negative corpuscles sufficiently charged by positive units for

provisional creative functions.

Imperfect individual entities, gaseous, liquid, or solid; mineral,

animal, or vegetable are rendered such by darkening or lack of

response in corpuscles that would otherwise be charged with pro-

visional intelligence sufficient to make the individual perfect.

In man, soul, which is obviously spiritual, is the positive centre;
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Spirit of the central power, then the Spirit gave to

him a new centre, a new charge of spirit, and man

became "a living soul."

With reference to God, all below man is as the

work of your hands to you ; man is as the child of

your life; he is life of His life; spirit of the Spirit

of the central power; in the work of your hands

your initiative or purpose persists until law in it is

fulfilled, or until the product wears out; the child

is of your kind; man, the spirit's offspring, has

renewing-access to the Spirit of the central power.

Instinct in the mineral, vegetable, and animal

kingdoms is the charge from the positive centre.

Mind in man is of a higher order, since the positive

centre in man is spiritual initiative or soul. The

office of each type of intelligence in mineral, animal,

and vegetable species, types, and kinds and mind

in man is to co-ordinate intuitional perceptions from

the positive centres and sense impressions, received

through associational development in the environ-

ment.

The positive element is not itself a development,

it being the persistence in each and every case of

a definite unit of design or spirit. In upward

striving elect units, escaped from entangling accre-

tion of negative corpuscles and increasing in

power, create aspiring, spiritual beings.

and if the mind is not " darkened " by sense impressions, it may

volitionally become spiritual, and it is then no longer provisional

but immortal.
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What is the distinguishing characteristic in man ?

There can be but one answer: Power to respond to

and be charged anew by the Spirit. All power is

an emanation from that supreme power which is

the centre of all systems. Supreme power is omni-

scient, and every manifestation of power is charged

with typical consciousness. That consciousness

augments in impact and compact and causes pro-

gressive, evolutionary transformations; primarily,

consciousness is initiative to fulfil His designs. In

man it is aspirational spirit for receiving-conjunction

with the Central Soul for " everlasting life."

We call the consciousness intelligence in an ant

and find that its actions are subject to instinctive

control ; through its perfection the ant is the

divinely appointed tutor of sluggish princes, but its

lessons are involuntary; man alone has volitional

choice of initiative or aspiring spirit.

Let us return to the ether—that " fold of all the

secrets of the universe." The ant responds to the

impulsions of the ether-strain (gravitation) in the

intensity or stage of progress of its type ; but, that

degree of power would instantly cease were it by

any possibility outside the " fold," that is, out of

gravitational relation to the central power. Energy

in the ant, in you and me, and in the source are

identical, and only differ in quantitative rank;

ants are of God's handiwork; man is of His being.

Are we then Gods? Far, unthinkably from it;

but in concurrent activity we are " co-workers
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with Him." In you and me the super-conscious-

ness or spiritual mind may thus aspire.

In the study of matter and its radio-activity we

are of those who find it necessary to proceed

from the known to the unknown. We are here,

and in common with the race we have a human
endowment. We perceive that a lifetime would

not be long enough in which to learn all that

might be learned about a single oak-leaf, but such

is the perfect unity of the design, that in the con-

sideration of the structure and maintenance of

human life we shall gain all the knowledge about

life to which, in this stage of progress, we can

aspire.

We are in a large " upper chamber " facing the

dawn of a day of such lavish munificence as

hitherto, in our dim precedent twilight, has been

undreamed of. Its light will reveal that from

turret to foundation—the building is stored with

all that heart can desire.

In a brief summary an evolutionist has said that

" Life at the outset was protoplasmic, then con-

tractile tissues, hardened structures, within and

without for their support ; nerves and nerve-

centres to animate, and protection either rigid

or flexible."

But protoplasm in which the life of a man-

child begins, as such, is nothing more or less than

a bit of jellied sea-water. The beginning of a

young ape or other animal is the same. No man,
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not the wisest, could by any laboratory or other

test tell the one from the other. But there is in

the embryonic monkey protoplasm interfused the

initiative of the parental inception, and in the

embryo of the human being the life-consciousness of

a "living soul." In each case the positive element,

initiative of its kind, will attract and charge that

which it needs for intensity of impulse to gravitate

to the stature of its species. Protoplasm is nothing

determinative ; the persistence in each case of the

type of super-conscious initiative, each thing of its

kind to attract and charge materials to build its

dwelling-place, body or temple, is the distinctive

creative power.

Being men, let us take our existence as we find

it, and see if there is actually anything in it that

will reveal to us our origin, our super-human

dependence and promiseful destiny. Living in an

utilitarian age, let us, in its spirit, take what we

have and make the best of it before we inquire

into foundations and consequences. Living in an

age of marvellous attainments, let us see if we can

individually attain the basis of our perpetuity and

of our personal immortality.

Nothing that physiology teaches of the organs

and their functions in maintaining life can be

explained on a solely material basis. There is

an " unknown factor," which we proceed to further

declare. The crude mineral, vegetable and animal

substances on which we feed, become observably

fine tissues, working organs, sensient nerves ;
ay,
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finer still, the lustre of the eye, the grace of move-
ment, the winsomeness of the smile, and finer still,

the energy in these crude masses, are essential to,

and all are transformed into the energy and quality

of mind from the tenderness of parental love to that

resultant order, the social state. This could not

be unless the elements related to these fine pro-

ducts were in the material food.

By the energy of mind we mean that stage of

reason—the impact of spiritual perceptions and

sense-impressions—which enables the man to receive

and co-ordinate all soul and sense impressions.

Without the positive centre, which in man is soul,

the organism is inconceivable.

Mark well. Are these fine manifestations

immaterial? Are they not substances? Is not

the real value of food that which it produces?

It is said that "scientific knowledge must meet

this requirement— namely, that it shall have

vindication in human experience, and that all

reasonable deduction rests ultimately upon data

derived from human experience." On this basis

we proceed from the known to the unknown.

The obvious facts in human life are birth,

growth, retrogression, and decay or death—man
dies. But let us look a little more closely, pro-

ceeding to observe the vital processes to their

most subtle issue. We will keep in mind that the

real value of food is its productive value. By its

productive or working value we mean the energy

5
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or power whereby we work and live, into which it

is obviously converted.

The first process in nutrition is a breaking up of

the food substance; the second is a dissolving, and

the third assimilation, and, finally, the essence of

food is through structural gravitation intelligently

appropriated by every atom of our physical being,

each atom attracting, charging, and appropriating

from the food that which is like itself, but of the next

lower intensity : every electron composing bone,

muscle, tissue, nerve, even that captain in grey

in his perfectly appointed round tower. 1 Each in

its stage of gravitational mass takes intelligently

that which it needs.

More than this, the consciousness of life itself

takes its sensory impulse for adaptations from the

energy into which the food has been converted.

The intuitional initiatives of life are in soul impelled

by the Spirit of the central power. The action 2 is

electrical in character; but its cause is initiative in

gravitational relation to the primal initiative, or

Source.

Every unit of cell structure, every atom attracts

and charges the next lower in intensity, each accord-

ing to its stage of gravitational energy, and here-

in is the secret of that wondrous "clairvoyance

superior to reason " that controls the appropriation

by each part of the body of that, and only that,

from the food that is structurally of its kind. This

1 Grey matter, convolutions of the brain-substance in the skull.

2 The purposeful action is the universal trend Sourceward, since

the elemental characteristics of the Source persist in everything.
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"clairvoyance" is observable in all organism

mineral, vegetable, and animal.

In man's life the super-natural receiving laws we
do not comprehend ; but the fact is obvious that

more of intelligence governs the activities of human
life, voluntary and involuntary, than can be ac-

counted for in any other way than through a

constant charge from the Over-Soul of omnipotent

power. Mind is the capability in man of receiving

intuitional impulsions from the soul, and of con-

junction with and aspiration in the Spirit of the

central power.

You will perceive that the digestive processes

proceed from the insensible and involuntary in

action and in effect from the material to the most
subtle diffusions—mental energy for the mind, with

its co-ordinating consciousness for receiving the

intuitional impressions made upon the soul by the

Over-soul, and translating them into language 1

vocal, or into "thoughts too deep for words."

Language is a mind-creation to convey under-

standing, sense impressions, and intuitions in terms

of associational comprehension. Spiritual cells

(initiatives) in assemblage constitute the body
made of life, the spiritual body, the soul 2 of which
controls the involuntary activities of the organs.

1 There has been, and is, a steady evolutionary development of

language ; various degrees of progress and utilities requiring new
vocal expressions and words—motor and motoring, for instance.

- The soul in receiving-conjunction with the Central Soul controls

the spiritual body, as the mind in its voluntary and involuntary

activities controls the corporeal body.
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Language is a provisional creation of the minds of

men co-incident with progress. It is the instru-

ment for the conveyance of sense impressions and

spiritual perceptions in environmental terms of

mutual understanding.

There is within the corporeal being of man, which

in its adaptations is itself the product of the highest

intensity of impact and compact of electronic

systems on this planet, an actual body made of

life—that is, of spiritual initiative, centreing in " a

living soul." The electrons of which it is formed

are spiritual, and are subject to the law of spiritual

gravitation. They are pure initiative, and are

attracted by and actually receive charges from the

One Who centres all spheres. Terrestrial, solar,

and celestial terms of gravitation are in terms of

weight; spiritual gravitation is in terms of worth

and permanence. Thus we are structurally fitted

for growth in "everlasting life" spirit, receiving

from the Spirit, who is eternal life.

Radio-incentive in mineral, vegetable, and animal

organisms is the static persistence of the primal

initiative ; the only progress is in intensity of

impact through aggregations. In man alone

initiative is renewing.

We have seen that each part of the material

body, through the attractions of conscious power

(static, structural consciousness of power), takes

from the food that which is like itself of the next

lower intensity of " ether-strain," until finally the
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centres of life and energy charge the very essence

of food for abounding life and the receiving of

an inspirational capability.

What foods yield the most of this energy ?

Foods wanting in simple combinations of posi-

tively charged electrons, or corpuscles of force, are

heavy; they clog, make sleepy, retard action, and

even paralyze. These foods altogether fail to have

any feeding, reinforcing power for the corporeal

co-ordinations with the positive vital force, life.

They have been appropriated in harmful (ex-

haustive) effects, and they fall short of the highest

food-function, that of being converted into strength

or mental co-ordinating power with the impressional

positive centre.

The working value of this, as of all knowledge,

was evident and incorporated into general use long

before its cause was known.

To illustrate: A lawyer about to plead before

the Bar for the life or liberty of his client, a

physician when ministering to a patient in a crisis,

a mother when nursing her young, each abstain

from harmful food. By harmful we mean that food

which is so wanting in simple combinations of

corpuscles of force, or positively charged electrons,

that it will, in the processes of digestion, assimila-

tion, and nutrition, fall short of that last and vital

diffusion into co-ordinating strength, ability, and

courage in the lawyer, insight and skill in the

physician, and life for the child in the mother.
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We must here impress the fact that ability,

courage, insight, skill, and life are subtle substances

like ether; their atmosphere permanently mobile

and unrestricted. We are inclined to think that

that which we term " personal magnetism," or

" temperament," is the effect produced by the

emanations of minute ethereal particles from

super-ordinary spiritual minds and their actual

attractional power.

The use and misuse of stimulants and narcotics

are in these facts.

Stimulants are not in any sense nutriment, or

that which is convertible into strength. They are

to the life like wings without a body or guiding

instinct. Again, they are like electrical or water

power let loose, uncontrolled—lawlessly or in-

ordinately driving the machinery beyond the

limit established by the "factor of safety"—thus

tearing it in pieces and destroying it.

And now we come to the basis of that which is

malevolent. Michael Faraday was the first to

establish the relation between magnetic force and

light.

Faraday tells us that there are two kinds of

energy, "actual energy" and "potential energy."

These two kinds of energy we have named
initiative, which is actual, and response, which is

potential.

" The actual energy depends upon the motion of

its parts, and the potential energy consists of
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1

what the medium will do in recovering from

displacement.

He said:—"The propagation of undulations

consists in the continual transformations of one of

these forms of energy into the other alternately,

and at any instant, the amount of energy in the

whole medium is equally divided, so that half is

energy of motion and half is elastic resilience."

That would be a condition in which response

equalled initiative.

Life in health is such a co-ordination of actions

and reactions or of supply and demand. Now, we

are not far wrong in asserting that were perfect

equipoise maintained life would be eternal. Then
would the soul impulsions (charging emanations)

control the involuntary chemistries of our bodies

and the sensory appropriations, so that there would

be perfect harmony between strength received and

strength used.

To return to that genius of animals, Adam,
when he received spirit from the Spirit of the

Inexhaustible Central Power, he received the basis

for that equipoise or equilibrium of energy. Not
believing the limit fixed by what we know to be

causal law, or the integrity of power, the invaria-

bility of the law of gravitation, he overstepped the

equipoise (balance), and under that law the same

destruction (death) became operative that we see

in a machine we might wish to drive beyond the

limit established by its factor of safety (gravita-

tional law to fulfil the purpose of a maker).
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To give an illustration : A maker has made an

electric motor car. It is perfectly constructed to

do a given amount of work when charged with

sufficient power. The owner wishes to go farther

than is provided by the charge. He thinks not of

the maker's condition that power is only supplied

for a limit of travel below his present wish, but

when the power is exhausted still attempts to drive

forward; as well might he attempt to ride a rock

by the roadside to his wished-for goal. When the

energy used exceeds that structurally provided,

obviously there is powerlessness or death.

Evil is an unbalanced use of more of the negative

elements than the individual positive centre in its

quantitative stage of progress can charge. It is

destruction of the equilibrium of sense and spirit.

A man devoid of the spirit of aspiration, or faith,

is as powerless as was the motor-car when its pro-

visional charge of power was exhausted. Within

a short time we have known a woman who died

from lack of aspiration. The physicians could

find in her no evidence of disease. We may
suppose that the army of suicides perish from the

same cause—lack of spiritual impetus or aspiration.

" Man does not live by bread alone." There are

at this point two things to be observed in the

evolution of evil. One is that under causal law the

effect of the primal transgression—that is, the

destruction of the equilibrium of positive and

negative power in human life—has been trans-

mitted. In the words of the old hymn

—
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"The moment we begin to live,

That moment we begin to die."

Man can only transmit of the quantitative in-

tensity of initiative that he has. 7he second is

that inexhaustible life and pozver could not exist

eternally without equilibrium.

Power is a unit. This being true, the equilibrium

in human life having been destroyed by an over-

draft made in disobedience to causal law, the

only means of restoration is in the giving of a

measure of obedience in human life equal to the

measure of disobedience that destroyed the balance.

That remedy has been supplied by One, and He
became " the way."

That the restoration may be effective individually,

and that there may be replenishing for over-drafts

there must be receiving-access to the inexhaustible

Central Power.

We are not dealing with ethics, but with self-

evident facts in physics. The observable operation

of law in ponderable matter is equally constant

and invariable in that which we call imponderable

matter.

And what bearing has this upon the structure

and maintenance of human life in the corporeal

body? We have seen that the man could by no

means make the motor-car go farther than its

charge of power provided for. Wishing to go

farther at will, he must go to the maker and have a

machine made charged with constantly renewing
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power. TO LIVE FOR EVER MAN MUST BE RE-

BORN INTO RENEWING POWER; and that there

is a scientific basis for such a re-birth and

constant renewal, since the equipoise of power

in human life has been restored, we proceed to

interpret.

In co-ordination of the factors of power—that

is, of initiative and response, or of actual and

potential power, or in equilibrium, there is in-

destructibility.

In food, drink, and air we have only a basis for

partial renewal and for physical support. By

means of these we aim to keep up the co-ordination

of supply and demand that we call health and

life; but, the obvious facts of retrogression, decay

and death survive.

Is there in science no basis for the constant

renewal and perpetuation of individual life ?

We wish to make plain the difference between

initiative—the definite unit of positive electrical

energy, or charges of provisional initiative, and

spiritual initiative—"a living soul." The first is

like the persistence of the boy's purpose in the

flying ball ; the second is the persistence of his

spirit in the child that he begets. Both originate

in the positive essential Being, the one with a static

aim that fulfils itself, the other with renewing and

volitionally perpetuating power ; the one with

gravitational energy only sufficient to fulfil the

incorporated design, the other with structural gravi-
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tation to the stature of the parental type, and

ultimately to the perfect One for perfection.

The world, in its constituent parts mineral,

vegetable, and animal, has only static energy to

fulfil the design. Man has " a living soul " capable

of renewing-access to the Spirit of the central

power for " everlasting life."

Charles Francis Adams, United States Minister

to England during the Civil War, once when

asked how he was, replied " Mr. Adams is well,

thank you, but the house he lives in is shaky."

He recognized in himself, as we recognize in our-

selves, a body made of life, a body that informs

the corporeal mind and a body into which the

essence of the food, and drink, and air has been

transformed, and more abundant life than these

elements and the nutritive processes could account

for.

It is not only men of culture who recognize this

body made of Life. There has never been a race

of men so low as not to have a recognition, how-

ever dim, of this inner life, and an intimation of

its survival after death. It is the instinctive

gravitation of the child toward its Father's stature,

no matter how infinitely far apart they are.

The knowledge of this informing body is there-

fore first instinctive rather than theoretical, but

perceivably the value of food is the amount of

energy for the use of that life that it can be con-

verted into ; and also by a power of intelligent,
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although involuntary, gravitational selection, each

part of the body—tissues, muscle, bone, nerve, and

brain charges, and takes from the food that which

each needs for nutrition and growth. This could not

be if there were not an informing, super-conscious

body of life, which takes the very essence of food

and charges it for its structural place and functions.

Like attracts like the higher the lower related

intensity. The life in man appropriates the life or

the highest intensity of compact—in food.

It is equally true that the blue forget-me-not

and the crimson rose, growing side by side, each

take from the common soil the moisture and the

sunlight, that which it needs for its dainty vestment.

All life, through inherent remembering initiative

(persistence of purpose), in every stage of being,

either in insensible or sensible consciousness, takes

from its environment what it requires for its main-

tenance and growth, and, as we shall see in man,

for perpetuity. Nothing of this could result without

super-consciousness in kind, like the omniscient

consciousness of the central power ; it is the per-

sistence of definite units of His Design, and

structurally each gravitates to its fulfilment.

The stage of progress of an organism, or a life,

is clearly the degree of consciousness of power it

has attained. In man, consciousness has attained

the intensity of compact capable of aspiration, the

spiritual mind concurrent with the indwelling

spirit "a living soul" in the Spirit of the central
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power for progressive capability in this receiving-

access to omnipotent, omniscient, central power.

Indisputably, through gravitational processes the

inherent vital positive power is charging and trans-

forming the elements taken in mineral, animal,

and vegetable food through actions and reactions

into final diffusions co-ordinating strength 1 and

quality of mind in attributes. These subtle

substances are composed of electrons only dis-

cernible through their operation. In kind these

attributes are like those of the Spirit of the central

power. They permeate every atom of the physical

human body and are charged by and co-ordinate

with the super-consciousness of the actual (positive)

inner body made of life. The corporeal body
centres in the brain, every cell of which is informed

by the positive centre, the soul, with volitional

cognizance; the spiritual body centres in the soul,

a definite unit of spirit from the Spirit. The soul

has direct cognition and creative power. Because

of this likeness in kind of the spirit in man to

the Spirit of the central power, we have seen that

man is able to take from that Power an increasing

measure of power to charge the organic structure

for the maintenance of physical life in health and

well-being.

Hence it is perceivable that in life here we
receive more than meat and drink.

Here a digression seems necessary, lest we seem

1 By co-ordinating strength we mean impetus for the perceptive

power of the mind in its intuitional functioning.
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to intimate that the spirit of the central power is

not a person.

Each thing in existence is an individual unit of

conscious power ; each individual develops after

its kind. The manifestations of power proceed

from power— the positive element— the heart

of which beats in rhythmic, embryonic super-

consciousness of, or structural memory of the

Design — to the Omniscience of the Spirit

Almighty. Each is individual.

Do you know yourself from the writer ? Do
you know an eagle from a sparrow? Do you

know a lily from a rose?

That which is true of the least is true of the

greatest. Every fact is accepted before its

structural significance is known. This morning

we took from our library table a pamphlet.

Opening it at random we read this sentence

:

" Each is a unit of energy."

The writer was speaking of the individuals

composing a body of men. It is by no means

uncommon to speak as if the whole of life were

" energy " or power, but we act as if the whole of

life were meat and drink.

Old physiologists spoke of life as a current

circulating through the veins and arteries and

centreing in the nerves and nerve-centres. Modern

physiologists have not progressed farther, but they

have demonstrated that the higher the organism

the more abundant the life.
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We find life to be an informing body. In man it

is a body that breathes spirit in aspiration, and that

thus has receiving power from the Spirit of the

central power as a lesser magnet receives from a

greater without actual contact : a body also that

in every stage of development builds its house

and that is fitting for eternal existence in

" mansions " suited to perfected beings.

It is a body made of spiritual life—life so-called

is the impact of primal elements initiative and

response in approximate equilibrium—that is of

positive electrons, freed from terrestrial attraction in

excess, and permeating every atom of the material

body during the period of human life on this

planet.

Physiologists teach us that there exist manifold

correspondences of the most intimate and exact

kind between states and changes of the conscious-

ness on the one hand and states and changes ot

the material brain on the other.

The material brain itself is as incapable of

willing, knowing, aspiring and loving as the

hand is, but being informed by the typical

consciousness of the positive life-principle—soul,

it is vibrant with the type of gravitational energy

received at birth and is re-informed by associational

renewal and in superhuman renewal through

receiving conjunction with God. Its instrument

body is sustained by energy assimilated from

food, and by energy received by means of aspiring

faith in the inexhaustible renewing Spirit of the
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central power. But obviously without informing

consciousness of power (initiative) there would be

nothing to feed, impress, and progress. The in-

terfusion and persistence of energy from the

central Spirit, which is " in all, through all, and

above all," is the one reality in the universe.

God is thus literally everywhere present, every

centre being made of God-consciousness (His

purpose), or in man a spark of His Own Spirit.

The brain in a living man is the positively

charged centre of the corporeal body, and by

means of the vibratory informing soul, which is in

man the positive centre of the spiritual body, it

receives both spiritual or intuitional perceptions,

and through mind informed by soul sense impres-

sions ; the impact of these constitute reason.

The attributes of mind are the result of impact

between the perceptions of positive, impressional

centre, soul, and the negative and provisional

impressions, and appropriations of the corporeal

structure that it attracts about itself and charges

constructively for progressive development.

The mind in man, and in mineral, vegetable,

and animal organisms, the intelligence or stage of

consciousness of power is the highest intensity of

impact and compact of electronic systems, atoms,

molecules, cells, etc., and the positive individual

centre in gravitation toward the Source, is the

power that impels.

The psychic element in all organisms below
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man, and soul in man is the positive, active, and
impressional being. It is the actual persistence of

seminal spiritual initiative, the Spirit of the central

power.

When we speak of instinctive intelligence in

mineral, vegetable, and animal organisms, we
mean the impact of the informing positive centre

and the related negative or responsive mass ; in

man mind is the culmination or highest intensity

of impact, corpuscles of the highest response

potency reacting to the " divine spark," soul, with

such intensity as to be volitionally cognizant.

The informing positive centres, whether of the

persistence of purpose or of spirit, are never de-

velopments but always units of the persistence of

a direct charge from the Central Source.

Positive spiritual initiative, or units of positive

electrical energy even cannot be developed,

much less soul, but man progresses in yielding

to spiritual attractions instead of those of sense,

—

terrestrial attractions.

Mind is consciousness of power in man's stage

of progression ; the power is spiritual initiative

or soul.

The soul of man is in receiving conjunction

with the Spirit of the central omnipotent power.

Mind, which is both sensorily affected through
6
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sense impressions from our typical environment,

and spiritually affected through association with

other souls, and by emanations from the Over-

Soul, God's Spirit, through the individual soul

is the substance that is most like the omniscient

consciousness of the omnipotent central power,

and is the substance through which aspiration,

consciousness of power, and progress are effected.

Mind being subtle force—in the poverty of

language we may say ideal— is demonstrably

capable of taking intuitional impulses from or

being attracted by the Spirit of the central power.

Without that aspiring capability of being charged

for renewal by the Spirit of the central power,

mind and its attributes would be as dead, lacking

in initiative, as a mummy encasement centuries old.

Science in the discovery of the fact that all

material substance is made of electrons, or cor-

puscles of force, opened the way to the corrobora-

tion of our instinctive knowledge of the informing

body made of li
f
e.

Infinite power can obviously never cease to be

related to finite power, since all power is the per-

sistence of that Central Power and structurally

gravitates toward it, but static initiative fulfils

itself, and with that fulfilment ceases. In man
there is that which dominates power, even spirit
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for aspiration in the Spirit, 1 for renewal and ever-

lasting individual life.

Plainly, the individual receiving-relation of the

soul of man to the soul of the Central Source is

structural and eternal.

The knowledge of this structural relatedness

fulfils the word, " Man does not live by bread

alone," and gives a new and broader basis to all

branches of science.

Truth is not circumscribed by men's mind; but

man, even physically, will be perfected in propor-

tion to the enlargement of his receiving capacity.

The supply is inexhaustible, and the more we take

the more we may take, the appropriation and the

power to appropriate increasing paripassu.

There is in our corporeal structure adaptations

for feeding upon mineral, animal, and vegetable

food. Instinct or the control of the positive life

principle teaches each in his habitat what is good
for him. The necessity for co-ordination of supply

and demand counsels temperance, but when all is

said and done the chief wisdom is to learn to make
all that is meat and drink minister to life and
immortality, which is to keep open the receiving

conduit from the Spirit of the inexhaustible fountain

of life and yield to His attraction.

We wish to emphasize that the informing body
made of life (spiritual initiative) is as truly com-

1 " In God we live, and move, and have our being."

—

St. Paul.
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posed of corpuscles of force as is the physical body.

It is as REAL AND INDIVIDUAL as the physical

body is. It is the part of us that knows and feels.

(Can a corpse respond to stimuli? The life has

gone forth, the physical organism having through

disease or violence lost responsive co-ordinating

capability.)

It is the part of us that joys and sorrows. It is

the part of us that no experience CAN separate from

the central omniscient power.

We are made of gravitational energy; we are " in

a field of energy." The field of energy is visibly

interpenetrated by "lines of force" moving in im-

penetrable light and invisibility. The eye cannot

"receive perceptibly even the known rays of the

celestial spectrum, but these rays become known

and are named through their effects on sensitized

plates." 1 Can we think to see the ineffable light of

the countenance of the Spirit of the central energy,

which is the Centre and Source of all that is?

The definite unit of His Spirit that centres and

informs volitionally in our physical bodies, and our

abiding in obedience to His attraction, maintain

health, well-being, and unbroken continuity of life.

Nor is this all. Through the potency of aspiring

faith we, each and all individually, have receiving

access to the omniscient spirit of the omnipotent,

inexhaustible power for a renewing charge. Thus

1 Le B>n.
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is " death swallowed up in victory," and the life of

the individual as an individual "everlasting."

Here we must impress upon the reader that faith

actuated by aspiring love is substance. It is the

most forceful dynamic in the world. It is, in our

opinion, the lever made of pure initiative, through

which radiant energy can be liberated and made

available. Whether this actual energy, in receiving

conjunction with supreme power, is used to " move

mountains" or to act in the chemistries of our

bodies to maintain and restore health and life, it is

super-human. It is received through the highest

intensity of gravitational impact and compact,

which is spiritual mind in inspiring faith in the

Spirit of the central power.

The emanations of radio-active bodies are always

from the greater to the less, from the positive

gravitational initiative to the negative.

The definite unit of positive electrical energy

—

the persistence of definite units of the Design in

the works of the Designer—has never been isolated,

but each and every electronic system (atom) that it

centres and charges, through its control, fulfils its

part in the Design. Thus is the Designer " every-

where present."

Radio-activity is the vibrant striving toward the

Source or structural gravitation to the common
centre of everything that is inherent in everything,

from the infinitesimally minute atoms (electronic
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systems) composing matter 1 to the stupendous

solar systems beyond our powers of comprehension,

and progressively in men and angels.

To man the culmination of evolutionary pro-

cesses on this planet was given a new birth into

the Spirit of the central power, and thus he became
" a living soul," attracted to and chargeable by the

omniscient spirit. OVER MATTER MAN, THE
LIVING SOUL, HAS DOMINION.

Man is magnetic, 2 not only in the physical body,

but also in the spiritual body.

1 Matter exists in three forms—solid, liquid, and gaseous ; but

ils positive element is in the fourth dimension.

There are four kinds or forms of substance—namely, solid, liquid,

gaseous, and psychic, or spiritual, and the last is first because it in-

forms and is the life of the other forms. The dimensions or units

of measurement of this substance are in terms of worth, effective-

ness, and permanence.

The fourth dimension is the dimension of the positive psychic

element, or spiritual being. It has no appreciable terrestrial weight

(all things terrestrial are a vacuum to spirit), it being only subject to

celestial gravitation—that is, Godward, it being always definite

units of His purpose or in man of His life. It is as individual as are

its visible embodiments, and as was, and is, and evermore shall be,

its supreme incarnation, Chi ist our Lord.
2 By magnetic, we mean capable of charging, attracting, and

appropriating.



CHAPTER III.

CONSCIOUSNESS—GERMINAL AND PROGRESSIVE.

LIFE is greater than its functions, and the less

contains the greater, since it is obvious that there

is no activity without life ; and the body, when
lifeless, is nought.

The wonderful principle of activity, gravitational

super-consciousness, gives to each and every in-

dividual organism in a series of progressive de-

velopments a body suited to each successive stage

of progress.

There is no manifestation of power that is

devoid of consciousness—that is, of the causa-

tional persistence of the design of the volitional,

conscious being that started the motion. Even in

our illustration of a moving ball you cannot

separate the physical movement from the initial

velocity, or that beginning of motion from a

volitional cause. The boy put his will to throw

the ball into the physical impetus in throwing it.

Every motion or development centres in the

causational consciousness of the positive element,

the initiative of the cognizant volitional being or

initiator. This consciousness is of two kinds, static

and embryonic. In the things that we call in-

animate it is the persistence of the initiative of the

$7
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designer until law in it is fulfilled. In living beings

it is seminal initiative which is spiritual life—or

super-consciousness that causes distinctive gravi-

tational development to the stature of the parental

source. It is the Life of life. It is inherent memory
of the source, each positive unit of its own kind,

species, or type. 1 Memory is perceivably the

cardinal function of consciousness.

Conscious, volitional life is the source of all

motion, power, or energy, and there is no motion

without LIFE-PURPOSE IN IT—either the persist-

ence of the purpose of the initial movement or

seminal spiritual-life. In one case it gravitates to

fulfilment of the purpose, in the other to progress

and perpetuation. Initiative and response are the

essential elements of motion and substance, and

the more intense the impact and compact of these

elements the greater is the CONSCIOUSNESS OF
POWER, and consequently the greater the abund-

ance of life.

Were it possible to endow a little brown apple

seed with sense and sight, do you think that it

could believe the wondrous truth that within its

brown husk it enfolds a tree in the flowery efflor-

escence of May, the same tree with its richness of

colour and sweetness of fruit in the golden autumn
;

more than this, countless like trees in spring-time

beauty and autumn's fruitage ? We know that

1 That intensity of structural incentive or gravitational relatedness

to the Source which constitutes kind, forms, species, types, etc.,

each unit of its kind is essentially memory, and keeps each thing

to adaptations of its own kind.
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this is true. All of these transformations and

multiplications are wrought in beautiful order, in

quiet as profound as that of the rising of the sun,

and in a constantly increasing beauty and joy.

Every process of supreme power wrought

through gravitational law is perfect. Each and

every organism centres in a definite, positive unit

of gravitational initiative which, in its " upward "

way, attracts and charges negative corpuscles in

some instances sufficiently to centre electronic

systems and themselves form atoms. This positive

centre attracts and charges according to its in-

tensity of initiative, and its attendant systems

attract and charge each other, each according to its

intensity of charge from the individual centre of

its kind, species, or type.

The principle of growth in all organisms com-

monly called animate is gravitational ; each part

attracts and charges atoms of related equilibria in an

unvarying ratio; things that are called inanimate 1

have, as we have said, only static power—power

to hold together through structural unity of gravi-

tational initiative, and in the creative periods

sufficient ardour for augmentation of intensities in

actions and re-actions— this stored energy they

now yield to living organisms which each of its

kind charges and attracts according to its stage

1 Things inanimate are now held in place by the greater mass of

the positive element that centres the globe, and plants and animals

are only sensibly effected by solar and terrestrial gravitations; only

man has spiritual gravitational development.
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of intensity. It is well known that a tiny

living plant will take sustenance from a rock.

Who has not seen the dainty blue-bell growing

from a ledge? So great is the attractional power

of life that it will disintegrate and charge and

appropriate the lower life-" mass " or electrical

elements from the hardest mineral substance, life

being always magnetic in action that is attracting

and charging (magnetizing) by means of involuntary

emanations.

Let us further consider the apple-seed. We see

its tough brown husk; removing this we see a

compact white mass which is packed around the

embryo. We know that there is something which

we do not see ; no man can see the ether-strain

(the gravitational initiative) or detect its infinitely

fine and swift pulsations, but in this gravitational

impetus there is the persistence of apple-tree

consciousness ; responsive to the sun's attracting

emanations it will awaken and attract and charge

and appropriate the white mass which the mother

tree has packed for its first sustenance. Having

through this impact and compact acquired new

intensity, it will progressively attract and charge

with its part in the growing tree the negative

corpuscles related to each part as it develops.

It is discriminating consciousness of power, for

the seed of a sweet apple will remember, through

type persistence of initiative in the positive element,

to take that which yields sweetness, and each and

every kind and part attracts its kind.
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The wonderful principle of gravitational activity

—each thing to the stature of the paternal type—
is the super-consciousness of the positive centre,

and it gives to each individual embryo of a kind,

species, or type structural memory for orderly,

sequential, progressive transformations through

successive stages of growth.

That the embryo takes from light, and air, and

soil, that and only that which is needed for its

development into a tree bearing fruit sweet, sour,

or blending many qualities of taste, shows that

gravitational activities are impelled by cognitive

life from the all-knowing volitional Spirit of the

central power.

Man is sent to the "lilies" to learn, since their

perfect concurrence in gravitational law is superior

to lawless reason.

The embryo is awakened by the sun's attracting

power, but there is in the bosom of the little seed

that which is superior to sun, moon, and stars
;

superior we say, but not independent of, since life

rejoices in and feeds upon all that ministers to its

abundance, and is itself life in a lower stage of

progression.

If one thing could be more wonderful than

another it would be the infinite variety of equilibria

and swiftness of motion—" the speed of ether

particles," Le Bon tells us, " is 300,000 times

greater than that of a cannon ball "—of the ether

particles charged with power that compose the
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constituent atoms of the embodiment in which

every positive entity clothes itself.

We know that this variety of equilibria or impact

and compact of the positive and negative elements,

initiative from the spirit of the central power and

response, makes the infinite variety of substances,

physical, mental, and psychical. We KNOW, TOO,

THAT ETHER IS THE MEDIUM OF CAUSAL LAW;

IN ITS INFINITELY FINE PULSATIONS IT CARRIES

SENSIBLE CONTROL AS AIR CONVEYS THE
AUDIBLE COMMAND OF A MASTER.

In man there are three distinct varieties of

equilibria, and of consequent impact and compact

of the electronic systems, and so closely are they

related and correlated that the body reveals the

mind, and the activities of both body and mind

reveal the spirit of the man. The individual which

these, soul, body, and mind constitute, is an

aggregation of gravitational energy ; that energy

manifests itself in three ways. The positive

element spirit organizes or creates, and informs

its tenement, it being the persistence of the primal

initiative, in gravitational relatedness to the Spirit

of the central power. It receives all intuitional

impressions—the Spiritual Magnet, like the cor-

poreal magnet, attracts by emanations from itself

—and attracts and CHARGES the negative cor-

puscles ; it is that body made of spiritual life that

controls and makes the mind knowing and the

body sensient ; its emanations are intuitional im-

pressions on the mind. The mind is an aggregation
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of negative corpuscles positively charged with per-

ceptional, impressional, and volitional co-ordinating

power by the positive centre in its receiving-

connection with the Spirit of the central power.

The body is obviously built of negative cor-

puscles that gravitate toward the earth's centre.

Were it not controlled (charged) by mind, in its

receiving-relation with spirit the body would be

as lifeless and insensible as a mummer's masque.

In structural gravitation the spirit, or the mind

of the spiritual body (soul), is attracted and directly

charged by the Spirit of the centralpower.

The mind is charged with volitional cognizance,

and may so clog itself by yielding to terrestrial

attractions as to become unchargeable by the

positive element spirit, but this positive centre

never ceases to emanate power and attract while

there is in the corporate being (mind and body)

any responsive energy.

In animals it is ceasing to be individually when

law is fulfilled in a cycle of being according to the

electrical " mass " of the centres ; in minerals it is

dissociation. Death is in an unbalancing accretion

of negative corpuscles, and results from undue

appropriation of things terrestrial by members of

the ancestral line or the individual.

There is structural, life-preserving worth in

keeping even the least of the commandments, and

religion is the scientific provision for keeping the
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individual in health and joyous activity, and alive

for evermore.

Can we doubt that the charge of power sent into

the void was seminal, and, infinitely vast as the

conception is, charged with the potentialities of all

that is ? Through the perfect unity of the design

every stage of development in the cosmogony of

the universe is repeated in miniature in the develop-

ment of every child (from embryo to maturity).

Human beings are not in any stage of pro-

gression disembodied spirits, and each of the

distinctive kinds of substance, physical, mental,

and psychical, has its own gravitational impetus,

and every atom after its kind its own centre. All

are correlated each with the other through the

structural intensity of the positive centre soul

which is charging and transforming the electronic

systems and building its permanent dwelling-place.

There is no smallest fraction of time when the

embryo—the definite positive unit of initiative—is

naked.

Emphatically, we cannot unclothe the positive

unit, whether corporeal (the definite unit of positive

electrical energy in its aureole of flame,1 made of

negative corpuscles positively charged), or the

winged thought in its choice garment of words

interwoven with " apples of gold and pictures of

1 To Moses, when he saw the burning bush, was given a glimpse

of the constituent persistence of the flame of life-initiative, God in

the bush, it being the persistence of a unit of His life-purpose.
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silver
;

" or the soul in garments " whiter than

any fuller on earth can whiten them."

In general terms the sources of mentality (mind)

are three. First, the soul gives positive charges of

initiative to negative corpuscles of the highest

response capability for cognizance, volition, and

aspiration ; the second source is associational,

minds having greater intensity of electronic impact

and compact for receiving each from its positive

centre soul, give of their superabundance of in-

itiative, and finally the negative gift, in yielding

inordinately to terrestrial attractions, the mind takes

an accretion of negative corpuscles, which shut out

the emanations from the soul, choke the aspirational

capability, and make the mind dull and inert.

The highest function of mind is not reason,

which is the impact of terrestrial appearances and

spiritual reality, but spiritual aspiration 1 for progress

and permanence.

Human beings are not disembodied spirits, and

each of the qualitative states of conscious energy

in the individual has its demands, and these are

co-related each with the other, and both with the

soul in its receiving-relatedness to the Spirit of the

Central Power.

In human life, as in every perceivable variety of

life, there is not sameness, but characteristic like-

ness or structural relatedness : so, in discussing the

maintenance of the radio-active physical organism,

1 Aspiration is breathing in spirit.
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we have not discussed modes of life and kinds of

food, but those things that contribute to life itself,

knowing that the individual life, in whatever type or

stage of progression, has only to keep true to the

attractions of the positive individual centre from

the central soul to control these aright.

Everywhere, in all organisms, there are a few

perceivably invariable principles and conditions.

There is nowhere, even in rock masses that are

termed solid, an actual pressing together of mole-

cules without a space between ; every electron,

atom, and molecule is surrounded and interfused

by ether, and even, in their unthinkable minute-

ness, each has a positive gravitational centre in its

atmosphere, ether. Thus the ether-strain is every-

where in everything.

Perceiving the wondrous development of power

from the Central Power in the vast material universe,

may we not approach a comprehension of the fact

that man cannot conceive the greatness of that

omnipotent, inexhaustible central power, and yet

it is true that that power is a unit and that the

initiative, even in every definite unit of positive

electrical energy, is in that Power a participant

part, and is instinct with initiative to fulfil the

design of the Spirit of that Almighty Power.

The intensities of impact—degrees of initiative

or consciousness—caused by the massing of elec-

tronic systems through their structural oneness of

gravitational relatedness to the Spirit of the source

have proceeded in a sequential, progressive scale.
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First there was informing super-consciousness

(initiative), which impelled instinctive cohesion in

the formless mass ; then there was sufficient ardour

or intensity of impact of initiative and response to

make observable intelligence in the negative mass

in assemblage. This in effect is observable in the

forming of crystals, and in the corporeal adaptive-

ness of every organic structure, vegetable and

animal. In a word, intelligence is apparent every-

where in everything, the super-conscious initiative

of the positive centres having charged the negative

(responsive) elements composing mind with suffi-

cient intensity for perceptional control, and these

in turn having charged, and constantly charging,

during life, the negative corpuscles composing the

body, giving them form sensibility and adaptive-

ness; to each species and type of its own kind.

Ultimately initiative is memory, or the persist-

ence of the Design of the Source. Each and every

positive unit, through structural memory, fulfils its

part in the design. We say plainly that memory
is fundamental and structural, and is the cause of

the universal gravitation of every entity to the

stature of its kind, species, and type. Memory,
however embryonic, is rudimentary mind, or the

essential element of intelligence, even when only

sufficient for instinctive remembrance to cling

together or to cohere.

Immanent memory of the design, or the initiative

in things commonly called inanimate, is like that

in the ball thrown by the boy. It is static and only

7
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sufficient for the fulfilment of the law in moving

bodies. 1 In animate organisms, both vegetable

and animal, its intensity is sufficient not only for

clinging together, but for growth and propagation

;

in man for these and perpetuation, the " living

soul " in the Life-giving Soul of the Central Power.

In proceeding we shall often use terms to which

we have become accustomed, intuitive impulsions,

etc., being understood to be attractions by means

of emanations, the greater aggregations of in-

tensities attracting and charging the lesser in

invariable order, according to the unvarying law

of gravitation, never forgetting that gravitation is

the attracting or charging power of informing

super-consciousness from the feeblest upward stir

to Omniscience, the Source.

Every atom of every cell composing bony struc-

ture; every cell composing tissue, muscle, nerve,

and brain; every corpuscle, red or white, of the

blood is actually separated from every other by
ether, and is vibrant with ethereal gravitational

impulse, which does not impel lawless acts. The
LAW OF gravitation PREVAILS, and magnetism

or electrical conveyance is of three kinds—psychic,

mental, and physical. We are told that " the earth

behaves like a great ball of steel." It responds to

the sun's charging and attracting power, and itself

charges and attracts the moon.

The same law of gravitation which has been

known since the time of Newton, in its control of

1 Law is purpose in action.
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the planets in their orbits around the sun, controls

not only the sun, with its attendant spheres, in

its orbit around the corporeal central power, but

also electronic systems, even in their unthinkable

minuteness, each and every electronic sphere and
system in gravitational relation to its centre, and
each charged and attracted by a greater. Thus in

unbroken interceding impact and compact are all

things structurally related to the common Centre

and Source.

Each individual positive centre co-ordinates all

attractions, whether terrestrial, solar, or celestial.

The instant a cell, or an assemblage of cells, even

an electron, loses responsive power that instant it

perishes, the receiving connection with the central

power, through or by means of the positive in-

dividual initiative, having ceased.

Nothing can continue in existence dis-

connected FROM THE CENTRAL POWER.

Physiologists are able to observe the digestion of

food. They see it changed by the juices secreted

by the various organs in their normal activity;

they recognize disturbed or abnormal activities;

but have they been able to tell why the liver

attracts and secretes bile ? why each organ attracts

and secretes the distinctive elements of its par-

ticular juice, each for its distinctive work on the

digesting mass? each the right chemical (electrical)

substance for that stage of digestion and assimila-

tion to which the process has progressed ? Each
organ in substance and function works according
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to its electrical relation, the higher attracting and

charging the next lower. One intensity makes
bile, another pancreatic juices, etc., and each of

these are in gravitational relation to the mass value

of the organ of which each is characteristic, and all

informed and correlated by the informing in-

dividual soul.

And there comes a stage when man cannot

watch the process. Immanent intensity of in-

itiative—ultimately memory or the persistence of

the design, each type of its own kind—controls all

structural as well as cosmic processes.

Most fearfully and wonderfully true it is that the

supreme danger is of loss of responsive power to

receive the attracting and charging emanations

from the positive centre soul in its receiving relation

to the common Centre. The death throes of an

electron are no less disastrous in exact ratio to

" mass " than are those (earthquakes) of the dying

monster, the earth. These disturbances are the

positive initiative striving to throw off negative

impedimenta to its yielding to the Godward im-

pulse, or the attraction of His love (perfection).

Physicians know of osmotic phenomena which

produces currents called exosmose and endosmose.

But how milky chyme is separated from chyle in

the. alimentary canal ; how these are gradually in

the digestive and assimilative processes changed

into good, red blood ; how blood enters living

tubes turbid and bluish in colour and comes out
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red and vitalized through contact with pure air;

how the same river of life is converted into life,

mental and physical, CAN ONLY BE ACCOUNTED
FOR BY THE LAW OF GRAVITATION—electronic

systems of infinitely varying degrees of impact and

compact, each attracting and charging the related

" mass " of the next lower intensity in a ratio that

is invariable and constant.

We use the term consciousness because it is all

ultimately consciousness or the prevalence of the

remembering initiative of the Spirit of the Central

Power in everything—everywhere until law in it is

fulfilled. 1

With the Psalmist we say

—

"Whither shall I go from Thy Spirit?"

Everywhere there is perceivable the clairvoyant

quality, which is causal law or structural memory
of the Design of the Source ; it is inherence of

characteristics of the Source.

We must account for all that is observably true.

Mind in man is a free agency, because it has two

general functions—namely, to receive intuitional

impressions and to perceive sense or terrestrial

impressions (attractions). It yields volitionally

and controls the individual in his environment.

In man intelligence is the result of an impact of

1 Were the lower intensities of impact not embryonic mind

(arrested in development and held by terrestrial gravitation in

"mineral" substances), there could never have been mind. Mind

did not suddenly spring into being, but was a sequential develop-

ment of impact until Adam, who was the genius of animals,

was endowed with "a living soul."
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positive and negative elements, initiative and

response of such intensity, that it is volitional;

but as in the crimson rose and the white lily, it

can only attract and charge provisionally. The
issues of life are in the positive centre, soul in its

receiving-connection with the Spirit of the Central

Power. Aspiration in the Spirit of that Power is

the prime essential in a man's life.

Mind may choose, prompted by terrestrial attrac-

tions, to excess, as Adam did, but there is always

in the mind of the spiritual body, or the soul, a

balancing reaction.

Physicians say that there is always a natural

tendency toward renewal of health, and a man in

health is the best judge of what is good for him.

In health every part of the man is attracted and

charged by the highest impressional centre soul,

and all activities are joyous. When the equilibrium

between soul (positive spiritual initiative) and

response, mental and corporeal, are disturbed,

physicians can prescribe along certain logical and

well-established lines; but a man's intuitional

sense, not choked by habitually taking on un-

balancing negative accretions, is an infallible guide

to his individual needs.

However, it seems to us at this stage of man's

progress no man's perceptions are sufficiently free

from the results of vitiating habits in yielding to

sense or terrestrial attractions inordinately to in-

variably recognize the sovereign promptings of the

positive initiative (spirit).
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The only ivay for a man to divest his will of its

habitual attitude in yielding to appetites and desires

that are vitiated by over-indulgence, starved con-

stitutions, and artificial incitements—in a word, to

terrestrial attractions unduly—is by means of

aspiring faith in the Spirit of the Central Power

for a new and actual charge of initiative to restore

the equipoise. Every species, type, and soul that

folloivs the inner impulsions of spiritual initiative

abides in power and groivs apace.

It was of this care, free state of trust or the

perfect adaptation and co-ordination of intuitive

impulses and sense appropriations, that it was

written

—

" Of such are the kingdom of heaven."

Children are in the kingdom of Heaven, because

they are guided by love and faith. There comes

a day when self-will prevails over trust, and the

child lives no more in confident, sweet unreason

—

woe to him through whom it cometh—but per-

petuates the primal transgressions and destroys

the equilibrium. He then takes more of what the

senses pronounce " good for food " than of " the

Bread of Life;" he pampers the body at the

expense of the soul.

In animal and vegetable life the instinctive

—

thus we name the attraction of each higher

intensity for the next lower—appropriations from

the environment of all that living and growth

demands is obvious. These may be called type-

adaptations, and for food, shelter, propagation,
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safety, all of the manifold and natural attainments

which are obvious, even to the most unthinking,

are perfect. These result from the co-ordination

of the two receiving-capabilities—initiative from

the positive centre and impression from the

environment—common to all organism. The

positive element initiative being the memory of,

or persistence of the purpose of the Source, charges

the negative response corpuscles constructively

each with capability to charge for its needs and

its place and part in the Design response particles

related in mass-value.

The well-being of man depends upon his choice

of initiatives, upon whether he is actuated by soul,

and sense, in harmonious accord, or unduly by the

attractions of the senses.

While we are on this planet the transformations

of the intuitive impulses received by the soul,

which are attractions by emanations from the Soul

of the central power, into action are subject to the

will ; even the involuntary nutritive changes in the

heart, brain, and nerves are controlled by the

passive, willing super-consciousness of the soul in

its upward way. This gravitational activity of the

positive life-principle is, from our point of view,

insensible and involuntary; it is SUPER-CON-

SCIOUSNESS.

Food supplies the energy for corporeal action

and re-action, and is charged by the mind of life

provisionally to do its work. The mind or con-
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sciousness of power in man could not feel, will, or

know, were it not charged with initiative from

above. Through, however, many agencies

—

aggregations of impact and compact of initiative

and response, or of electronic systems—it is

ultimately a survival of the primal charge, or a

renewing charge from the omniscient Spirit of the

Central Power. Nothing could have come or have

developed from anything that was not in it.

That we choose freely in conformity either with

soul or sense attractions is so obvious that it needs

no discussion.

Let us observe some values that we unconsciously

appropriate, keeping in mind that it is demonstrated

that life, or physical and mental power, are not

functions of the physical body.

While on this planet the transformations of the

intuitive impulsions of the soul, or super-conscious-

ness into the volitional capability of the negative

corpuscles composing mind involves nutritive

changes. This is but another way of saying that

the energy in food is utilized and transformed

by the positive centres, or centres provisionally

charged, to augment the intensity of the negative

constituents by means of renewing aggregations,

which are charged by the positive indwelling spirit

of life with provisional initiative, each of its kind

to fulfil the activities of each and every part.

And what shall we say of the material matter

itself? First, that in the mineral kingdom there
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is no growth, consequently no feeding or attraction

of new material from the environment. In the

vegetable and animal kingdoms we have dual

feeding—namely, from the more or less solid

elements below and from the surrounding air.

Observably, if we give a plant or an animal every-

thing necessary for the maintenance of life and

growth, but enclose it in an air-tight receiver, it

dies. Ascending in the scale of progression, man

has three-fold sustenance, without which death

is inevitable. We have observed this three-fold

feeding before it was formulated. Universally

we hear in conversation, and in that transcription

of life that we call literature, references to starved

lives. We mean by this lives so secluded or with-

drawn from the beneficence of the social state that

they have no opportunity to give or receive the

manifold services of association. Sensibly or

insensibly, they pant for the circulation (associa-

tional charges) of spirit
;

pant for that sweet

recurrence of sensible love, "new every morning."

To keep within our adherence to cause and

effect, have we felt the breath of the sweet spring

air when the rain is over and gone? Have we

felt that it is good to be alive ? Have we beheld

beauty in nature so perfect and satisfying that we

could but breathe "The Beauty that is Thee?"

Has there coursed through our being at the un-

expected sight of a loved one a thrill so warm that

our pulses leaped? How is this? Like meets

like in reactive force, and according to a well-

known law in physics, the greater the power the
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greater the reaction. In these cases cited it is

known that no two persons would be affected alike

by the spring air, beauty, or love. The abundance

of life within would determine the measure of its

reaction to that which is without and above.

Were the life that is made by the conversion and

assimilation of food into life and by the vital

reaction that we call breathing, all, it could only

last so long as an approximate equipoise between

supply and demand were maintained ; and for this

even we are not structurally fitted.

We inherit bodies whose organs are not perfectly

adapted to the maintenance of the co-ordination of

supply and demand. Our environment also effects

limitations ; and this is not all,—that most subtle

beast did not cease suggesting ill-considered acts

when he began to " eat dust," nor has man ceased

to yield to his suggestions and to take more of

that which tastes " good for food " than is good for

the equilibrium of energy. Seeing the equipoise

thus hopelessly destroyed, what in natural law

can renew it and repossess man of eternal life ?

Plainly, as we have said, that a measure of

obedience be given in human living equal to the

measure of disobedience that destroyed the

equilibrium of "energy" and resulted in death.

Is that individually possible?

Observably man eats, breathes, and lives co-

incidentally. He also lives and works beyond

the warrant of the supply of energy into which

the elements are converted. We have seen that
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as the process of nutrition proceeds there is a

freeing from complexity in combinations of cor-

puscles of force (electrons) and an acceleration of

speed in the utilization of material—aggregations

of intensities—for assimilation until the utmost

simplicity of structure and the highest intensity is

attained in the unseen velocity, strength, and in

the qualities of mind.

We have seen that all men, from the lowest

types to the highest, have an instinctive knowledge

of the inner life. All men have also an instinctive

confidence in the Supreme Life Above. That
confidence is insensible faith, or spiritual aspiration

in the Spirit. Nor is this all. All men have a

perception, however dim, that every wrong act

disturbs life. The super-consciousness is the

cognizance of the body made of life or the

spiritual body, and its revolt at those acts that

disturb the equilibrium is instinctive and constant.

Each ill-considered action perpetuates and aug-

ments the primal transgression. But have you
never observed that life—nature or constitution we
call it—tends to restoration ?

That superabundance of life that we call nature,

or "constitution," has three sources 1—the inherited

controlling centres, unconscious or involuntary faith,

and volitional aspiring faith in the Spirit of the

Central Power. All of these are the gift of that

1 Soul is qualitatively the same in every man, but its co-ordinating

factors, roughly speaking, its tools, are in each of the parental type

of constructive spirit ; in the human type, dependent upon the

parental volitional habit, whether spiritual or carnal.
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Spirit, but not arbitrarily given. The inheritance

is from ancestors who have not in their lives

augmented the effects of the primal transgression.

The insensible faith comes through the persistence

of parental types of initiative in the offspring,

and aspirational faith is only habitual yielding to

the intuitional radiations or attractions of the soul

in its joyful progress obedient to the omniscient

Spirit of the Central Power.

Human life progresses, not only by the acquisi-

tion of knowledge, but also in the character of each

individual's consciousness of power and aspiring

faith for the renewal of power. Where life is most

abundant there is the freest aspiration. The

distance between a Hottentot and a cultivated

Christian man is bridged by an ascending scale

of aspirations. Is it Milton who says that the

conflicts of the early Britons were of scarcely

more seeming value than those of kites and crows ?

What makes value ?

The measure of spiritual life and its aspirations,

not of bone, and muscle, and brain, that may be a

corpse to-morrow.

What do we mean by aspiration? We inhale

the air. Through a vital gravitational reaction

called breathing the blood is brought in contact

with the air and purified. Spirit is a more subtle

force than air, but no less real. We have seen

how the body made of life responds to and is

quickened by reaction or association with the

spring air, beauty and love. We continually react
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to the gladdening or depressing, to the uplifting or

degrading influences of habitat and of the people

with whom we associate.

These reactions have power to sensibly purify or

to stultify life, even as air has power to purify or

to vitiate the blood. The spirit of the inexhaust-

ible central power, perfect in every attribute, is

purity and immortal life and love, and in aspiration

in Him we become like Him.

We have not left the nutrition of man's immortal

spiritual body theoretical. We have kept to facts.

In the effects of spirit breathed from without as we
breathe air—spirit within reaching to spirit with-

out and to the Spirit above in vital aspiration

—

we receive food for the body made of life that

never dies. Spirit is the breath of omnipotent

power, and being inexhaustible gives of itself for

"eternal life." Percrval Lowell, in his study of

Mars, has said :
" Could we prove that Mars is

inhabited, we have not said the last, but the first

word." In proving the likeness in kind of the

ultimate division of matter, the corpuscles of

energy, to "the infinite central power from which

all things proceed," 1 and because of that likeness

the increasing capability to react under law, the

finite gravitating toward and charged by emana-

tions from the infinite, we say not the last word,

but only that word that gives to science new life.

Science should warm the heart and fire the

imagination. In the likeness in essence of the

1 Quoted from Abraham Lincoln.
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soul of man to the supreme Spirit of the central

inexhaustible and omnipotent power, we have the

assurance of an acting part in the pageantry of

the ages. For men and angels, subject to the

"Son of Man," the starry host—suns of greater

magnitude than ours with systems, unknown to

us, and preparing for us, in circling compact, circle

around Him "in whom we live, and move, and

have our being." Truth has all of the infinitude

of space. It is not the product of men's minds,

but its limitations are. Science takes no account

of doctrine or "systems of thought," nor does

she shun them if they are logical inferences from

known facts. Science only discovers and formu-

lates facts: THE SUPREME PROOF IS LIFE.

There was One Who in human living chose

invariably to respond to the spirit. He it was

Who spurned terrestrial attractions and was "lifted

up" to draw all men unto Himself. He "brought

immortality to light." He it was Who demon-

strated that death has no power over the soul in

" dominion," and also His power to attract all men. 1

1 I do not think that any one will doubt that the law of gravita-

tion is as constant in spiritual as in terrestrial attraction. It is the

same law; it is in all evolutionary transformations causal law; it

is the persistence of the design (initiative) of the Spirit of the Central

Power; it is the structural relatedness of all that is to that Centre

and Source. In the fulness of time, when man in "upward striv-

ing" had been sufficiently developed to comprehend the wondrous

revelation, "Christ was lifted up to draw all men."

That which ministers to life, "everlasting life," is the object of

all scientific research, and we do not hesitate to introduce this

observational study of His attracting and life-giving power from

The Record.
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The story has been PERFECTLY TOLD in the

inspired Word, and in recalling it we do so as

a meditation on some salient feature of one re-

birth, not as a re-telling. " Ye must be born

again," He said.

One day three men—so they appeared—who
had been condemned to death by crucifixion, came

to the foot of the hill on which they were to die.

To every eye all three were men. One, physically

weaker than the other two, having been beaten

and buffeted, could not carry the heavy cross. 1 A
passing stranger was compelled to carry it for him

to the top of the hill. There these three—to every

eye all three were men—lay extended each upon

his cross. Nails were driven through their hands

and feet. Ungentle hands lifted the quivering

wood and tortured flesh. To every sense all three

were helpless men.

The crosses, each with its burden of pain, fell

into their rocky sockets. Still to every eye all

three seemed helpless men. One the crowd below

mocked. A thief dying beside Him mocked also.

To every eye He also was a dying man. The

other criminal saw and heard ; to every eye all

three were dying men, but his mind responded to

an attraction not of sense or corporeal signs, and

he cried, " Lord, remember me when Thou comest

into Thy kingdom." Our Lord answered, " To-day

shalt thou be with Me in Paradise." Although to

1 He took upon Himself all of man's adaptive dependence upon

food, rest, etc. He was hungry, weary, sensitive to hurts, "in all

points tempted " as we are.
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every eye all three were agonized dying men, there

was no doubt in the request or in the reply.

Faith aspired to perfect faith, and One who had
in the conditions of human life lived undeviatingly

obedient to the spiritual law of gravitation, Soul to

Soul, had won for man that which Adam had lost.

In scientific certainty, it seems that the thief, who
saw only with the eye of sense, had chosen the

things of sense and was subject individually to

terrestrial gravitation. At his last expiring breath

he was as lifeless as any other organism in which

law has been fulfilled ; the other, in a quickened

body made of aspiring life, went with Him who
was Life itself to Paradise.



CHAPTER IV.

PERSONALITY—THE EFFECT OF ASPIRATION.

A REASONABLE system of truth accounts for

human life, its origin and its destiny, and also

makes plain its relations, its progress, and the

basis of its perpetuity or personal immortality.

It has been said truly that " the processes which

go on in the living things are incomprehensible as

the result of any physical action known to us";

and further, " that it is impossible to conceive of

life as emerging or evolving from that which has

no life " ; and still further, " that the ultimate

mystery is as great as ever " ; while there remains

unsolved the question, " What determines the co-

ordination of actions that we call life?"

We agree that in their knowledge of space all

men apprehend infinite, illimitable space. We also

agree in the fact that matter or material substance

exists in space. It has been demonstrated, and is

evident, that it exists in stages of progressive and

retrograde being.

The fact that radio-activity or gravitation is the

stir of super-conscious life I have proved in a simple

and decisive manner. In a word, everything came

from the central omniscient Life and is instinct

with the moving power of life or purposeful super-

114
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conscious initiative
; that movement is the gravita-

tion of life toward the supreme centre and Source,

the Spirit of Life. It is necessary to keep in mind
that the definite positive units of power have not

only initial velocity, but each and all are instinct with

individual purpose, which we have named initiative,

and that these in their gravitational movement to-

ward the source charge the negative corpuscles, not

fortuitously but with definite constructive power
and adaptability each for its place and functions.

Memory is the cardinal function of conscious-

ness; every electron and corpuscle remembers its

charge from the Source, since in its intensity it is

structurally charged with involuntary structural

memory for its place and functions, and these for

a complete cycle of being.

No two are charged with the same initial velocity

or purpose. To the uttermost corpuscle in the

most minute atom each definite unit is individual.

We agree that the central power 1 of the universe

seems inexhaustible. We have shown that the

working or productive value of all material sub-

stance is that it may be converted into strength

and energy, both mental and physical, which
increases the abundance of life. But force pro-

duced by the transformations and diffusions of

material substance is not the whole of force.

There is force in operation without, and above
as well as within.

1 Equilibrium of the elements of power make almighty, inex-

haustible power or Spirit.
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Men of science tell us, and we perceive that

power reacts, and that the greater the power, the

greater the reaction. All men agree that, in a

healthy organism, what it eats and drinks is con-

verted into strength or energy and life, and that

life cannot be maintained without air—air that is

transfused into the life of man in a vital re-action,

breathing; as truly the life of the individual soul

cannot be maintained without aspiration, which is

the inbreathing of spirit.

It has been demonstrated beyond reasonable

doubt that the ultimate division of matter is a

corpuscle of radio-active force, called the electron,

and we have shown that co-incident with the

activities of life, whether through the sensible

action of the members or the insensible and in-

voluntary actions and reactions of the organs,

there is a breaking away, and in turn a renewal

of corpuscles of force. Observe the factors in this

renewal. Physical chemistry teaches us that it

comes through the transformations of the elements

taken from below; that is from mineral, animal,

and vegetable food, and also from the surrounding

air taken in respiration, and we have shown by
aspiration ; in a word the positive being soul, the

indwelling impressional 1 spirit of life, is constantly

1 By impressional I mean capable of impressing or charging by

means of emanations of initiative, not of being itself effected by

lower intensities: the thermo-dynamic law is as true in spiritual

substances as in corporeal substance, and electrical actions are

caused by the purpose in matter—the persistence of definite units of

God's purpose in endlessly differing quantitative value or "mass"

—

which constitutes the ether-strain or gravitation upward.
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attracting the negative corpuscles and charging

them with provisional activity, each in its place

for the co-ordination of actions and reactions that

maintain corporeal life. It is well known that

chemical actions are electrical, and that spirit

in man is constantly responsive to " lines of

force" from the Central Spirit of Power. All

of this visible activity we have perceived to be

the product of the spirit's super-conscious initiative

to gravitate toward the Source, which is interfused

through all organism ; it is the persistence of the

life of the source in everything.

But laying aside this perception, let us continue

to observe life.

The mere observation of the fact that " an un-

known vital force," which I find to be the gravitation

of life toward supreme life, its Source, "exists in

matter," would of itself be sufficient to prove the

persistence of life in all organized being; taken in

connection with the fact that ultimately action

cannot, never has, and never will generate without

a conscious, volitional designer, and that in power

there could be no movement without "initial

velocity," we find it a sane necessity to take this

primal initiative 1 or cause into consideration.

Tracing it backward we find it to be the Design of

the Spirit of the central power, and that that Design

persists in through and around everything every-

1
It is to be remembered that there is no manifestation of pow< i

without the positive element initiative, and initiative would not be

power without response; thus the two are structurally wedded.
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where as you individually are in the work of your

hands and the child of your life. Deprive matter

of this intelligent espionage but for one instant

and crash upon crash would reverberate until

spheres and systems would be but darkness and

oblivion ; on the other hand, when man has learned

to liberate and make use of intra-atomic energy,

generated by the positive element initiative, the

physical force within even this paper on which we
write will yield a power hitherto undreamed of.

"Electricity, one of the products of the dissoci-

ation of matter," is to-day performing gigantic

tasks. "An ounce of matter," we are told, "con-

tains enough of radiant energy to lift ten thousand

tons one mile." Electricity slept until the con-

sciousness of power in man bid it arise and light,

and heat, and propel the car of progress; particles

informed by the supreme Central Power with

"initial velocity" await the awakening ignition of

a thought.

And when these things are done, they will seem

to be easy, and we shall wonder that we did not

think of them before. Supreme power " always

applies the fundamental principle of least action
"

which will suffice to do the work, but the action is

of agencies so manifold that only an omniscient

mind could have centred them all in the seminal

" word, " " Let there be light."

Considering human life, the infinite variety in

personality is like the stars in number, but each
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individual is in His "image" and structurally allied

with Him in indestructible essence, spirit.

In tracing the development of personality we

have the stability of gravitational law and the

INDISSOLUBLE UNION of cause and effect; initiative

and response, the positive and the negative elements

of power.

We cannot do otherwise than to trace personality

from the beginning, nor is its development outside

the universal fold, the ether-strain. The late Lord

Kelvin has said that " Ether is the only form of

matter about which we know anything," and it is

well established that ether is an elastic substance

composed of corpuscles of force—electrons com-

bining in atoms that are freed from complexity

and weight and diffused. We may say that ether

is a vibrant medium, or, with Faraday, that it is

an "electronic state." It is also well established

that "light is an electro-magnetic disturbance,

due to a discharge like that from an electric coil."

Our first proposition for the basis of observation

in the study of effects is that the Central Omni-

scient Spirit of Energy—energy that is known to

us as well through our knowlege and use of energy

as illimitable space is known to us through our

view of space, both of which are indisputable

—

breathed into the womb of night the " Word " that

was instinct with the potentiality of all that is.

As air is the medium for the transmission of

finite words, so ether is the medium of transmission

of the seminal, creative Word.
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Initiative and response, which in corporeal organ-

isms are positive and negative electrical energy,

were the elements of the primal emanation no less

than they are of all manifestations, and these

elements are never inoperative. Without conscious

volitional life there could have been no beginning

of motion in the void, and that life and its charac-

teristics persist in everything everywhere. You
can never dissociate power from life, and super-

life-consciousness, however slight in mass value,

is the dynamic reality in all phenomena. The
highest and most effective consciousness is faith.

Life-consciousness was first manifested in the

action of the positive units, which in their upward

impetus attract and charge the negative corpuscles

\x\ systems called atoms. The spirit that God
breathed into man is super-conscious ; its highest

product on this planet, or more accurately that

in which the progressive series of transforma-

tions wrought by the super-conscious positive units

in their gravitational relatedness to the Source

culminate, is mind or consciousness of power in

man. In human life the highest consciousness of

power on this planet is attained, and through the

gift of spirit, "a living soul," receiving access to

the Spirit of the Supreme Central Power.

Mind is consciousness of power; spirit is super-

conscious power. The grandeur of the scope of

human life in receiving-conjunction, by means of

aspiring spirit, with the omnipotent, omniscient

power, the Source, we have not begun to appre-
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hend. God is omnipotent; man has the potency

of aspiring faith in Him.

By means of our stepping-stones, the ether-vortex

theory, evolution, or the actions, reactions, and

inter-actions of the positive units of cause and effect,

which is transformation in a progressive series, and

through the discovery that matter that is all

physical substance, is composed of corpuscles of

radio-active initiative, each and every atom being an

electronic system in structure and gravitational

ratios like the solar system, we have the basis for

progressive stages of progress and retrogression.

There was first the swirl of power that the Spirit

of the Central Power sent into the void. It was,

and is, an entity of two intensities, initiative and

response, and in matter the less or the negative

contains the greater.

It was a swirl of unimagined swiftness and fierce-

ness of impact. Then there was the cooling crust

around the vortex caused by the obvious fact that

the ardour of initiative in the positive centres was

abated by accretions of negative corpuscles which

they attracted and charged constructively. In

that cooling the forming of the earth as it is

to-day resulted from no fortuitous assemblage of

elements, but the two primal elements wrought

through the persistence of the super-conscious in-

itiative, which is in effect structural law immanent,

in the primal charge.

There is no billionth part of the least conceivable
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or inconceivably minute "mass" or substance that

is devoid of consciousness of power, either initiating

or responsive. The instant that psychic element

fails that instant the organism crumbles to dust

and nothingness.

The persistence of the initiating super-conscious-

ness in power is the life of gravitational law as

surely as the persistence of the boy's purpose in

the flying ball is the life of its lively motion.

Every strata of the earth's crust was shaped by a

variant degree of gravitational impact and compact.

Every atom of every strata centres in a definite,

positive unit of electrical initiative or a unit posi-

tively charged for fulfilment. In oneness of struc-

tural purpose to gravitate upward these cohere or

cling together.

That structural persistence of the Design, or

immanent initiative to fulfil the design, is super-

consciousness. Every stronger " mass" in its up-

ward way electrifies the weaker systems that it

attracts about itself and charges them construc-

tively, thus transforming them.

To electrify is to charge with initiative, to fulfil

the design. Within the mineral kingdom in its

progressive series of transmutations during the

creative periods we find the culmination to have

been consciousness of power evinced in polarity, or

that instinctive (electrical) relation of molecule to

molecule hitherto called chemical affinity, but now

known to be electrical attraction, that forms crystals
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in wonderful variety and beauty. Each individual

crystal is formed by a differing intensity of attract-

ing and charging power in its positive centre

initiative.

And still in this kingdom the consciousness is

insensible, and there is not sufficient intensity of

impact and compact to prompt feeding, growth, or

propagating functions. The immanent purpose

(persistence of the design) of the mineral kingdom
is to break up, dissolve, and to be transformed by
electrical processes (attracting and charging) into

the kingdoms above it Within its realm there were,

however, titanic transmutations.

The alchemists of old had a dawning intelligence

of the unity in the composition of matter, but how
puny is man and his crucibles! We may well say

that in the alembic of Power the baser metals have

been transmuted into gold. Through what fierce-

ness of heat (impetuous movement); through what
intensities of gravitational impact; what mighty

throes; what pressure of weights beyond com-

puting ; and, more powerful yet, through what

"still small" but well-nigh almighty electrical

actions and reactions, the knowledge of which man
has not approached unto, were these baser metals

wrought ! Thus were they made to yield and to

enfold veins of gold and of all precious metals,

mines of ore
;

yes, even the little fern leaf of

centuries ago they enfold. And are these all?

No. Precious stones imprisoning unimagined

glories.
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So powerful is the effect of environment that it

almost seems to have determined the manifestations

of power within it. Really all development is

coincident. Proceeding to a consideration of this

factor, we see that even the evolutions within the

mineral kingdom were not effected solely by the

power within this planet, but also by power

without and above. Every evolutionary process

created its own atmosphere and environment.

The evolution of gases coincident with cosmic

processes is no new view. 1 Power is solely

immanence of structural purpose, and is greater

or less according to its intensity of gravitational

impulse. In every kind and degree it is structural

relatedness to the Source.

According to a law of thermo-dynamics that is

so well known that it has been termed an axiom,
" heat cannot proceed from a body at a lower tem-

perature to one of a higher temperature," neither

can effects be greater than the power that caused

them. Applying this principle, we say that not

alone the heat 2 of the cooling, molten vortex

wrought the transmutations in the mineral king-

dom forming the crust of the earth. In that

wondrous work the still, small, but inexpressibly

mighty forces, generated by the gravitational

actions and reactions of that which was within

to that which is without and to the common

1 Michael Faraday was the first tu discover that gase> are

electrical.

2 Heat is ardour of gravitational impact.
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Centre, were no less constant. We may well say

with the poet

—

"And so the whole round earth is everyway

Bound by gold chains about the feet of God."

This is but one way of saying that the Central

Power, through the structural law of gravitation,

by means of the actual inherence of His radiant

energy, which constitutes the universal trend of

each unit towards its source, and all in structural

compact toward the Common Centre and Source,

is for ever in each and every manifestation of

power, and that coincidently all manifestations

are linked together ; and that that LAW, which we
apprehend in the least of its manifestations, IS

UNIFORM AND IDENTICAL in the greatest.

In the mineral kingdom, however, there was not

developed any consciousness of power 1 or freeing of

corpuscles of force from weight (negative incubus)

and complexity—that is, from the negative cor-

puscles—sufficient for a sensible, perceivable re-

action to the outer air. When such a capability

had been developed, then first was the mineral

transformed into the animal by that reaction.

Then life awoke, breathed in the sweet morning

air, and said, "It is good"; waved in the breezes

and murmured back, "They are good"; fed on the

rock and said, " It is good"; bathed in the sunshine

and said, "It is good"; and every petal of every

floweret murmured " It is good." And now we
1 Consciousness of power is the informing charge from the

definite, positive, super-conscious centres.
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may define life as the sensient breath of force. It

became obviously sensient when freed from com-

plexity and weight; the electrons and corpuscles,

initiative and response, the positive and negative

elements, so combined as to be capable of sensible

—that is, perceivable—reaction. Intensity of im-

pact, the positive with the negative units, makes
intelligence.

And what may we say of the development in

the vegetable kingdom ? First, that the manifesta-

tions of power proceed in efficiency in an inverse

ratio from the seen to the unseen. Force is never

without consciousness. In the lowest organisms

that consciousness 1
is only sufficiently sensible

in the negative mass to effect cohesion in a more
or less solid mass. Progressing in the series through

the operation of the law of gravitation or the

impulsions of the attracting and charging power

of units of positive initiative in crystallizable

minerals it becomes capable of that relation of

molecules which is infinite in diversity of operation.

Coincident with the freeing of the combinations

of electrons from complexity and weight of nega-

tive incubus, there came a new reaction, breathing,

and the new offices of feeding, growth, and pro-

pagation; and still while observable life permeates

1 Ultimately consciousness is the persistence of initiative to fulfil

the design; it is structural memory of and gravitation toward the

Spirit of the central power, maintained through the relation (inter-

fused radiant energy) of everything that has being to its source, and

ultimately to the Source. We see daily the development of in-

dividuals through the interfusion of the parental type of initiative.

Everything gravitates toward the parental stature.
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every fibre of the vegetable kingdom, the con-

sciousness of the breath of life is more or less

insensible, and the vegetable world, in common
with the mineral world, has only instinctive power

sufficient for its own cycle of being. "Its bounds

are set." The destiny of each unit is to wither

and decay, and the electrical power attracted

and charged serves to feed the life of animals and

men. No plant ever evolves into an animal.

When, in the series of progression, elect crystals

by electrical processes are still further freed from

complexity—we might almost say when in upward

striving they become disentangled from the meshes

of the network of roots within the earth's crust

—

then the reactions become sensible consciousness

and progressively pleasurable. Then first the jelly

fish (an animated crystal) moved to its home on

the rock ; finny creatures found joy in darting from

shadows to sunshine ; wings cleft the morning

air, and homeward flew at set of sun, and every

creature was free to go as instinct or pleasure

prompted, but still the bounds were set, and Life

waited for its own.

NO ANIMAL EVER EVOLVED INTO A MAN, NOR
WOULD ALL THE MINDS IN THE WORLD MAKE
A "LIVING SOUL," any more than would all of the

definite units of negative electricity make one

definite unit of positive electricity. Positive

electricity charges negative and spirit charges mind.

Animals mated—each of their kind produced

young. They built cunningly devised homes; they
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took the measure of life given them in their stage

of the progress of consciousness of power ; and

over and above the life into which the mineral and

vegetable and animal food was converted, there

was the interfusion of conscious power within, and

this power wrought in insensible consciousness re-

acting to the power above. We name it in the

lower organisms instinct. So pure and perfect is

the involuntary conscious work of life in the snow

crystal and in the gem; so transcendently beautiful

in every flower that blooms; so unerring in every

instinct in the animal world, that with the mentor

we might almost cry "and man alone is vile";

or with another, that "man is the disease of the

agglutinated dust." But pause. Of the animal

kingdom we have found that "its bounds are set."

No animal ever evolved into a man.

There came a day when the Spirit of the Central

Energy found His own; and for ADAM, THAT

GENIUS OF ANIMALS, "there was not found a

mate." Into him Omniscient, Supreme Power

breathed of His own breath, spirit, and thus made

man " a living soul," not differing from animals in

the flesh, but in the spirit. Man was now capable,

through the gift of spirit of the supreme reaction,

aspiration in the Spirit of the Central Power, for

renewal, regeneration, and " everlasting life."

We have seen how man, by yielding unduly to

terrestrial attractions, destroyed the equilibrium of

human life, and how Almighty Power in a perfect

Life, Spirit incarnate, provided for the restoration.
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The basis of personality or character is in our

individual acceptance of this provision in practice.

This is science, or the known operation of law.

No two men are alike in consciousness ofpoiver or

in faith for aspiration in the Spirit of the Supreme

Central Poiver, which WAS MADE available BY

THE BALANCING PERFECT LIFE.

Before opening this subject of personality and

heredity, let us make plain that science is not

pantheistic. Supreme Power made everything.

Of corpuscles of power everything is made. Gravi-

tational energy is in everything; but everytiling,

everywhere is individual, and each entity differs

from every other in structural impact and related-

ness to the Spirit of the Central Power.

Man is capable of receiving-conjunction with that

Spirit through aspiration, which is as natural to

man as respiration is to animals.

Faith is the dynamic element in mind. Every

unlawful act effects a breach of faith and per-

petuates Adam's destruction of the equilibrium of

energy which resulted, and still results, in death.

Involuntary, insensible, concurrent faith is the

psychic function in mineral, animal, and vegetable

life; volitional faith is the prerogative of mind

charged by the soul. No man chooses uniformly

so as to preserve the harmonious accord of soul,

mind, and body. Individually, the only restoration

is through aspiration in loving confidence in the

9
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Son, as when a flower after a storm lifts its head to

the attracting sun.

Is power a person ? Is Spirit, which is the

Supreme Consciousness of the Central Power, the

Person "I am"? Shall we consider a finite

likeness?

A man may love his little daughter. He may
cover the walls of his room with pictures in which

he has transfixed scenes bathed in sunshine or

shadowed by lowering clouds. By means of his

pen he may enter the social state and attract it to

ideals. He may also, through the power of

thought,1 reacting to the Highest Power, propagate

science and make it at one with religion. All these

things within his province, on type, he may do.

In each and all of them he is. Is he less himself?

Is he impoverished in these natural operations?

Poor finite likeness to the infinite works of Him
who is inexhaustible life and power, " without

beginning and without end."

And what shall we say of that noble stepping-

stone, evolution ? First, that cause and effect are

for ever operative, and so are observable stages of

evolutionary progress. But here let us consider.

Fritz Miller said that he would be content to risk

the evolution theory on the study of butterflies

alone, but unmistakably in the making of life

within the worm in the chrysalis there was the

1 Inspiration is an emanation of wisdom from the Omniscient

Spirit of the Central Power ; it is received by the soul and radiated

into the concordant mind as intuitional perceptions.
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union of the parent-lives. In the beginning of the

book, in noting the inherence of sex, we seemed to

overlook the transmission of that which bodily

fertilizes the ova. Without gravitational impact

and compact, or the blending of parental initiatives,

there could be no beginning of life.

In the introduction we are dealing with cause;

here we are dealing with the effects as exhibited in

personality. The characteristics of consciousness,

initiative, the originating impulse and response,

have always to be taken into consideration. With-
out these characteristics organized being is un-

imaginable; in physical substances these are

positive and negative elements in systems having

an infinite variety of equilibria, making differing

substances, types, and species, and individual

manifestations of each, according to the character

of the parental types.

In proceeding in our study of species and per-

sonality, let us review the main points. Force is a

unit, and it is inexhaustible. It is no less to-day

than in the beginning, when the personal Central

Power "I Am" spoke into space. In that eman-
ation there was the potentiality of all that is. In

all of its manifestations, in the series of progres-

sions, it has not changed in character. As in the

seedling, there is from the parent tree all that will

develop into the towering tree so inherent in the

primal energy (electrons and corpuscles of energy
and their aggregations), there was life, gravitational

or causal law, its method of operation, and love,
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which is the integrity and stability of power and its

working value: neither has the positive element,

initiative, lost any attribute of the Central Power.

The negative responsive corpuscles, when the

primal impetus was exhausted, would have drifted

to nothingness ; but in the Design they were

attracted by the positive units, and by them

charged provisionally to fulfil the Design. Mass

and progress are functions of the positive charges

of initiative, which rule constructively and carry

the negative corpuscles in upward striving.

In man the positive element, soul, is capable

of receiving-conjunction with the Central Spirit

Omniscient and Omnipotent, hence the CER-

TAINTY of "everlasting life" and progress if man
so chooses.

Individual personalities are the effect of diversities

in the intensity of the positive centre, and in asso-

ciational actions and reactions, the impact of

spiritual perceptions and sense impressions which

constitute reason and of aspiration.

Nothing can proceed from a lower to a higher

plane without transformation. The transforming

power is spirit: personality is inevitable in the

volitional progress and processes of human life.

All things being composed of force and by force,

makes possible the likeness necessary for action

and reaction. Like charges and attracts like of the

next lower intensity, causing an unbroken series

of sequential progression until in human life there

was enough of likeness to the Omniscience of the
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Central Power for aspiration in Him. Obviously

man chooses variously, and the higher the organism

the more differentiation; the higher the race the

more the numbers individualize. It may be

observed that this is but cause and effect, since

the higher types have more varied attractions and

a greater abundance of life.

" It is in the intelligence," according to the late

Professor Shaler, "that we are to look for in-

dividuality in man. In that part of his being we

find a variability the like of which exists nowhere

else in the organic realm. Between the lowest and

the highest varieties of living men the difference in

mental power is so great that if like variations

existed in their bodily parts, they would be

assigned to different orders, or perhaps even

diverse classes in the type of vertebrates. From

the most inferior normally developed intelligence

of the human type to the noblest intellect in man

the interval, measured in like manner, would be

vastly greater than between animals and men." It

did not seem to Professor Shaler too much to say

that " it exceeds the anatomical range from fishes

to the highest mammalia."

So-called "dogma" attaches personality or

character to the individual's conscious account-

ability, which we call conscience. Conscience feels

an unrest at each augmentation of negative in-

cubus which still further destroys the equilibrium.

Conscience is the super-consciousness of soul-

informed mind.
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Animals have individuality but not personality,

because they have no sense of accountability

outside their cycle of being, and no volitional

aspirations. No animal ever aspires outside that

cycle or feels accountability to the Spirit of the

central power, and in no man, however low, are

these distinguishing characteristics wanting.

" Lo ! the poor Indian,

Who sees God in sunshine and hears Him in the wind."

Even he doubts not but looks up, fears, wonders,

and hopes.

This book is one of foundations, not aiming at

text-book formula, but there are some particulars

in the origin of personality that may not be amiss.

Men of science have tried to trail germ-cells

laden with potentialities down through generations.

Heredity and personality are not of so simple an

origin. The first factor is the spirit in conception.

Is it of the earth earthy, or is it in the spirit of

love? Next observably it is in pre-natal gravita-

tional actions and re-actions to that which is

around and to that which is above. Were the

ring streaked, speckled, and spotted rods which

Jacob set before the cattle with young to increase

his flock transmitted "germ cells?"

The source of differentiation in units of proto-

plasm is in the impressional and impressing being of

the parents; the embryo is in-formed by the typical

consciousness of the parents ; the mind and soul

of the mother also continuously charges that of
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the developing embryo. It is well for mothers
while carrying their young to avoid unsightly

objects, and to look upon the beautiful; it is well

for them to hear beautiful music, and to think

good thoughts. Above all, it is well for them to

dwell in love and gladness, aspiring with every

thought. If it be true, as seems to us, that faith

and love are the most powerful dynamics, being

the highest intensities of the positive element and
the negative in equilibria, thus will the best possible

constitution be given to our offspring, and our own
health and joy be perpetuated. The malform-

ations, depraved appetites, and tendencies to

degeneracy traceable to neglect of aspiration in

the Spirit of Love and Health are too well known
to need recalling. Through faith we may receive

an actual renewing and "quickening" charge from

the Spirit of the Central Power and transmit or

radiate its power.

All able physicians will tell you that in treating

disease a large share of their reliance is on the

constitution of the patient, on the stock of vitality,

life, that he has in reserve. Reverting to our like-

ness to the machinery or to the motor-car, we will

call it "the factor of safety." Adam, through

disobedience to law, life's method of operation,

destroyed life's super-abundance and rendered it

subject to disease, age, decay, and death. Love, Life

incarnate, freely gave in actual living subject to

human temptations to yield to terrestrial attractions,

a measure of obedience equal to the disobedience
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that destroyed the equipoise and thus brought im-

mortality back within the power of man. We know
that there are infinite varieties in the character

of men's acceptance.

We have seen how puny is man's crucible in

contrast with the Alembic of Power. We have

seen the wonders wrought in this alembic in the

transmutations in the mineral kingdom. Think

you that the resources of power are less tremend-

ous in making that which is most precious even

likenesses of Himself for eternal life and progress?

Spiritual gravitation 1 to the Spirit of the Central

Power is the key, but we have not begun to appre-

hend the wealth of knowledge that use of it will

disclose.

From this thought of wondrous power, in pro-

ducing from the same elements an infinite variety

in types, species, and personalities, let us come

down to a most trifling act that, through the unity

of law, perceivable in the least as in the greatest,

produces a beautiful variety in colour. We will

observe the soap film produced by the children in

blowing bubbles in the sunshine. " Every phase

of motion caused by the blowing breath occurs a

little later in each succeeding particle of the soap

film. Let us notice the colours. In the first band

the colours are black, bluish grey, white, yellow,

and red. In the second band violet, blue, green,

yellow, and red. In the third blue, green, yellow,

and red, and the succeeding bands green and red."

1 Aspiration is the effect of spiritual gravitation.
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If so simple an application of force in a child's

play causes such diverse and beautiful colours in

so slight and perishable a thing, can you begin to

think of the diversities of operation, insensible,

sensible, and super-sensible, that effect the making
of an individual? But impressively and inexorably

true it is that according to the law of the conserva-

tion of energy every variety of motion, 1 in causing

transformations in life, whether by action or re-

action, association or aspiration, will produce of its

kind, and, further, that the products of unrenewed

mind, 2 in association with minds on the same
plane—that is, ideals and ideas formed without

aspiration, which is a reaction, through faith in the

source, are as dead as an un fecundated egg.

" For what are men better than sheep or goats,

That nourish a blind life within the brain,

If knowing God they lift not hands of prayer."

Man is man, and no individual is without the

impulse of aspiration. In aspiration, which is the

highest reaction through faith and love—substances

that are the most powerful dynamics—there results

the growth of the inner body made of life (the

spiritual body) for eternal life.

It is not uncommon to note deterioration in a

1 We wish to point out that as there are three varieties of motion

so there are three distinct kinds of gravitation—physical, mental,

and psychical, and these are inter-active in attraction or repulsion,

as the case may be. In this brief first statement of the electrical

hypothesis we are deeply conscious of how infinitely much there is

to learn.

2 Mind is renewed by volitionally yielding to spiritual attractions.
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man whose "culture" causes him to be so con-

scious of his individual attainments that he aspires

only to and with in the circumscribed limits of

human knowledge and power. He may wish to

be the leader of a brotherhood in human attain-

ments for progress. This would seem to us in

effect like the futile efforts of the alchemist to

transmute the baser metals into gold in his puny

crucible.

In contrast there was One whom "culture"

—

All wisdom was His; nor hunger—His

WAS the Bread of Life ; nor service and

worship for the world—His IT WAS TO WORSHIP

ONLY THE SPIRIT ETERNAL OF OMNIPOTENT
power IN undeviating obedience; nor any

other temptation could draw from the way to

regain for man what Adam had lost. In perfect

concurrence, which is oneness, He restored in

human life the equipoise: THROUGH His ATTRACT-

ING POWER WE HAVE ACCESS TO AN IN-

EXHAUSTIBLE FOUNTAIN FOR EACH DAY'S

RENEWAL.

Each individual apprehends spirit in his own

measure, and that measure determines each man's

rank in the scale of being.

A question commonly asked is—Did power

create destructive power or evil?

Law is inherent in the Supreme Central Omni-

potent Power—Power could not exist without the
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stability of structural law. The central power

breathed His own breath, spirit, into that genius

of animals, Adam, and we may believe before that

into beings called angels.

The wayfaring man, though a fool, may lift his

head to the attracting Son and receive wisdom,

health, and power as freely as does the plant that

lifts its head to the attracting sun after a storm

;

such is the law, but transgression of the law had,

and still has, only its inexorable consequences. The
law is love. To illustrate: you are a machinist.

Is it love to let a man under you neglect his

work, "lest he be weary" or hungry? Behold,

there comes a day when because of that neglect

the machine destroys both itself and the man.

Structurally, love is perfection or integrity of being

and at one with Law, and ensures safety and

progress—that is, power and perfection are synony-

mous, and evil is powerlessness in whatever stage

of retrogression.

Percival Lowell says: "Just as Laplace showed

it to be probable that we were evolved . . . from

one and the same primal ncbule, so more recently

the spectroscope has revealed unsuspected relation-

ship betwixt us and the stars. Matter turns out

to be but common property, and the very same
as substances with which we are so familiar on

the earth—iron, magnesium, sodium, and so forth,

prove present in those far-off suns that strew the

depths of space. Only in detail does everything

differ." In this truth we have the basis for con-
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sideration, in a future book, of our scientific rela-

tion to other planets.

Sir Isaac Newton said that " it is the glory of

geometry that from a few principles ... it is able

to produce so many things." How transcendent

the glory of the Spirit of the Central Power, who
of one substance created all things, and through

the interfusion of His radiant 1 energy literally

supports, perpetuates, and progresses all things.

Mind uninspired, or in association with other

minds, cannot conceive anything new or of per-

manent value. As well might a man think to

enclose himself with every choice food, with every

comfort and convenience of life—ay, and with

cultivated and congenial companions, in an air-

tight house, however palatial and beautiful, and
hope to live. For men, aspiration in the Spirit of

the Central Omnipotent Power is as natural and as

necessary as respiration ; no science or "religion"

CAN LIMIT a man's right to aspiration in that

inexhaustible Life of which he is a part. But he

must remember that life and law are coincident

and identical with power. Healing or restoration

cannot be confined to a "cult." Spirit, or omni-

scient life, the breath of the inexhaustible Central

Power, is as free as air.

The real man breathes not in air but in ether

;

ether waves convey sense as air conveys sound.

Whatever is new to science, that glory of man in

1 Radiant in this connection means purposeful, or full of
'"

light"
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searching out and thinking God's thoughts after

Him can only be demonstrated in living, which is

its ultimate value.

An English author has said that in any valuable

discovery "there must be the message of construc-

tion and of reconstruction, and the hope of final

triumph and millennium." Such is the message in

this book.

We make or mar our eternal well-being in free

choosing. The " Master " has said " Whosoever

will." The discoveries of science corroborate the

Kingly " Word."

Religion and science are an entity having two

intensities of operation—the spiritual and the

natural. Both teach that our Father is the Central

Source and Designer, and nothing can continue to

exist separated from Him.

What determines the " co-ordinations of actions

that we call life?" The impulsions of the super-

consciousness of power in definite positive units in

gravitational relation to the Central Omniscient

Soul of the Central Power. His is the " clairvoyant

espionage " which is everywhere present in every-

thing organic, from the least to the greatest.

In every electron there is qualitatively the

persistence of the consciousness of the Source.

Our consciousness of being proves conclusively

the fact that there was consciousness in the

Source.
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Individuality is universal ; no two substances,

molecules, atoms, or electrons are precisely alike.

Impressive as the fact is, no two particles that are

emitted the next breath you breathe are exactly

alike, as we have illustrated in the ephemeral

bubble blown by the child in play. There is,

however, everywhere unity in infinite diversity.

We may illustrate by the myriad of leaves on a

giant oak-tree. No two are exactly alike in form,

colour, and texture, but all are unmistakably alike

in being oak-leaves, in receiving conjunction with

the parent tree. Every negative corpuscle of every

atom of woody fibre, of every accretion of these

forming the bark, of every finer fibre in stem,

branch, mid-rib, and finely netted leaf skeleton,

every atom of the filling-in texture, is charged with

positive remembering oak initiative for its place and

contributory part in forming the various parts of

the tree, and its fruit, the acorns, for their office

in propagating and multiplying the tree. Through
the unity of the design this is true of every thing

every where.

But personality has a broader basis. Individuality

is involuntary and is obviously universal
;
person-

ality is voluntary and temperamental. Individuality

is corporeal, incidental, and dependent upon con-

sciousness of power
;

personality is power, and
results from the choice of super-conscious or

spiritual initiatives. It is man's royal prerogative.

BY MEANS OF ASPIRATION even the "wayfaring
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man " may receive wisdom and ultimately attain

permanent and kingly power.

Instinctive intelligence in animals and mind in

man, which is its culmination through processes of

evolutionary transformations subject to law, are as

changeable and perishable as is the corporeal body

when law in it is fulfilled. Mind divinely inspired

—that is, charged by the Spirit of the Central

Power, is the personal, knowing and rejoicing faculty

of souls. Spiritual mind is the structural basis of

personal immortality.



CHAPTER V.

SPIRIT—THE SOURCE OF POWER.

"The things that are seen are made of the things that are

not seen."—St. Paul.

Professor William H. Pickering, in a paper,

"Are there men on Mars?" said, "When our

volcanoes cease to evolve carbonic acid gas, plant

life, and with it all animal life on the earth,

must necessarily come to an end."

In 1772 Lavoisier suspended a diamond in the

focus of a burning-glass, with a confined portion

of oxygen. The diamond was entirely reduced by

the intense heat to carbonic acid gas. In these

well-known facts we see the unity in the com-

position of the hardest and most brilliant substances

with an unseen vital body of force. More than

this. Le Bon, the most advanced among the

physicists, assures us that " the dissociation of

matter has allowed us to penetrate into a new

world, where matter, losing its properties as matter,

becomes imponderable in the balance of the chemist,

passes without difficulty through obstacles, and is

composed of particles having a speed equal to that

of light," and also that " the atom," minute as it is,

" is the reservoir of a force hitherto unrecognized,

144
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although it exceeds by its immensity those forces

with which we are acquainted"; 1 that "force" is

structural likeness to and gravitation toward the

Source and Common Centre.

In these facts we perceive the unstable character

of matter; but in the fact that matter that is all

physical substance is composed of corpuscles of

force that are informed and propelled by spirit

which is the breath of power, and subject to

the Central Spirit, Almighty and Eternal it was

structurally capable of transformations under

Causal Law in an ascending, sequential series that

culminated in the mind of man. Mind positively

charged by soul receives and co-ordinates both

soul (perceptions) and sense impressions. That is

the corporeal substances have been shown to be

constantly freeing from complexity and gaining

increasing consciousness of power within, of power

without, and in man of the Supreme Central Spirit

of Power.

While this little book is the key to human

progress by means of a knowledge of the law of

gravitation in its physical, mental, and spiritual

manifestations it would utterly fall short of its

purpose were it to fail to open the way to personal

immortality.

Science deals with concrete power. Power has

been demonstrated as concrete in every stage of

its development. That which is concrete has in-

dividual characteristics, and we have seen that the

1 Dr. Gustave le Bon, The Evolution of Matter.

10
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greater the consciousness of power, the greater the

capability of reaction to power without, and to the

Central Spirit of Power, the more individuals differ.

There is nowhere visible a tendency to sameness;

even the leaves of a tree, and animals of the same

order, differ one from the other; but everywhere

there is in kinds, species, and types likeness in

essential characteristics. Causal law, the structural

gravitational -relatedness of all that is to the

Designer, the Spirit of the Central Power, is

uniform, dependable, and indestructible.

Do you say that the key is too materialistic ? Do
you wish to become immaterial or non-material?

In the previous chapters we have been dealing

with the manifestations of power in creation and

renewal ; in this chapter we approach that Supreme

Manifestation which is infinite and eternal.

The Law of Gravitation—electronic, terrestrial,

solar, and ultimately Celestial, and in each entity

physical, mental, and psychical, has the integrity

of Power. If it could fail one jot or one tittle

there would be no power.

Spirit through the interfusion of His own power

in organized being holds molecules and suns.

The orbits of suns, moons, and the planets

through His unchanging purpose, are the same as

when Adam in Eden beheld them. Through the

stability ' of law the moon presents to us the same

1 Law is manifested in the operations of initiative ; the persistence

of the Design or super-conscious initiative constitutes the definite

units of positive electrical energy and their aggregations; and the
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face that Adam saw. In the "cool of the day"

we may commune with that Incomprehensibly

Great Being, and our glory is obedience to His

attractions that we may receive power and abide in

the Spirit of Omnipotent Power.

Shakespeare has said that " God does with us as

we with children do." When we give our children

kind and precise directions for their well-being,

growth, and ultimate perfection, do we explain the

motives of our laws? It is enough that we love

them, and know what is best for them. Their

part is obedience through faith in us.

Progress, life itself, is impossible without faith.

The test of faith as a building material is its

soundness. By soundness I mean its indestructible

character, which under whatever weight of con-

tradictory appearances has super-consciousness of

personal access to the Inexhaustible Central Power

for renewal and "everlasting life." A man without

this indestructible "substance" for foundation

CANNOT be thankful for his being; even though

he has health, wealth, honour, troops of friends

—

all, in short, that makes life a delight. Without

this indestructible foundation, however embellished,

life is a term in prison and death is the gaoler.

We may have heard it said that science has no

personal initiating spirit is the soul of man ; in both law is inherent

super-consciousness, manifested in its unerring control, it being from,

in, and of the All-knowing Spirit of the Central Power. The

highest consciousness of power on this planet is soul-inspired mind.
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reference to morality. On the contrary, science

is the record of the operation of the Omniscient

Spirit of the Omnipotent Central Power in whom
Law and Love are inherent ; and the existence,

maintenance, and progress of life are dependent

upon its morality; that is upon its INTEGRITY and

Stability. NOT ONE ACTION OUT OF HARMONY
WITH LAW CAN FAIL TO LEAD TOWARD ANARCHY
AND DESTRUCTION ; and, were there no balancing

reaction through aspiration in the Spirit of the

Central Power, that is through faith, that destruc-

tion would be the inevitable doom of the race.

Morals and religion are crystallized law ; law is

love; science is the Ariadne clue by which man

finds his way through the labyrinth out of the

chamber in which death lurks into the freedom of

space having a boundless horizon where Truth

reveals the " Way " to eternal life and joy.

Fulness of joy lasts " forever more "
; and when

we shudder or shrink from realizing the future we

may well look to the health of the co-ordinating

faculties of mind with the soul or mind of that

body made of spiritual super-conscious life that is

destined for "eternal life."

In scientific certainty we have found that that

body made of life is in training for individual

immortality. Just as we accumulate and "lay up"

wealth here, choosing whether it shall be learning,

stocks, real estate, or whatever seems good to us,

so we may aspire to lay up " treasures " for a life
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on a planet as real as this earth; and, irresistibly,

our " treasures " determine, by the law that like

appropriates like, of the next lower intensity, or

"each goes to his own place," whether that planet

shall be one on which the conditions are a " second

death" or for " everlasting life" and joy.

The purpose of this book came with the study

of astronomy. It seemed to me that the physical

conditions of the other planets, as science reveals

them, are in favour of a probability, at least, that

they are the homes of our friends who have " died,"

and our future homes. But before proving our

title, we found it necessary to know, scientifically,

whether there was any one to claim the property:

in other words, whether insatiable death COULD
destroy life. It will be seen, therefore, that this

book is the claim of a legitimate heir to his herit-

age, in brief, the sonship of man subject to Christ

the Spirit " I AM," whose power is the Central

Supreme Power.

We have seen that when in the design through

transformations under causal law there was among
animals one structurally fitted to receive the breath

of the spirit of the Central Power or Spirit, then

was Adam made man. When, in the fulness of

time, still in a progressive series under the operation

of gravitational law " a greater than any other born

of woman " was fitted to be the " forerunner," then

came Supreme Power to reveal Himself and to

restore the equipoise in human life. When the

millenium shall come it will come without obscrva-
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tion when the spirit of aspiring love shall rule in

every department of human life. Then will come
the reign of Him whose right it is to reign. He
lived His human life in undoubted control of all

forces, and yet died in submission to Law that

He might restore the equipoise that Adam had

destroyed.

He had perfect knowledge, but he wrote
not one line. He left the principle of

life, which is concurrence or Oneness
with the Spirit of Supreme Central
Power, God, in His Bride the Church. He
limited His revelations to the preparedness of the

medium, saying: "Thou shalt know hereafter,"

and " Obey, and thou shalt know."

Each manifestation of power comes in its own
appointed time. The appointed time for us in-

dividually is " Now." Day's at the dawn, and the

Light of the incoming day is the Glory of God.

The fact that the sun and its system of planets,

greater suns and their attendant systems, all move
uniformly in their designed orbits, around the

ineffable Centre, indicates, even to those who have

looked for a mechanical origin, a " common origin."

The origin of all that is is the Central Omni-
potent Power of the Omniscient Spirit. The inter-

fusion of His power, even in the unthinkably

minute atoms no less than in suns whose splendour

we may not conceive, makes every vibration of
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power structurally or inherently to gravitate to

Him. All power is gravitational.

Consciousness of power, however dormant, is the

memory or persistence of the purpose of the Source

in all power. The elements of mind are in the con-

stituent electrons—that is, in initiative and response

—and the mind of man is capable of being charged

by the Spirit. Consciousness 1 has flowered in the

mind of man capable of aspiration in the Supreme
Spirit of Power. No potentate ever dreamed of

conquests equal in grandeur to this conception.

Man in "dominion" over matter and co-worker

with that Central Pervading Spirit to whom our

solar system in its vastness is " a very little thing."

But impressively it is to be remembered that with-

out the renewing positive power, or spirit, in

receiving-conjunction with the Spirit, consciousness

is nothing of permanent worth. The POSITIVE

POWER IN MAN IS SPIRIT IN ACTUAL RECEIVING-

CONJUNCTION with the Spirit of the Central
Power.

Men of science, in trying to solve the " riddle " of

the " universe " (whence it came and whither it

tends), have kept their eyes upon the ground.

Our feet, indeed, should be firmly placed upon the

ground, but our eyes should look towards a bound-

less horizon. One of our foremost physicists has

said: "Hypotheses are not vain, if it be possible

to give them precise facts and analogies for a

1 Consciousness is the informing charge from the super-conscious

positive centres.
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support." The facts in this hypothesis are " known
and read by all men," and the analogies have in

every case the support of the structural law of

gravitation.

The records of evolutionary transformation have

been read by men in matchless "periods." These
geological records tell of the "generations" (days)

subsequent to man. The physical condition—that

is, response or negative gravitational impulse which

has exhausted itself—that made the creative evo-

lutionary transformations possible in the design

came to an end when the earth was fitted to be the

habitation of man.

Transformations have not ceased on the earth,

but they are of the spiritual mind related to the

Spirit of the Central Omnipotent Power for

"everlasting LIFE" and progress.



CHAPTER VI.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

LAW is essentially the inherent controlling memory
of purpose from the Omniscient Power. That

Power speaks to us in all His works, and cannot

be silenced, since you cannot divest power of

inherent structural purpose, even in the least of

His works.

Energy is incorporated purpose. It is always

everywhere, a unit of two intensities, initiative, and

response.

Initiative is the inherence of initiating purpose,

and constitutes gravitational relation toward the

Source and Common Centre.

Matter is energy in "mass"; it is composed of

atoms, and each atom is an electronic system.

In the unity of the Design electronic systems

and solar systems have the same characteristics

—

namely, the sun of each in its movement Source-

ward charges and attracts spheres about itself in

orbits. The inclination of the axes of these spheres

to the planes of their orbits makes infinitely varying

153
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stages of progress and endless varieties of sub-

stances.

Spirit is causal super-consciousness; it is the

Spirit's purpose and effect in equilibrium.

Ether is the atmosphere of spirit, and is in

through, and around everything everywhere. Even

the constituent electrons and corpuscles are thus

interfused and surrounded, or organism would be

impossible.

" Everything is upward striving." Gravitation is

inherently structural. The Omniscient Spirit of

the Omnipotent Central Power holds and attracts

all things by means of emanations of radiant

energy, which interfuses everything everywhere in

its perfect atmosphere, ether—that is, the source

persists in everything everywhere.

Corporeal gravitation is of four kinds—electronic,

terrestrial, solar, and celestial.

Ultimately all gravitation is celestial, since

nothing can be disconnected from the
Central Power and continue to exist.

The definite unit of positive initiative cannot be

isolated, changed, or deflected from its inherent

purpose in the design. It works in accordance with

its intensity, or "mass"; it is of that "Word" that

does not return to the Central Spirit "void"; it

does the thing it was charged to do.

Light, heat, electricity, magnetism, radium
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emanations, cathode rays, X-rays, ultra-violet rays

—all forms of radiant energy of whatever kind,

unseen, too intense for man to see, or open to

mortal view, are manifestations of provisional

initiative set free. Material progress, prosperity,

and increase in the abundance of life come in the

train of knowledge of every new development and

revelation. The positive element, initiative, even

in the pebble under my foot, is the actual per-

sistence of a definite unit of a definite purpose.

We are told that "the earth behaves like a great

steel ball." The earth is obviously greater in

aggregation of gravitational intensities of impact

and compact than all that it attracts, including the

moon. The moon, not having sufficient gravita-

tional energy for a solar orbit, goes with the earth

in its orbit around the sun.

If you lift a stone, the minute you let go of it the

earth pulls it back to the surface by virtue of the

same gravitational ratio or attractional value that

holds the moon in its orbit.

The products of dissociation, radium, etc., hold

the secret of retrograde and eccentric orbits.

Radiant energy fulfils itself— is given up with

exceeding slowness, and for ages dying masses

have sufficient responsive energy to be held by

masses of greater intensity, but not in normal

orbits. For example, Phoebe, the retrograde moon

in Saturn's orbit, and other bodies having eccentric

orbits. 1

1 Halley's comet.
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Solar Gravitation.—Solar gravitation is the

attraction of suns,1 each a stupendous mass of

radiant energy, for the earth and all planets each

according to its mass. Our sun is visibly one of

many that, with their attendant spheres, circle in

orbits of inconceivable extent around the Central

Power.

As we receive light, heat, and radiant energy

from our sun, so our sun and those greater suns

receive radiant energy from the Central Power.

Celestial Gravitation.—Celestial gravitation is

the structural manifestation of the holding and

attracting power of the Omnipotent Central Power.

It holds and charges our solar system, greater

solar systems, the unthinkably minute electronic

systems, of which all substance—solid, liquid,

gaseous, and spirituous—everywhere are composed

around itself. Nothing can be out of the ether-

" fold " or disconnected from the Central Power

and exist.

Organization is effected by the massing of aggre-

gations of electronic systems through their oneness

of gravitational purpose. Everywhere, from the

throne of the Omniscient Spirit, Whose power

centres and attracts all that is, to the " neurokym "

in the axis cylinder of the inconceivably minute

electrons, ether is the common atmosphere of

1 Not only are suns attracted and held in orbits, but in their

movement they obviously charge and attract to the uttermost elec-

tronic sun, thus forming an unbroken sequential circling and inter-

circling unified system.
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causational power or positive initiative. Without

this common and perfect medium of transmission

there could be no communication of gravitational

power.

Every system, every electron affects every other.

No movement in the ether is without effect, either

constructive or destructive.

The only objection to a common centre that has

come to our notice is that " were there such a centre

the spheres in the Milky Way would exhibit signs

of revolution about it." In this objection the un-

imaginable greatness in extent of the orbits of the

celestial plane is not taken into account. The

Milky Way as a whole is moving in its celestial

orbit, and its component parts are governed

by the same law of gravitational ratios as are the

molecules in our moving pen, or in the hand that

guides it, or in the ethereal substance, mind, that

is informed by intuitional perceptions, which are

ultimately emanations from the Central Power.

The Milky Way is a magnified photographic

view of an assemblage of molecules. Through the

perfect unity of design the visible varieties of

equilibria and consequent variations in form are

the same as those that are invisible in atoms and

molecules.

From the primordial charge—a mass charged

with dynamic potentiality—science traces a series

of sequential, evolutionary transformations; in these

design is omnipresent.
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" Properties of Ether!'—Ether is the atmo-

sphere of spirit. Spirit is one and indivisible

into elements ; it is, to speak finitely, the two

elements in perfect equilibrium ; Ether, its atmo-

sphere is also a perfect entity and concomitant of

spirit or co-incident with it. The properties of

ether are infinite density, since it is everywhere

present and inseparable from causal power ; and

infinite subtlety. It is so subtle that all things gaseous

liquid, and solid are to it a "vacuum" as they are

to spirit, of which it is the atmosphere.

In every atom of this primal "mass" there was

the persistence of the initial purpose in the form of

positive super-conscious initiative and negative pro-

visional response. The tendency of all negative

corpuscles is to expend or spend their electrical

energy and drift to destruction when law (imparted

purpose) is fufilled in them.

The expenditure of responsive, provisional

energy, which in physics is named negative

electrical energy, is the fulfilment of definite units

of purpose ; but in the Design the negative

corpuscles, while there is resistance energy, are

caught and charged by the definite units of positive

initiative constructively. No activity is lawless.

Elect 1 positive units in upward striving freed

themselves from the mass in which cohesion was

the effect of common gravitational purpose, and

gained intensity of energy for the electrical

1 By elect crystals is meant crystals of super-ordinary intensity

of gravitational initiative.
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attraction called polarity, or chemical affinity. In

this power crystals of wondrous beauty and variety

were formed ; still further aggregating and gaining

new intensities in the lapse of time, power was

gained for disentangled movement, and all formation,

and propagation of types and species of plants

and minerals.

When the genius of animals stood at the head

of these progressive developments there came,

naturally, an era of subsidence ("rest"), the creative

energy having done that which it was sent to do.

Since the first man the cosmic conditions have

been approximately as we know them to-day ;
at

least, there has been no essential changes in the

mineral, vegetable, and animal kingdoms. Judging

from the appearance of products of dissociations,

however, the earth is wearing out. The "days"

of creation were designed to prepare the earth 1

structurally to be the contributory stage for the

drama of human life, which is a preparatory school

for " everlasting life."

The world and all that therein is are the works

of God's hands ; man is His offspring, and in

receiving-conjunction with Him if he so chooses.

The corporeal air, however rare, could not carry

messages to spiritual being—that is, to the unseen

but actual centres. These must receive by means

of their own atmosphere ether.

1 The earth is a dying organism; man is a " living soul.''
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Mind is the climax of evolutionary developments;

it is a product of the impact of the positive and

negative elements ; soul is the gift of God. Mind

is the consciousness of power, soul is power in

receiving-conjunction with the Spirit of the central

power.

Sir Isaac Newton said : "Without a transmitting

medium the law of gravitation is an absurdity "
;

power-manifestation, whether physical, mental, or

psychical, cannot pass from one body to another

not in contact with it without a transmitting

medium. Even an infant's prayer sets in motion

the swiftest ether pulsations, spirit to the Spirit, and

those reach the heart of the Spirit of the central

power. 1 Ether carries sense as air carries sound.

Nothing can come from anything that is not

in it. Spirit in man is conclusive evidence of the

Omniscient Spirit of the Central Power, and every

man may verify for himself his own receiving

communion with Him.

That we are conscious proves that there was

consciousness in the beginning and in the Source.

The definite unit of positive electrical energy

is pure initial purpose embodied ; it has never

been isolated, nor can it be. It is surrounded by
" a flaming sword which turns every way "

—

negative corpuscles which it attracts and charges

1 The longest ether waves that science has made available are

those used in wireless telegraphy ; longer far are those that convey

prayer.
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provisionally, each for its designed place. It is

thus inviolate.

Substance is of four kinds : spirituous, liq'iir1

,

solid and gaseous, and the spiritual is first, because

the other kinds are its coarser manifestations.

Spiritual power is supreme. 1 Can we com-
prehend its majesty when we KNOW that ALL
THAT IS VISIBLE TO MAN IS ONLY NEGATIVE
POWER IN AGGREGATIONS? The marvellous

pageantry without positive unseen centres would
drift to nothingness or destruction. Comets and
other bodies that are thus drifting lose their

provisional initiative with such phenomenal slow-

ness that for long ages men behold them in

eccentric and retrograde orbits.

Man is immortal solely because of the spiritual

centre, the soul.

All power is electrical that is charging and
attracting in the universal movement Sourceward,

which is spiritual gravitation ; the Spirit is the life

of the Central Power, and spirit is the life of all

power. The characteristics of electricity are the

characteristics of life. A dead wire, which is a

wire disconnected from the central power, is

nothing
; so anything anywhere disconnected from

the Spirit or Life of the Central Power is powerless.

Try as we may, no motion can be disconnected

from its ultimate cause, a knowing, designing

1 The most intense visible light is only the embodiment of the

positive units singly or in mass of that ineffable Light, whether of

purpose or Being, that centres all being.

II
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entity. His purpose in persistence is Law. It is

self-evident that there never was a motion without

a precedent impulse to move, and never an

impulse without a perceptional being or designer,

which is only saying that every act is preceded by

an impulse to act, founded upon the initial power

(initiative) of the actor. We thus always come to

the Reality.

Even the positive element (electron) that centres

the organism lowest in the scale has perfect

cognition for the thing it is charged to do in

constructing its kind, species, or type.

Spirit is the supremely cognitive life of power,

and perceivably the primordial element originated

in the Spirit. In the beginning the Spirit of the

Central Power spoke into the void the Omniscient

" Word " that held the potentness of all that is.

We cannot comprehend the greatness of Omni-

potent Power, but in the unity of a perfect design

we know that His purpose, or the Law of gravita-

tion and its constant ratios prevail everywhere and

in all power, and all aggregations of power, physical,

mental, and psychical—that is, Law is a unit.

The souls of spiritually-minded men, men who

habitually choose to yield to the supreme attraction

of the Positive Centre, may charge others pro-

visionally to attain like receiving-communion

with the Spirit in the same way that the definite

units of positive electricity charge the negative

corpuscles.
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Each entity gravitates toward the one of the

next higher intensity, because every unit of higher

intensity of initiative attracts and charges the next

lower.

Inherent memory, or persistence of the spirit of

the parental type, is the cardinal function of mind,

and its effects are the characteristic behaviour of

the individual entity. Memory is the super-cogniz-

ance of power in the positive centres and prompts

gravitation. Through memory inherent in the

positive element of the protoplasmic embryo every

child structurally gravitates in involuntary growth

to attain to the parental stature, every branch to

attain the contour of the parental tree, and every

atom of every kind to the perfection of its kind.

All development is wrought through the inherit-

ance of the typical memory of the source which is

ultimately intuitional memory of the Design of the

Spirit. 1 Memory is structural incentive.

Dissociation of matter is due to the exhaustion

of responsive or negative power in the negative

corpuscles, purpose in them having been fulfilled.

In the design law in them has been fulfilling for

ages, and the earth is now in its dying state. In

giving out its life or dissociation it generates

marvellous power.

It is important to keep in mind the thermo-

1 " Perpetual sight," as it has sometimes been called, or

intuitional memory, is a function of the soul ; it radiates its

" light" into the mind.
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dynamic law. Heat cannot pass from a body of

a lower intensity to one of a higher.

Not all of the negative particles in the universe

would make one positive unit. In actions, re-actions,

and aggregations, power is augmented. The

positive element cannot receive anything except

from its Source. 1 The positive individual centre

charges negative corpuscles, in its movement

sourceward for provisional adaptabilities ; it passes

through the hardest substances as though they

were a "vacuum."

The positive element cannot be isolated, nor can

we calculate its velocity; NOTHING CORPOREAL

AFFECTS IT IN ANY WAY. Man has dominion

over the environment, and thus may develop types

and species in concurrence with the Law governing

the positive individual centres of life-initiative.

The definite units of positive initiative being

the persistence of the primordial initiative of the

Omniscient Spirit of the Central Power, are pure

cognition. Obviously the higher the intensity of

impact with the negative corpuscles and compact

in aggregations of electronic systems the higher

the cognitive power.

But through aspiration or faith in the Source

higher potencies can undoubtedly charge those

1 So it seems to me, improvement in stock, etc., is due not to

any power that we have over the individual centres but to the fact

that man is in " dominion " over the environment and can through

observational study enrich the material resources so that the positive

centres may have free play in greater abundance of related materia!.
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lower for provisional, co-ordinating effect; thus

are instinct and mind cultivated. Inspiration or

awakened spiritual incentive is the highest

educational factor: "Inspire a mind and it will

educate itself."—GOETHE.

Mind 1 is the highest product of evolutionary

transformations. When man was mentally capable

of receiving the supreme gift then was he made " a

living soul." All of the minds in the world would

not make one soul.

The particle of protoplasm that if left in its

normal receptacle would develop into an anthro-

poid ape, and one that, if left in the mother's

womb, would develop into the man-child, are to

every known test alike ; and yet from the

instant of inception one is centred in the positive

element of the intensity of the animal type and

the other in spirit of the parental type. Spirit (the

soul's life), the positive human element, will charge,

appropriate, and control corpuscles from its environ-

ment, each with its constructive purpose, until the

human temple is complete and informed with the

co-ordinating intensity of mind. More than this,

throughout the human being's life, spirit, if its

attracting intuitions are obeyed, will control the

voluntary and involuntary functions of life aright.

The ape's body is built of aggregations of atoms

attracted and charged for their constructive places

1 Mind is negative corpuscles charged by the soul with cognitive,

volitional, and aspiring capability.
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by the positive charge of the parental type. The
highest intensity of animal charge is instinct, which

as the animal has no reasoning mind to oppose, is

perfect for control within the animal's normal habitat,

and for its cycle of being and propagation of its

type.

Spirit, the positive human element, being in

receiving-conjunction with the Spirit of the Central

power, is not designed to control within a cycle,

but for " everlasting life." The intensity of impact

on the negative corpuscles, charged with the highest

cognitive power (mind), is such that man may be

spiritually minded, but in the scale of being he

possesses volitional intelligence, and he may aspire

for renewal, progress, and immortality, or fail to

aspire and live an animal life.

Not all crystals developed into cells, nor did all

anthropoid apes become capable of receiving souls

in the creative periods. Without reference to so-

called "dogma," it may be inferred that not all

men are yielding to spiritual attractions and de-

veloping a spiritual body for "everlasting life."

But " whosoever will " may thus aspire, since there

was One Who spurned temporary, terrestrial

attractions, and was "lifted up" to draw all men
unto Himself.

" It now seems more or less probable that the

changes of light in all stars having a regular and

constant period is due to the revolution of large

planets on other stars around them."
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" Bringing Job to life and showing him the con-

stellation Bootes, of which Arcturus is the brightest

star and one of the swiftest moving stars in the

heavens, he would perceive that it had moved a

considerable distance."

Dr. Newcomb raises the same objection to a

common centre, to which I have already referred in

these words :

—

" It does not seem possible to admit the existence

of a body large and massive enough to control

such rapid motions. A body massive enough to

attract Arcturus from its headlong course would

throw all that part of the universe into disorder."

But the attraction is mutual. The ether strain is

in everything everywhere, and bodies are attracted

each to each and all to the Common Centre in an

unbroken series from the most infinitely minute

atom which centres in a definite unit of the light of

life, or spiritual incentive from the Spirit of the

Central Power, God, to the ineffable light of His

abiding place.

Attraction and repulsion are the properties of

all electrical manifestations ; the positive centres

charge with emanations of moving purpose.

Corporeal gravitation is in terms of weight;

spiritual gravitation is in terms of worth and

permanence.

Ferol writes:—"All muscles evolve a constant

stream of electricity.
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"There is a means of communication 1 between
atoms and molecules of the cells and tissues on the

one hand, and between the individuals and environ-

ment on the other. This involves a rudimentary

form of recognition and consciousness."

Faith is the only positive element over which

man has control. It—in the lowest intensity—is the

moving power in the evolution of man, since no
man can do anything until he has faith in the

possession of power sufficient to accomplish his

purpose. Purpose is initiative, and faith is the life

of purpose.

The greater the power man has faith in the

greater his accomplishment. Faith in receiving

access to the Spirit of inexhaustible power is the

highest potency of human power.

" There is no distinction between animals with

nerve centres and those without them, as jelly-fish."

All alike centre in initiative, each of its type.

" Even cells are individual, not homogeneous."

Professor Frank Soddy tells us in his Inter-

pretation of Radium that "if one-half of a grain of

radium-bromide were divided among the human
beings on the earth, each of these inconceivably

minute portions would be recognizable by means
of a gold leaf electroscope," and also that " in four

1 Gravitation, or the etker-strain, is that "means," each unit of

higher intensity charging and attracting the next lower. The
positive units of electrical energy constantly charge the negative

units with constructive and adaptive capability.
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years a half-grain in his possession has emanated

70,000 calories with no diminution of bulk that can

be detected."

We never see ether, neither can we. Where air

has been exhausted visible electrical manifestations,

as light, cease.

The impact of molecules produce luminosity.

Cathode rays penetrate objects opaque to light,

as sheets of aluminium, gold, silver, etc.

The ether-strain is spiritual purpose in its

atmosphere, ether. We are not to think of ether

as an entity apart from spiritual or causal power,

which gravitates towards its source through the

persistence of spiritual incentive or initiative.

Ether without power is inconceivable; it is the

atmosphere of spiritual or causational power, as

air is of corporeal activity.

Every new development of science or new know-

ledge of the nature of power places new resources

at the disposal of man. Still the vast empire of

science has new fields to conquer. The advance-

ment of science has seemed to many the basis of

all that is valuable in social, political, and philan-

thropic work. For this advancement the true

basis is soul-inspired, aspiring mind.

J. J. Thomson has written :

—
" The boundaries of

science are not arbitrary, and tend to disappear as

science progresses."
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There are infinite possibilities for the increase of

the abundance of life through advance in scientific

knowledge; men of science are royal purveyors.

Whatever seems to us to be freed from the law

of gravitation is only apparently freed from terres-

trial gravitation, and is subject to gravitational

relatedness to the Centre of all systems, and each

individual unit or being to the next higher in

receiving-conjunction and the next lower in giving-

conjunction. Gravitation of whatever value or

intensity is essential to all beings and only con-

trollable in man through choice of initiatives.

The inner life or soul is the living, inkindling

(charging) spark of God in man; its quantitative

value determines his vocation. The intuitions

which it radiates into the mind are direct cognition
;

thus a man's genius is determined by the quantita-

tive (" mass "-value) of his soul, always remembering

that the "living soul" in man IS in receiving-con-

junction with the Omniscient, Omnipotent Soul

that centres all that is.

It is the root that fertilizes the soil, not the soil

the root ; for the life in the root is of higher intensity,

and it charges and attracts the highest in the soil,

thus transforming it.

" Light " is the life of everything ; ultimately

darkness and destruction are synonymous.

The solar emanations awaken and attract the

life in the seed. In its upward stir the embryo
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attracts and charges the negative corpuscles that

were by the parent tree or plant stored about it,

and in augmented intensity of gravitational energy

it bursts forth from the husk and sends out rootlets

to charge and appropriate new accretions in the

course of the plant's development.

All the coal deposits in Pennsylvania, it is said,

if burned in a single second, would not produce as

much power as the sun gives off in one second of

time.

Light from the most distant stars reveal that

they are composed of the same kind of atoms

that we find in matter.

" Physiology traces the current of energy

through every part of nature, which we term

alive, and finds individual life to be a sort of

eddy or node in the great stream of energy."

The path to discovery and progress is by the

way of individual aptitude or vocation, since the

motive power in each individual is structural. It

is his quantitative measure of the positive element

;

it augments power through use.

Law is a unit, and its basis is the invariable

gravitational ratios of relatedness of mass to mass,

and of all in acting and re-acting assemblage

toward the Common Centre.

The basis of all calculations is the
UNVARYING LAW OF GRAVITATION, whether in
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gaseous, solid, liquid, or spiritual substances ; thus

Psychology becomes an exact science.

The charging and attracting power of the mind
is dependant upon the mass-value of the individual

soul and upon the receiving-volition of the mind.

The soul is remembering cognizance or " Light

"

from the Central Supernal Light. It radiates to

the next lower order of electronic systems, knowing
and ultimately volitional cognizance.

Law is a unit with an infinite diversity of

operations. In order to make a steam engine,

an electric motor, or a watch, it is obvious that

it is necessary to know and put in force mechanical

laws. To keep a healthful body it is necessary

to live in harmonious accord with hygienic laws.

Spiritual laws are as NECESSARY to make the

deathless body.

So perfect is the unity of the design that the

story of creation and the course of evolutionary

transformation may be observed to-day in every

creation, however minor.

Cosmic creative processes have ceased on this

planet ; the law in each kind, species, and type is

now fulfilling itself in manifold provisions for the

evolution of man.

Even in the pre-natal period the parental type

of chosen or accidental impressions may darken

the materials that are being charged by the

positive centre soul, and cause the child that would
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otherwise be physically, mentally, and spiritually

perfect to be imperfect; but the soul, of whatever

mass value, persists, and there is eternity.

Actually, concurrent faith lifts the curtain and

lets the healing, regenerating, and renewing radia-

tions of " Light " in.

The development of genius—each man's indi-

vidual genius which determines his vocation

—

should be the chief aim of education.

Genius, which is every man's possession, is a

man's permanent value. It is his spiritual weight,

and just as truly the measure of his attraction

toward the Central Spirit, God, as his physical

weight is the measure of his attraction toward

the centre of the planet earth.

Genius is man's aptitude. When a man is doing

the thing which his stage of gravitational relation

to and receiving-conjunction in the Central Power

fits him to do, then success attends him and an

amaranthine crown awaits him.

It was not genius that ruined Lord Byron, Poe,

Napoleon, Burns, or "the angels who fell." It was

the wisdom and ambition of sense-deluded minds.

Coincident with super-ordinary genius or the

super-ordinary receiving capacity, from the all-

wise central Spirit by means of the individual

soul, there is corresponding largeness of develop-

ment, mental and physical, and hence super-
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ordinary sensitiveness, desires, and ambitions, in

the environmental assemblage. It could not be

otherwise; hence greater temptations.

In man the living soul is the positive centre

that radiates in forming cognition into the mind
and body and receives renewing radiations from

greater SOllls, AND FROM THE CENTRAL SOUL OF
THE UNIVERSE THROUGH FAITH IN CHRIST

—

THE SPIRIT'S SUPREME MANIFESTATION.

Genius is " perpetual sight," commonly called

insight.

The poets and prophets see truth before scientific

men formulate it. Tennyson's lines are well

known :

—

" Flower in the crannied wall,

I pluck you out of the crannies,

I hold you here, root and all, in my hand,

Little flower—but IF I could understand

What you are, root and all, and all in all,

I should know what God and man is."

Flower from the crannied wall—white lily,

crimson rose, dainty protected edelweiss, each

centre in a definite unit of God's purpose, which

fulfils itself in gravitational relation to every other

unit and to Him.

The universal elements of power and substance

are Initiative and Response.

Initiative is spiritual incentive to move toward

the Source. It is the positive element, it being the
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persistence of definite units of the initiating purpose

of the Central Spirit, the Source: it is the psychic

element and ultimately structural memory of the

Design, each unit of a different intensity (mass)

from every other.

Response units are negative corpuscles.

Matter is energy in mass.

An electron is a definite unit of positive

Initiative.

A corpuscle is a definite unit of Response.

Law is the persistence of gravitational or causa-

tional purpose in action.

In the unity of the Design an atom is an elec-

tronic system patterned like the solar system. The
electronic sun is an electron which charges and

attracts about itself in orbits the corpuscles that

would otherwise drift to nothingness. These it

charges with constructive purpose, each corpuscle

according to its responsive energy.

In an endless series systems are charged and

attracted each by that of the next higher potency.

All motion and substance are evidence of cog-

nitive life in gravitational relation to the Central

Omniscient Life, since there could have been no

beginning of motion or organization without

Initiative, which is super-knowing purpose, and

Response.

All positive centres, each of its kind or in-

tensity of charge, and for the designed place and
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purpose, are all-knowing, because they are the

persistence of definite units of Omniscient Design.

The Ultimate Reality is the Omniscient Spirit

of the Central Power, whose purpose or being in

definite units persists in everything and every-

where.

The spirit in man in receiving-conjunction with

the Inexhaustible Power of the Omniscient Spirit

has renewing and perpetuating potency.

Gravitation is not an extraneous power, since

the ether-strain is in, through, and around every-

thing everywhere.

Every electron differs in intensity of charge from

every other.

When the mind reflects the super-intelligence of

the soul, which is received by the mind intuitionally,

the result is genius and inspiration.

Man spiritually informed is gravitating toward

perfection.

Christ was Perfection. He knew all things and

had all Power, since He never darkened His Mind

by yielding to sense impressions. His was the

equilibrium of Initiative and Response, of Cause

and Effect. " He spoke and it was done."

THE END.
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many professions and oillcials, as well as the support of an enlightened public

opinion. The book is the great work on the subject of criminals and crime.

The Walter Scott Publishing Company, Limited,

london and fslling-on-tynb.



The Makers of British Art.

A NEW SERIES OF MONOGRAPHS OF
BRITISH PAINTERS.

Each volume illustrated with Twenty Full-page Reproductions

and a Photogravure Portrait.

Square Crown 8vo, Cloth, Gilt Top, Deckled Edges, y. 6d. net.

VOLUMES READY.

LANDSEER, Sir Edwin. By James A. Manson.

REYNOLDS, Sir Joshua. By Elsa d'Esterre-Keeling.

TURNER, J. M. W. By Robert Chignell, Author of

"The Life and Paintings of Vicat Cole. R.A."

ROMNEY, George. By Sir Herbert Maxwell, Bart.,

F.R.S., M.P.

" Likely to remain the best account of the painter's life."

—

Atkenaum.

WILKIE, Sir David. By Professor Bayne.

CONSTABLE, John. By the Earl of Plymouth.

RAEBURN, Sir Henry. By Edward Pinnington.

GAINSBOROUGH, Thomas. By A. E. Fletcher.

HOGARTH, William. By Prof. G. Baldwin Brown.

MOORE, Henry. By Frank J. Maclean.

LEIGHTON, Lord. By Edgcumbe Staley.

MORLAND, George. By D. H. Wilson, M.A., LL.M.

WILSON, Richard. By Beaumont Fletcher.

MILLAIS, Sir John Everett. By J. Eadie Reid.

The Walter Scott Publishing Company, Limited,
london and frlling-on-tyne.



The Scott Library.
Maroon Cloth, Gilt. Price Is. net per Volume.

May also be had in the following Bindings :—Half- Morocco, gilt top,

antique ; Red Roan, gilt edges, etc.

VOLUMES ALREADY ISSUED—
ARISTOTLE'S ETHICS
ATHENIAN ORACLE, THE
AUGUSTINE'S CONFESSIONS
BACON'S ESSAYS
BALZACS SHORTER STORIES
BRONTE'S JANE EYRE
BROWNE'S RELIGIO MEDICI,

Etc.
BURNS'S LETTERS
BYRON'S LETTERS
CARLETON, TALES FROM
CARLYLE'S MISCEL-
LANEOUS ESSAYS

CARLYLE'S SARTOR
RESARTUS

CH IWTERFIELD'S LETTERS
CICERO, ORATIONS OF
COLERIDGE, PROSE OF
CUNNINGHAM'S GREAT
ENGLISH PAINTERS

DARWIN'S CORAL-REEFS
DAVIS, THOMAS, PROSE
WRITINGS OF

DEFOE'S CAPTAIN SINGLE-
TON

DE MUSSET'S COMEDIES
DE QUINCEY'S CONFES-
SIONS

DE QUINCEY'S ESSAYS
DESCARTES' DISCOURSE ON
METHOD

DICKENS'S MASTER HUM-
PHREY'S CLOCK, Etc.

EARLY REVIEWS OF GREAT
WRITERS

ELIZABETHAN ENGLAND
ELLIS'S NEW SPIRIT
EMERSON, SELECT WRIT-
INGS OF

ENGLISH FAIRf AND FOLK
TALES

ENGLISH PROSE (Maundoville
to Thackeray)

EPICTETUS, TEACHING OF
FERRIS'S GREAT MUSICAL
COMPOSERS

FROISSART, PASSAGES from;

FROUDE'S NEMESIS OF FAITH
GOETHE'S MAXIMS, Etc.

GOGOL'S INSPECTOR-
GENERAL

GOLDSMITH'S VICAR OF
WAKEFIELD

GOSSE'S NORTHERN
STUDIES

HAZLITT, WILLIAM, ESSAYS1

H E I N E IN ART AND
LETTERS

HEINE, HEINRICH, PROSE
HEINE'S ITALIAN TRAVEL
SKETCHES

HELPS'S ESSAYS AND
APHORISMS

HERBERT'S, LORD, AUTO-
BIOGRAPHY

HO LM BS* AUTOCRAT OF THE
BREAKFAST-TABLE

HOLMES* POET AT THE
BREAKFAST-TABLE

HOLMES' PROFESSOR AT
THE BREAKFAST-TABLE

HUME'S ESSAYS
HUNT, LEIGH, ESSAYS BY
IBSEN'S PILLARS OF SOCIETY
IRISH FAIRY and FOLKTALES
JERROLD, DOUGLAS, PA! I

JOHNSON'S, DR., ESSAYS
KALIDASA'S SAKUNTALA
LAMB'S ESSAYS OF ELLA
LAMB'S PLAYS AND DRAMA-
TIC ESSAYS

The Walter Scott Publishing Company, Limited,

i.ond0n and fhllihg-on tynb.



THE SCOTT LIBRARY-»»/««/«*.

LANDOR'S IMAGINAKY CON-
V ERSATIONS

LANDOR'S PENTAMERON, &c.

LANDOR'S PERICLES AND
ASPASIA

LKOPARDI'S THOUGHTS AND
DIALOGUES

LESSING'S LAOCOON, AND
OTHER WRITINGS

LESSING'S NATHAN THE
WISE

LEWES'S, G. H., PRINCIPLES
OF SUCCESS IN LITERA-
TURE

LONGFELLOW'S PROSE
LOWELL'S ESSAYS ON ENG-
LISII POETS

LOWELL'S BIGLOW PAPERS
LOWELL'S MY STUDY
WINDOWS

MAETERLINCK, PLAYS OF
MALORY'S KING ARTHUR
MALORY'S MARVELLOUS AD-
VENTURES

MARCUS AURELIUS, MEDI-
TATIONS OF

MAZZINI'S ESSAYS—POLITI-
CAL, Etc.

MILL'S LIBERTY
MILTON, PROSE OF
MITTORD'S OUR VILLAGE
MONTAIGNE, ESSAYS OF
MORE'S UTOPIA AND
EDWARD V.

MORRIS'S VOLSUNGS AND
NIBLUNGS

NEWMAN'S SELECT ESSAYS
NEWMAN'S UNIVERSITY
SKETCHES

OXFORD MOVEMENT, THE
PASCAL, BLAISE, SELECT
THOUGHTS OF

PETRONIUS (TRIMALCHIO'S
BANQUET)

PLATO, SELECTIONS FROM
PLATO'S REPUBLIC
PLUTARCH'S LIVES
PLINY'S LETTERS—SERIES I.

PLINY'S LETTERS—SERIES II.

POE'S TALES AND ESSAYS
POLITICAL ECONOMY SELEC-
TIONS

POLITICAL ORATIONS

REFLECTIONS ON THE REVO-
LUTION IN FRANCE

RENAN'S LIFE OF JESUS
RENAN'S ANTICHRIST
RENAN'S MARCUS AURELIUS
RENAN'S POETRY OF CELTIC
RACES. Etc

REYNOLDS'S, SIR JOSHUA,
DISCOURSES

RYDBERG'S SINGOALLA
SADI: GULISTAN; OR
FLOWER GARDEN

SAINTE-BEUVE, ESSAYS OF
SCHILLER'S MAID OF OR-
LEANS

SCHILLER'S WILLIAM TELL
SCHOPENHAUER
SCOTS ESSAYISTS
SENANCOUR'S OBERMANN
SENECA'S MORALS, SELEC-
TIONS FROM

SHELLEY'S ESSAYS AND
LETTERS

SHERIDAN'S PLAYS
SMITH, SYDNEY, PAPERS BY
SPENCE'S ANECDOTES AND
OBSERVATIONS

STEELE AND ADDISON,
PAPERS OF

SWIFT'S PROSE WRITINGS
TACITUS, THE ANNALS OF
THACKERAY'S BARRY LYN-
DON

TUOREAU'S ESSAYS, AND
OTHER WRITINGS

THOREAU'S WALDEN
THOREAU'S WEEK ON THE
CONCORD

TOLSTOY'S WHAT IS ART ?

VASARI'S LIVES OF ITALIAN
PAINTERS

WALTON'S COMPLETE
ANGLER

WALTON'S LIVES
WHITE'S NATURAL HISTORY
OF SELBORNE

WHITMAN'S DEMOCRATIC
VISTAS

WHITMAN'S SPECIMEN DAYS
WOLLSTONECRAFT'SRIGHTS
OF WOMAN

WORDSWORTH'S PROSE

Thb Walter Scott Publishing Company, Limited,

london and felling-on-tyne.



The Canterbury Poets.

Cloth, Cut and Uncut Edges, is.; Red Roan, Gilt Edges, 2s. 6d.;

Pad. Morocco, Gilt Edges, 5s.

A Superior Edition Bound in Art Linen, with Photogravure Frontispiece, 2s,

1 CHRISTIAN YEAR

2 COLERIDGE

3 LONGFELLOW

4 CAMPBELL

5 SHELLEY

6 WORDisWORTIt

7 BLAKE

8 WHITTIER

9 POE

10 CIIATTERTON

11 BURNS. Songs

12 BURNS. Poems

13 MARLOWE

14 KEATS

15 HERBERT

16 HUGO

17 COWPERi

18 SHAKESPEARE'S POEMS, etc.

19 EMERSON

20 SONNETS OF THE NINE-

TEENTH CENTURY

21 WHITMAN
22 SCOTT. Lady of the Lake, etc.

23 SCOTT. Marnnon, etc

24 PRAED

25 HOGG
26 GOLDSMITH

27 LOVE LETTERS, etc.

28 SPENSER

29 CHILDREN OF THE POETS

30 JONSON

31 BYRON. Miscellaneous

32 BYRON. Don Juan

33 THE SONNETS OF EUROPB

34 RAMSAY

35 DOBELL

36 POPE

37 HEINE

38 BEAUMONT & FLETCHER

39 BOWLES, LAMB, etc.

40 SEA MUSIC

41 EARLY ENGLISH POETRY

42 HERRICK

43 BALLADES and RONDEAUS

44 HUSH MINSTRELSY

45 MILTON'S PARADISE L03T

46 JACOBITE BALLADS

47 DAYS OF THE YEAR

48 AUSTRALIAN BALLADS

49 MOORE

THE WALTER SCOTT PUBLISHING CO., LTD.,

LONDON AND FELLING-ON-TYNE



The Canterbury Poets-continued.

50 BORDER BALLADS

51 SONG-TIDE

52 ODES OF HORACE

53 OSSIAN

54 FAIRY MUSIC

55 SOUTIIEY

56 CHAUCER

57 GOLDEN TREASURY

58 POEMS OF WILD LIFE

59 PARADISE REGAINED

60 CRABBE

61 DORA GREENWELL
62 FAUST

63 AMERICAN SONNETS

64 LANDOR'S POEMS

65 GREEK ANTHOLOGY
66 HUNT AND HOOD
67 HUMOROUS POEMS

68 LYTTON'S PLAYS

69 GREAT ODES

70 MEREDITH'S POEMS

71 IMITATION OF CHRIST

72 NAVAL SONGS

73 PAINTER POETS

74 WOMEN POETS

75 LOVE LYRICS

76 AMERICAN HUMOROUS
VERSE

77 SCOTTISH MINOR POETS

78 CAVALIER LYRISTS

80 SONGS OF BERANGER
81 RODEN NOEL'S POEMS
82 SONGS OF FREEDOM
83 CANADIAN POEMS
84 SCOTTISH VERSE
85 POEMS OF NATURE
86 CRADLE SONGS

87 BALLADS OF SPORT

88 MATTHEW ARNOLD

89 CLOUGH'S BOTHIE

90 BROWNING'S POEMS
Pippa Passes, etc. Vol. I.

91 BROWNING'S POEMS
A Blot in the 'Scutcheon, etc.

Vol. 2.

92 BROWNING'S POEMS
Dramatic Lyrics. Vol. 3.

93 MACKAY'S LOVER'S MIS-
SAL

94 HENRY KIRKE WHITE

95 LYRA NICOTIANA

96 AURORA LEIGH

97 TENNYSON'S POEMS
In Memoriam, etc.

98 TENNYSON'S POEMS
The Princess, etc.

99 WAR SONGS
100 THOMSON
101 ALEXANDER SMITH
102 EUGENE LEE-HAMILTON ^

103 PAUL VERLAINE
104 BAUDELAIRE
105 NEW ZEALAND VERSE
106 CONTEMPORARY GERMAN

POETRY
107 CONTEMPORARY BELGIAN

POETRY79 GERMAN BALLADS

The Walter Scott Publishing Company, Limited,

london and felling-on-tyne.
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Great Writers.
A NEW SERIES OF CRITICAL BIOGRAPHIES.

Edited by ERIC ROBERTSON and FRANK T. MARZIALS. .c 3

A Complete Bibliography to each Volume, by J. P. Anderson, British "g ^
Museum, London.

Cloih, Uncut Edges, Gilt Top. Price is. 6d.

VOLUMES ALREADY ISSUED.
LIFE OF LONGFELLOW. By Professor Eric S. Robertson.
LIFE OF COLERIDGE. By Hall Caine. g H
LIFE OF DICKENS. By Frank T. Marzials. g -3
LIFE OF DANTE GABRIEL ROSSETTI. By J. Knight. 3 „
LIFE OF SAMUEL JOHNSON. By Colonel F. Grant. "o

"

LIFE OF DARWIN. By G. T. Bettany. > 3
LIFE OF CHARLOTTE BRONTE. By A. Birrell. uS
LIFE OF THOMAS CARLYLE. By R. Garnett, LL.D. S3

"**

LIFE OF ADAM SMITH. By R. B. Haldane, M.P. -=> t
LIFE OF KEATS. By W. M. Rossetti. *~

a,

LIFE OF SHELLEY. By William Sharp. ^ 2
LIFE OF SMOLLETT. By David Hannav. _ 3
LIFE OF GOLDSMITH. By Austin Dobson. "5 2
LIFE OF SCOTT. By Professor Yonge. £e
LIFE OF BURNS. By Professor Black ie. O
LIFE OF VICTOR HUGO. By Frank T. Marzials. 2 T
LIFE OF EMERSON. By Richard Garnett, LL.D.
LIFE OF GOETHE. By James Sime.
LIFE OF CONGREVE. By Edmund Gosse.
LIFE OF BUNYAN. By Canon Venables.
LIFE OF CRABBE. By T. E. Kebbll.
LIFE OF HEINE. By William Sharp.
LIFE OF MILL. By W. L. Courtney.
LIFE OF SCHILLER. By Henry W. Nevinson.
LIFE OF CAPTAIN MARRYAT. By David Hannay.
LIFE OF LESSING. By T. W. Rolleston.
LIFE OF MILTON. By R. Garnett, LL.D.
LIFE OF BALZAC. Bv Frederick Wedmore.
LIFE OF GEORGE ELIOT. By Oscar Brov.mng.
LIFE OF JANE AUS I EN. By Goldwin Smith.
LIFE OF BROWNING. By William Sharp.
LIFE OF BYRON. By Hon. Roden Noel.
LIFE OF HAWTHORNE. By Moncure D. Conway.
LIFE OF SCHOPENHAUER. By Professor Wallace.
LIFE OF SHERIDAN. By Lloyd Sanders.
LIFE OF THACKERAY. By Herman Merivale and Frank T.

Marzials.
LIFE OF CERVANTES. By H. E. Watts.
LIFE OF VOLTAIRE. By Francis Espinasse.
LIFE OF LEIGH HUNT. By Co>mo Monk house. J2 • <u

LIFE OF WHITTIER. ByW. J Linton. g
"~>

H.
LIFE OF RENAN. By Francis Espinasse. £a
LIFE OF THOREAU. By H. S. Salt. _£ S 3
LIFE OF RUSKIN. By Ashmoke Wingate. H
LIBRARY EDITION OF 'GREAT WRITERS,' Demy 8vo, js. 6d.

**

The Walter Scott Publishing Company, Limited,
london and felung-on-tyne.
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per
oL3/6 52 Ibsen's Works. 3/6 i

[B.'ue and Gold Binding.)

Edited and Translated by WILLIAM ARCHER,

Dramatic Critic of "The World."

Complete Works in Six Volumes. Three Plays to a Volume.

Vol. I.—"THE LEAGUE OF YOUTH," "THE PILLARS

OF SOCIETY," and "A DOLL'S HOUSE."

With Portrait of the Author, and Biographical Introduction by

William Archer.

Vol. II.—"GHOSTS," "AN ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE,"

and "THE WILD DUCK."

With an Introductory Note by William Archer.

Vol. III.—"LADY INGER OF OSTRAT," "THE
VIKINGS AT HELGELAND," and "THE

PRETENDERS."

WT
ith an Introductory Note by William Archer.

Vol. IV.—"EMPEROR AND GALILEAN." (Caesar's

Apostasy and The Emperor Julian.)

With an Introductory Note by William Archer.

Vol. V.— " ROSMERSHOLM," "THE LADY FROM
THE SEA," and "HEDDA GABLER."

Translated by William Archer. With an Introductory Note.

Vol. VI.—" PEER GYNT." A Dramatic Poem.

Transla'ed by William Archer.

The Walter Scott Publishing Company, Limited,

london and felling-on-tyne.



COMPACT AND PRACTICAL.

In Limp Cloth; for the Pocket. Price One Shilling.

The European

Conversation Books.

FRENCH ITALIAN

SPANISH GERMAN

NORWEGIAN.

CONTENTS.

Hints to Travellers—Everyday Expressions—Arriving at

and Leaving a Railway Station—Custom House Enquiries—
In a Train—At a Buffetand Restaurant—At an Hotel—Pay-

ing an Hotel Bill—Enquiries in a Town—On board Ship—
Embarking and Disembarking—Excursion by Carriage—
Enquiries as to Diligences—Enquiries as to Boats—Engag-

ing Apartments— Washing List and Days of Week—
Restaurant Vocabulary— Telegrams and Letters, etc., etc.

The contents of these little handbooks are so arranged as to

permit direct and immediate reference. All dialogues or enquiries not

considered absolutely essential have been purposely excluded, nothing

being introduced which might confuse the traveller rather than assist

him. A few hints are given in the introduction which will be found

valuable to those unaccustomed to foreign travel.

THE WALTER SCOTT PUBLISHING CO., LTD.,

LONDON AND FELLING-ON-TYNE.



Famous American Authors.
"NEW ENGLAND LIBRARY."

Gravure Edition.

PRINTED ON ANTIQUE PAPER. 2s. 6d. PER VOL.

Each Volume with a Frontispiece in Photogravure.

By NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE.

THE SCARLET LETTER.
THE HOUSE OF THE SEVEN GABLES,
THE BLITHEDALE ROMANCE.
TANGLEWOOD TALES.
TWICE-TOLD TALES.

A WONDER-BOOK FOR GIRLS AND BOYS.

OUR OLD HOME.
MOSSES FROM AN OLD MANSE.
THE SNOW IMAGE.
TRUE STORIES FROM HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY
THE NEW ADAM AND EVE.

LEGENDS OF THE PROVINCE HOUSE.

By OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES.

THE AUTOCRAT OF THE BREAKFAST-TABLE.
THE PROFESSOR AT THE BREAKFAST-TABLE.
THE POET AT THE BREAKFAST-TABLE.
ELSIE VENNER

By HENRY THOREAU.

ESSAYS AND OTHER WRITINGS.
WALDEN; OR, LIFE IN THE WOODS.
A WEEK ON THE CONCORD.

The Walter Scott Publishing Company, Limited,

london and felling-on-tyne.



Every-Day Help Series
of Useful Handbooks.

Price 6d. each, or in Roan Binding, Price Is.

Contributors—J. Langdon Down, M.D., F.R.C.P.; Henry
Power, M.B., F.R.C.S.

; J. Mortimer-Granville, M.D.

;

J. Crickton Browne, M.D., LL.D.; Robert Farquharson,
M.D., Edin.; W. S. Greenfield, M.D., F.R.C.P.; and others.

1. HOW to Do Business. A Guide to Success in Life.

2. HOW to Behave. Manual of Etiquette and Personal Habits.

3. How to Write. A Manual of Composition and Letter

Writing.

4. HOW tb Debate. With Hints on Public Speaking.

5- Don't : Directions for avoiding Common Errors of Speech.
6. The Parental Don't : Warnings to Parents.

7. "Why Smoke and Drink. By James Parton.

8. Elocution. By T. R. W. Fearson, M.A., of St. Catharine's

College, Cambridge, and F. W. Waithman, Lecturers on
Elocution.

9. The Secret of a Clear Head.
10. Common Mind Troubles.
11. The Secret of a Good Memory.
12. Youth: Its Care and Culture.
13. The Heart and its Function.
14. Personal Appearances in Health and Disease.
15. The House and its Surroundings.
16. Alcohol: Its Use and Abuse.
17. Exercise and Training.
18. Baths and Bathing.
19. Health in Schools.
20. The Skin and its Troubles.
21. How to make the Best of Life.
22. Nerves and Nerve-Troubles.
23. The Sight, and How to Preserve it.

24. Premature Death : Its Promotion and Prevention.

25. Change, as a Mental Restorative.
26. The Gentle Art of Nursing the Sick.
27- The Care of Infants and Young Children.
23. Invalid Feeding, with Hints on Diet.
29. Every-day Aliments, and How to Treat Them.
30. Thrifty Housekeeping.
31. Home Cooking.
32. Flowers and Flower Culture.
33. Sleep and Sleeplessness.
34. The Story of Life.
35. Household Nursing.
33. The Ear, and Ear Troubles.

THE WALTER SCOTT PUBLISHING CO., LTD.,

LONDON AND FELLING-ON-TYNE.



The Music Story Series.

A SERIES OF LITERARY-MUSICAL MONOGRAPHS.

Edited by FREDERICK J. CROWEST,

Author of "The Great Tone Poets," etc., etc.

Illustrated with Photogravure and Collotype Portraits, Half-tone and Line

Pictures, Facsimiles, etc.

Square Crown 8vo, Cloth, 3s. 6d. net.

VOLUMES NOW READY.

THE STORY OF ORATORIO. By ANNIE W. PATTER-
SON, B.A., Mus. Doc.

THE STORY OF NOTATION. By C. F. ABDY WILLIAMS,
M.A., Mus. Bac.

THE STORY OF THE ORGAN. By C. F. ABDY
WILLIAMS, M.A., Author of "Bach" and "Handel" ("Master

Musicians' Series").

THE STORY OF CHAMBER MUSIC. By N. KILBURN,
Mus. Bac. (Cantab.).

THE STORY OF THE VIOLIN. By PAUL STOEVING,
Professor of the Violin, Guildhall School of Music, London.

THE STORY OF THE HARP. By WILLIAM H. GRATTAN
FLOOD, Author of " History of Irish Music."

THE STORY OF ORGAN MUSIC. By C. F. ABDY
WILLIAMS, M.A., Mus. Bac.

THE STORY OF ENGLISH MUSIC (1604-1904): being the

Worshipful Company of Musicians' Lectures.

THE STORY OF MINSTRELSY. By EDMONDSTOUNE
DUNCAN.

THE STORY OF MUSICAL FORM. By CLARENCE
LUCAS.

LATEST ADDITIONS.

THE STORY OF OPERA. By E. MARKHAM LEE, Mus.

Doc.

THE STORY OF THE CAROL. By EDMONDSTOUNE
DUNCAN.

Thk Walter Scott Publishing Company, Limited,

london and fellino-on-tyne.



Musicians' Wit, Humour, and

Anecdote

:

BEING ON DITS OF COMPOSERS, SINGERS, AND
INSTRUMENTALISTS OF ALL TIMES.

By FREDERICK J. CROWEST,
Author of "The Great Tone Poets," "The Story of British Music,"

Editor of "The Master Musicians" Series, etc., etc.

Profusely Illustrated with Quaint Drawings by

J. P. DONNE.

Crown 8vo, Cloth, Richly Gilt, Price 3/6.

" It is one of those delightful medleys of anecdote of all times, seasons,

and persons, in every page of which there is a new specimen of humour,

strange adventure, and quaint saying."—T. P. O'Connor in T.P.'s

Weekly.

"A remarkable collection of good stories which must have taken years

of perseverance to get together."

—

Morning Leader.

"A book which should prove acceptable to two large sections of the

public—those who are interested in musicians and those who have an

adequate sense of the comic."

—

Globe.

Tolstoy: His Life and Works.

By JOHN C KENWORTHY,
An Intimate Friend of the Great Russian Writer.

Crown Svo, 256 pages, Richly Bound, containing Portraits,

Facsimile Letter, Views, etc.

PRICE SIX SHILLINGS.
The Walter Scott Publishing Company, Limited,

london and felling-on-tyn'k.



The Emerald Library.
Crown 8vo, Gilt Top, Half Bound in Dark Green Ribbed

Cloth, with Light Green Cloth Sides, 2s. each.
Barnaby Rudge
Old Curiosity Shop
Pickwick Papers
Nicholas Nickleby
Olivet- Twist
Martin ( huzzlewit
Sketches by Boz
Olive
The Ogilvies
Ivanhoe
Kenilworth
Jacob Faithful
Veter Simple
Paul Clifford
Eugene Aram
Krnest Maltravers
Alice; or, The Mys-

teries

Rienzi
Pelham
The Last Days of
Pompeii

The Scottish Chiefs
Wilson's Tales
The Fair God
Miss Beresford's
Mystery

A Mountain Daisy
Hazel; or, Perilpornt
Lighthouse

Vicar of Wakefield
Prince of the House

of David
Wide, Wide World
Village Tales
Ben-IIur
Uncle Tom's Cabin
Robinson Crusoe
The White Slave
Charles O'Malley
Midshipman Easy
Bride of Lammermoor
Heart of Midlothian
Last of the Barons
Old Mortality
Tom Cringle's Log
Cruise of the Midge
Colleen Bawn
Valentine Vox
Night and Morning
Bunyan
Foxe's Book of Mar-

tyrs
Mansfield Park
Last of the Mohicans
Poor Jack
The Lamplighter
Jane Eyre
Pillar of Fire
Throne of David
Dombey and Son
Vanity Fair
In fel ice

Beulah
Harry Lorrcquer
Essays of Elia
Sheridan's Plays
Waverley
Quentin Durward
Talisman
From Jest to Earnest
Knight of 19th Century

Caudle's Lectures
Jack Hinton
Bret Harte
Ingoldsby Legends
Handy Andy
Lewis Arundel
Guy Maniiering
Rot. Roy
Fortunes of Nigel
Man in the Iron Mask
Great Composers
Louise de la Valliere
Great Painters
Rory O More
Araoian Nights
Swiss Family Robinson
Andersen's Fairy Tales
Three Musketeers
Twenty Years After
Vicomte de Bragelonne
Monte Cristo—Dantes

,, Bevengeof Dantes
The Newcomes
Life of Robert Moffat
Life of Gladstone
Cranford
North and South
Life of Gen. Gordon
Lincoln and Garfield
Great Modern Women
Henry Esmond
Alton Locke
Life of Livingstone
Life of Grace Darling
White's Selborne
Tales of the Covenanters
Barriers Burned Away
Opening a ChestnutBurr
Pendennis
David Copperfield
Luck of Barry Lyndon
St. Elmo
Son of Porthos
Stanley and Africa
Life of Wesley
Life of Spurgeon
For Lust of Gold
Wooing of Webster
At the Mercy of Ti-
berius

Countess of Rudolstadt
Consuelo
Two Years before the
Mast

Fair Maid of Perth
Peveril of the Peak
Shirley
Queechy
Naomi; or, the Last
Days of Jerusalem

Little Women and
Good Wives

Hypatia
Villette

Ruth
Agatha's Husband
Head of the Family
Old Helmet
Bleak House
Cecil Dreeme
Melbourne House
Wuthering Heights

The Days of Bruce
The Vale of Cedars
Hui ichback of Notre
Vashti

i Dame
The Caxtons
Harold, Last of the
Saxon Kings

Toilers of the Sea
What Can She Do?
New Border Tales
Frank Fairlegh
Zanoni
Macaria
Inez
Conduct and Duty
Windsor Castle
Hard Times
Tower of London
John Halifax, Gentle-
Westward Ho 1 [man
Lavengro
It is Never Too Late

to Mend
Two Years Ago
In His Steps
Crucifixion of Phillip
Strong

His Brother's Keeper
Robert Hardy's Seven
Days, and Malcom
Kirk (in 1 vol.)

Richard Bruce
The Twentieth Door
House of the Seven
Gables

Elsie Venner
The Romany Rye
Little Dorrit
The Scarlet Letter
Mary Barton
Home Influence
The Mother's Recom-
pense

Tennyson's Poems
Harry Coverdale's
Courtship

The Bible in Spain
Handbook of House-
keeping

The Dead Secret
Queen Victoria
Martin Rattler
Ungava
The Coral Island
Adam Bede
The Young Fur-Traders
The Virginians
A Tale of Two Cities
Scenes of Clerical Life
The Mill on the Floss
Danesbury House
A Life for a Life
Christmas Books
Tom Brown'sSchooldays
Grimm's Fairy Tales
East Lynne [Stress
Through Storm and
The Channings
Old St. Paul's [Hearth
The Cloister and the
Mrs. Halliburton's
Troubles.



The World's Great Novels.

A series of acknowledged masterpieces by the most eminent writers

of fiction. Excellent paper, large type, handsomely and strongly

bound in Russia Red Cloth, these books are admirably suited eitherfor
presentation or for a permanent place in the Library, while the low

Price brings them within reach of every class of readers.

Large Crown 8vo. Hundreds of Pages. Numerous Illustrations.

3s. 6d. per Vol.

Adam Bede. By George Eliot. With Six Full-page Illustra-

tions by S. H. Vedder and J. Jellicoe.

Anna Karenina. By Count Tolstoy. With Ten Illustrations

by Paul Frenzeny, and a Frontispiece Portrait of Count Tolstoy.

David Copperfield. By Charles Dickens. With Forty Illus-

trations by Hablot K. Browne ("Phiz").

Ivanhoe. By Sir Walter Scott. With Eight Full-page Illustra-

tions by Hugh M. Eaton.

Jane Eyre. By Charlotte Bronte. With Eight Full-page

Illustrations, and Thirty-two Illustrations in the Text, and Photogravure

Portrait of Charlotte Bronte.

John Halifax, Gentleman. By Mrs. Craik. With Eight Full-

page Illustrations by Alice Rarber Stephens.

Miserables, Les. By Victor Hugo. With Twelve Full-page

Illustrations.

Notre Dame. By Victor Hugo. With many Illustrations.

Three Musketeers, The. By Alexandre Dumas. Wkh
Twelve Full-page Illustrations by T. Eyre Macklin.

Twenty Years After. By Alexandre Dumas. With numerous
Illustrations.

Vicomte de Brag-elonne, The. By Alexandre Dumas. With
Eight Full-page Illustrations by Frank T. Merrill.

Louise de la Valliere. By Alexandre Dumas. With Eight
Full-page Illustrations by Frank T. Merrill.

The Man in the Iron Mask. By Alexandre Dumas. With
Eight Full-page Illustrations by Frank T. Merrill.

Count of Monte-Cristo, The. By Alexandre Dumas. With
Sixteen Full-page Illustrations by Frank T. Merrill.

Chicot, the Jester (La Dame de Monsoreau). By Alexandre
Dumas. New and Complete Translation. With Nine Full-page Illus-

trations by Frank T. Merrill.

Marguerite de Valois. By Alexandre Dumas. New and
Complete Translation. With Nine Illustrations by Frank T. Merrill.

Forty-Five Guardsmen, The. By Alexandre Dumas. New
and Complete Translation. With Nine Illustrations by Frank T. Merrill.

War and Peace. By Count Tolstoy. Two Volumes. With
Five Full-page Illustrations by E. H. Garrett.

Thb Walter Scott Publishing Company, Limited,

london and fbll1ng0n-tynb.
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